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Waltham Forest Council and Committee Meetings

All Council/Committee Meetings are held in public unless the business is exempt 
in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government Act 1972.
Most meetings are held at Waltham Forest Town Hall which is an accessible 
venue located in Forest Road E17 between Waltham Forest Magistrates Court 
and Waltham Forest College. The nearest underground and railway station is 
Walthamstow Central which is approximately 15 minutes’ walk away from the 
Town Hall. Buses on routes 275 and 123 stop outside the building.
There is ample parking accommodation for visitors for meetings held at Waltham 
Forest Town Hall including parking bays for people with disabilities. 
From 3 January 2012 the Town Hall Complex site became a Permit/Pay and 
Display facility. The following parking charges now apply between 8.30 am and 
5.00 pm weekdays:
1 hour: £1.30
2 hours: £2.60
3 hours: £3.80
4 hours: £5.10
24 hours: £6.50
There is a ramped access to the building for wheelchair users and people with 
mobility disabilities.
The Council Chamber and Committee Rooms are accessible by lift and are 
located on the first floor of Waltham Forest Town Hall.
Induction loop facilities are available in most Meeting Rooms.
Electronic copies of agendas, reports and minutes are available on the Council’s 
website. The link is http://democracy.walthamforest.gov.uk/
Contact officers listed on the agenda will be able to provide further information 
about the meeting and deal with any requests for special facilities.
Contact details for report authors are shown on individual reports. Report 
authors should be contacted prior to the meeting if further information on specific 
reports is needed of if background documents are required.

http://democracy.walthamforest.gov.uk/
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Recording of Meetings
Public meetings of the Council and its committees may be recorded by any attendee provided that 
such recording does not disrupt the meeting. The Mayor or Chair of the meeting has the discretion 
to halt any recording if, in his/her view, this is causing a general disturbance, for example through 
excessive use of flash photography or intrusive camera equipment, or by the person making the 
recording moving about the meeting room. In such cases attendees may continue to observe the 
meeting, but not to record it.
If the meeting votes to exclude the press and public during consideration of exempt or confidential 
material then, in conjunction with this, all rights to record the meeting are removed.
Anyone recording a meeting is asked to focus only on those actively participating, and is 
requested not to put undue restrictions on the material produced so that it can be reused and 
edited by other local people and organisations on a non-commercial basis.
You may be filmed whilst attending a meeting and your attendance at the meeting signifies 
your understanding of, and agreement to, this. If you do not wish to be filmed, please notify 
a member of staff who can make your request known to the Mayor or Chair. You may also 
wish to sit in the upper gallery of the Council Chamber.
If you have any questions please contact Democratic Services on 020 8496 3000 or at 
democraticservices@walthamforest.gov.uk. Members of the press are asked to contact the 
Communications Team on the above number or at media@walthamforest.gov.uk, particularly if 
you expect to use large equipment (including lighting).
Full details of the Council’s Protocol on the Filming of Meetings by the Press and Public are 
available on the Council’s website at http://bit.ly/11gxSfT.

mailto:democraticservices@walthamforest.gov.uk
mailto:media@walthamforest.gov.uk
http://bit.ly/11gxSfT
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Disclosable Pecuniary Interests (DPI) are prescribed by the Relevant Authorities (Disclosable 
Pecuniary Interests) Regulations 2012 as follows:
Interest Description

Employment, office, trade, 
profession or vocation

Any employment, office, trade, profession or vocation carried on for 
profit or gain.

Sponsorship Any payment or provision of any other financial benefit (other than from 
the relevant authority) made or provided within the relevant period in 
respect of any expenses incurred by a member in carrying out duties 
as a member, or towards your election expenses.
This includes any payment or financial benefit from a trade union within 
the meaning of the Trade Union and Labour Relations (Consolidation) 
Act 1992

Contracts Any contract which is made between the relevant person (or a body in 
which the relevant person has a beneficial interest) and the relevant 
authority—
(a) under which goods or services are to be provided or works are 

to be executed; and
(b) which has not been fully discharged.

Land Any beneficial interest in land which is within the area of the relevant 
authority.

Licences Any licence (alone or jointly with others) to occupy land in the area of 
the relevant authority for a month or longer.

Corporate tenancies Any tenancy where (to the member’s knowledge)—
(a) the landlord is the relevant authority; and
(b) the tenant is a body in which the relevant person has a 

beneficial interest.

Securities Any beneficial interest in securities of a body where—
(a) that body (to the member’s knowledge) has a place of business 

or land in the area of the relevant authority; and
(b) either—

(i) the total nominal value of the securities exceeds £25,000 
or one hundredth of the total issued share capital of that 
body; or 

(ii) (ii)  if the share capital of that body is of more than one 
class, the total nominal value of the shares of any one 
class in which the relevant person has a beneficial 
interest exceeds one hundredth of the total issued share 
capital of that class.

A Member must disclose at meetings as a non-pecuniary interest:
• Appointments made by the authority to any outside bodies (excluding joint committees with other 

local authorities);
• Membership of charities;
• Membership of trade unions recognised by the authority;
• Membership of lobbying or campaign groups;
• Governorships at any educational institution in the borough;
• Membership of voluntary organisations operating in the borough.

http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/made
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2012/1464/made
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Monitoring Officer’s guidance on bias and pre-determination

The Council often has to make controversial decisions that affect people adversely and this can 
place individual councillors in a difficult position.  They are expected to represent the interests of 
their constituents and political party and have strong views but it is also a well-established legal 
principle that councillors who make these decisions must not be biased nor must they have pre-
determined the outcome of the decision.  This is especially so in “quasi-judicial” decisions in 
planning and licensing committees.  

This Note seeks to provide guidance on what is legally permissible and when members may 
participate in decisions.  It should be read alongside the Code of Conduct.

Predisposition
Predisposition is lawful.  The law is very clear that members may have strong views on a proposed 
decision, and indeed may have expressed those views in public, and still participate in a decision.  
This will include political views and manifesto commitments.  The key issue is that the member 
ensures that their predisposition does not prevent them from consideration of all the other factors 
that are relevant to a decision, such as committee reports, supporting documents and the views of 
objectors.  In other words, the member retains an “open mind”.  

Section 25 of the Localism Act 2011 confirms this position by providing that a decision will not be 
unlawful because of an allegation of bias or pre-determination “just because” a member has done 
anything that would indicate what view they may take in relation to a matter relevant to a decision.  
However, if a member has done something more than indicate a view on a decision, this may be 
unlawful bias or predetermination so it is important that advice is sought where this may be the 
case.

Pre-determination / Bias
Pre-determination and bias are unlawful and can make a decision unlawful.  Pre-determination 
means having a “closed mind”.  In other words, a member has made his/her mind up on a decision 
before considering or hearing all the relevant evidence.

Bias can also arise from a member’s relationships or interests, as well as their state of mind.  The 
Code of Conduct’s requirement to declare interests and withdraw from meetings prevents most 
obvious forms of bias, e.g. not deciding your own planning application.  However, members may 
also consider that a “non-pecuniary interest” under the Code also gives rise to a risk of what is 
called apparent bias.  The legal test is:  “whether the fair-minded and informed observer, having 
considered the facts, would conclude that there was a real possibility that the tribunal was biased’. 

A fair minded observer takes an objective and balanced view of the situation but Members who 
think that they have a relationship or interest that may raise a possibility of bias, should seek legal 
advice.  

This is a complex area and this note should be read as general guidance only.  Members who 
need advice on individual decisions, should contact the Monitoring Officer and / or the legal 
advisor for their committee.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST
MINUTES OF THE AUDIT AND GOVERNANCE COMMITTEE

27 September 2018 at 7.36 pm

PRESENT:
Chair: Councillor Joe Lacey-Holland

Committee Members: Councillors Rosalind Doré and Marion Fitzgerald

Officers in Attendance:
Modester Anucha Divisional Director, Housing Solutions
Adam Bassi Head of Estates and Valuation
Idris Burke-Sadiq Head of Housing IT
Reginald Coley Social Care Complaints Officer
Mark Hynes Director of Governance and Law
David Levy Director of Supply Chain
Glenn Miller Assistant Director, Property and Asset Management
Brian Moldon Strategic Finance Advisor – Corporate
Andrea Nitschke Insurance and Risk Manager
Berniece Sarsah Internal Audit Manager
John Williams Democratic Services Officer
Vince Yeboah Senior Accountant
Gemma Young Head of Internal Audit & Anti-Fraud

Also in Attendance:
Debbie Hanson Associate Partner, EY (External Audit)

20. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE AND SUBSTITUTE MEMBERS

Apologies for absence were received from Caryle Webb-Ingall, Independent Co-
opted Member; and also from Rita Cattle, Complaints Manager, and John Turnbull, 
Strategic Director of Finance and Governance.

There were no substitute Members.

21. DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

None.
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22. MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING

The minutes of the meeting held on 26 July 2018 were approved as a correct record 
and signed by the Chair. 

23. INTRODUCTION AND PRESENTATION BY EXTERNAL AUDITORS

The Committee received a presentation from Debbie Hanson, Associate Partner at 
EY, the Council’s newly appointed External Auditors.  The presentation slides have 
been appended to the electronic version of the minutes.

Ms Hanson outlined the role of external auditors, and emphasised the values of 
independence, quality and assurance that the process added to the governance of 
the Council and the management of its finances.  She outlined the annual audit 
programme, and also described how the integration of technology into audits, 
especially though EY’s Canvas, Helix and Atlas programs supported a quality and 
exceptional client service.

The approach was based on ‘no surprises’, with regular meetings with officers and 
regular attendance meetings of the Committee.

The Chair thanked Ms Hanson for a useful and comprehensive presentation, and 
this was warmly endorsed by Members of the Committee. 

24. ANNUAL REVIEW FROM THE LOCAL GOVERNMENT & SOCIAL CARE 
OMBUDSMAN (LGSCO)

Consideration was given to a report of the Complaints Manager.

Reginald Coley introduced the report and highlighted the statistical information 
contained in it.

Councillor Fitzgerald raised a question about Members attending complaint panels 
with and on behalf of their constituents, and whether they could speak.  Mr Coley 
said there were instances where the Local Government Ombudsman might believe 
that a conflict of interest could arise, in that they regard the complaint as being 
against the council of which the councillor is a Member.  However, the Director of 
Governance and Law was not aware of a restriction on a Member wishing to assist a 
constituent in a ‘McKenzie friend’ capacity, and he would be glad to advise any 
councillor who encountered difficulty.

Councillor Doré was anxious that complainants in temporary accommodation cases 
should not suffer detriment as a result of living away from the borough.

The Chair said the important thing about complaints was to learn from them.  In 
relation to housing, he asked the Divisional Director what measures there were to 
ensure this.  Modester Anucha said there was an in-house system to monitor 
complaints: processes are more developed and the number of complaints has 
reduced.  Sometimes it was necessary to go beyond the face value of the complaint 
to address the underlying concerns.
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It was confirmed that in most instances, complaints about adult social care followed 
a specific process, unless it related more closely to another service area, such as 
finance.  Officers were satisfied that the Local Government and Social Care 
Ombudsman (LGSCO) or Housing Ombudsman Service were adequately 
signposted on the Council’s website, and their own websites provided the public with 
a clear illustration of their processes and escalation rights.

The Chair also expressed interest in how learning from complaints is captured and 
fed into the scrutiny process.  Members also sought more detailed data in future 
reports on benchmarking and how the Council performs against its neighbours, 
including statistical neighbours.

Decision 

The Committee noted the following:

(a) the LGSCO’s Annual Review letter and the information provided in respect of 
complaint investigations carried out by the LGSCO and HOS;

(b) the statistical information being presented with this report (apart from 
Appendix A and the contents of Appendix E) is based on the way that the 
Council’s Corporate Complaints Team records information, which differs to the 
methods applied by both the LGSCO and the HOS;

(c) the statistical information regarding all complaints received by the Council 
during the financial year 2017-2018, set out in Appendix D;

(d) comparative information for 2016-2017 and 2015-2016 in Appendix B and 
Appendix C;

(e) Appendix E containing comparative data for Waltham Forest Council and 
neighbouring London boroughs, which is based on information published by 
the LGSCO.  There is no comparative data with other London boroughs 
available for complaints dealt with by the HOS; and

(f) the work that the Corporate Complaints Team does with services to improve 
services based on learning from complaints;

The Committee also:
 
(g) asked for further work on how learning from complaints is captured and fed 

into the scrutiny process; and

(h) Sought more detailed data in future reports on benchmarking and how the 
Council performs against its neighbours, including statistical neighbours.
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25. REVIEW OF THE PROCESS FOR CLOSING THE ACCOUNTS AND 
PROPERTY VALUATION

Consideration was given to a report of the Strategic Director of Finance and 
Governance, the Director of Asset Management, and the Strategic Finance Advisor 
– Corporate.

Brian Moldon introduced the report and outlined the outstanding priority one 
recommendation from 2016/17, and the new priority one recommendation from 
2017/18 as follows:

 Accuracy of property, plant and equipment records –ensuring all new and 
disposed  assets have been accounted for correctly i.e. ensure all new and 
disposed assets are accounted for correctly.

 Valuation of land and buildings – relating to an impairment review, and 
analysis to ascertain the impact of any market increase, between the 
valuation date and the balance sheet date for all assets.

Mr Moldon said officers in Finance, Property, Legal and Housing had held meetings 
to explore the issues in more detail, and agreed how property will be valued in future.  
He confirmed that the proposals for this had been brought forward.

Glenn Miller added that the new approach involved retaining external valuers and not 
using an indexation, as this cannot be applied uniformly.  A wider sample is adopted 
on a desktop basis in an approach based on good practice elsewhere.  A process 
using a definite 20 per cent sample would be started shortly.

It was explained that the fixed asset register is a continuous process so would not be 
‘completed’ as such, but a fixed valuation would be required as at 31 March 2019.

The Chair asked why Housing Revenue Account (HRA) valuations were such a 
challenge.  Mr Miller explained that is was the sheer volume of thirteen thousand 
units: they could only realistically be valued on a sample basis: for example the 
notional value of a two-bedroom flat in a certain ward.

Decision
 
The Committee noted the report and the actions being taken by the Council.

26. RISK MANAGEMENT UPDATE

Consideration was given to a report of the Insurance and Risk Manager.

Andrea Nitschke introduced the report and outlined the progress being made to 
embed risk management within the Council.  She also presented the strategic risk 
register for review and approval.

Ms Nitschke said that operational risk has now been fully reviewed and reflected at 
strategic risk level.  Committee Members now have access to the Council’s risk 
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management system.  She outlined the risk challenge workshops taking place 
across the Council, and referred to the work of the Brexit Risk Management Group, 
chaired by the Deputy Leader, which would be reported to the next meeting of the 
Committee.  It is exploring the implications of a deal or no deal for service areas and 
building this into corporate and strategic risk.  David Levy added that officers are 
examining the technical notes produced by the Government and prompting 
colleagues to think what the consequences of no-deal will be.

The Chair referred to the useful training session before the meeting delivered by 
Elizabeth Humphrey of CIPFA and in particular the suggestion of informal working 
groups of members to explore key issues such as this.  He also referred to the 
‘assurance map’ produced by the Lincolnshire Police and Crime Commissioner, and 
felt that a similar model could assist Members in understanding the deeper narrative 
around the risk register, and allow greater scope for exploration with risk owners  

Decision 

The Committee:

(a) noted the contents of the report; 

(b) agreed the strategic risk register, detailed in appendix A to the report; 

(c) asked for more detail on the broad themes of Brexit, including no-deal, to be 
examined by an informal working group of Members if appropriate; and

(d) sought in future a deeper narrative around the risk register allowing greater 
scope for exploration with risk owners.

27. TREASURY MANAGEMENT STRATEGY STATEMENT AND ANNUAL 
INVESTMENT STRATEGY MID-YEAR REVIEW 2018-19

Consideration was given to a report of the Pensions and Treasury Manager and 
Senior Accountant.
Vince Yeboah introduced the report, which provided an economic update for the first 
six months of the current financial year, and a review of the treasury management 
and investment strategies, the Council’s capital expenditure, investment portfolio and 
borrowing strategy for 2018/19, and a review of compliance with Treasury and 
prudential limits.
£23 million of loans is used to manage cashflow, with a maturity strategy of 50 years.
A prepayment of pension contributions for 2020/21 was proposed.  A previous 
prepayment of £55 million had saved £3 million, and The Chair asked what the 
proposed amounts this time would be.
Decision 
The Committee 

(a) recommended Full Council to: 
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(i) agree the Treasury Management Strategy Statement and Annual 
Investment Strategy Mid -Year Report 2018/19; and

(ii) agree that Strategic Director Finance and Governance may approve the 
pre-payment of employer and employee Local Government Pension 
Scheme contributions for a period of up to three years; and

(b) asked for the figures concerning the proposed pension pre-payment when 
they are known.

28. PROGRESS UPDATE ON DELIVERING THE INTERNAL AUDIT PLAN FOR 
2018-19

Consideration was given to a report of the Head of Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud.
On the advice of Democratic Services, the Chair formally authorised the late 
circulation of the follow-up report on iWorld Housing Management Application 
Review, as provided for under section 100B(4)(b) of the Local Government Act 1972 
as amended.
Gemma Young introduced the report and said that the plan was quite well advanced 
for the autumn.  She outlined changes to the 2018-19 plan, to include DBS 
(Disclosure and Barring Service) checks, the post room at Cedar Wood House, and 
the use of the Government’s pothole action fund.  The annual audit of the Mayor’s 
Fund may require an independent view given the potential reputational risk. 
29 recommendations are being followed up in the current year.  Miss Young referred 
to the ones from before 2017-18 that have not been implemented.  In relation to 
Direct Payments, this is in abeyance as there is currently an investigation into a 
charity-based direct payment.
In relation to the ICT Housing Application Review, the Divisional Director, Housing 
Solutions and the Head of Housing ICT had been invited to the meeting to hear the 
Committee’s concerns.  These concerned the pace of implementing the 
recommendations, and specific matters concerning the processes for changing 
passwords and the interface with the Hornbill system.  The Chair and the Head of 
Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud questioned officers as to how far the recommendations 
had been actioned, and were informed that so far this was partial.  The Director said 
that the situation would have changed by November.
In relation to business continuity in housing, which was last reviewed by Ascham 
Homes, Members were disappointed to learn that this was overdue and that there 
was no clear schedule for implementation.   The Committee insisted that the review 
be brought to completion within a given period.
The Committee 

(a) noted the contents of the report;

(b) expressed concern at the pace of implementing the recommendations of the 
iWorld Housing Management Application Review and business continuity, and 
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sought assurances that these would be addressed by November 2018, with a 
further report to the Committee in January 2019.

29. UPDATE ON PROGRESS OF THE CORPORATE ANTI-FRAUD TEAM

Consideration was given to a report of the Head of Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud.

Gemma Young introduced the report and highlighted the work of the team.  With 
regard to social housing fraud, 16 Notices to Quit have been issued resulting in a 
notional saving of £1.1 million.   30 fraudulent right-to-buy applications were 
prevented and £3 million of falsely claimed discount was saved.

Nine corporate fraud investigations were currently underway.

Members expressed enthusiasm at the suggestion that the Committee be invited to 
join officers on a future tenancy fraud check.  Miss Young added that it was also a 
useful opportunity to learn about anti-social behaviour and other nuisances 
concerning tenants.

Decision 

The Committee noted the contents of the report.

The meeting closed at 9.25 pm

Chair’s Signature

Date
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Appendices 1.  Treasury Management Strategy Statement 2019-20

1. SUMMARY

1.1 This report requests Audit and Governance committee to recommend 
Council to approve the Treasury Management Strategy, Minimum 
Revenue Provision (MRP) Strategy and Annual Investment Strategy for 
2019-20 and the Treasury Management Policy Statement and Clauses. 

1.2 This report sets out the context within which the Council’s treasury 
management activity operates and outlines a proposed strategy for the 
coming year. The report considers the Council’s borrowing and investment 
strategy alongside required Prudential Indicators. It also identifies risk 
reduction strategies that have been established to ensure the fundamental 
aims of security, liquidity and yield of the Council’s investments.

1.3 The Council is required to actively manage its substantial cashflows on 
a daily basis.  The need to place monies in investments or to borrow 
monies to finance capital programmes and to cover daily operational 
needs, is an integral part of daily cash and investment portfolio 
management.  As at 31 March 2019 the Council’s loan portfolio is 
expected to be £309.97m and the total value of investments are 
forecast to be £30.9.4m.
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1.4 The Council will aim to extend its programme of prepaying pension 
contributions and it proposes delegated authority be granted to the 
Strategic Director Finance and Governance.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 Audit and Governance Committee recommend Council to:
2.1.1 Agree the Treasury Management Strategy Statement and Annual 

Investment Strategy Report 2019/20.
2.1.2 Agree the MRP strategy for 2019/20  (as outlined in appendix 1).
2.1.3 Agree the Prudential Indicators as set out in the Treasury 

Management Strategy, which demonstrate that the Council’s capital 
investment plans are affordable prudent and sustainable.

2.1.4 Agree that any changes to the Capital program that lead to material 
changes to the Treasury Management figures  between this report and 
when it goes to full Council in March are delegated to the Director of 
Finance to approve and will be reported back to the next Audit and 
Governance Committee.

2.1.5 Recommend approval that Strategic Director Finance and Governance 
may approve the pre-payment of employer and employee Local 
Government pension scheme contributions for a period of up to three 
years.

3. PROPOSALS
3.1 Treasury Management in the context of the report is defined as:

“The management of the local authority’s borrowing, 
investments and cash flows, its banking, money market and 
capital market transactions; the effective control of the risks 
associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum 
performance consistent with those risks.” (CIPFA Treasury 
Management Code of Practice 2017).

3.2 The Council has powers under Part 1 of the Local government Act 
2003 to borrow (i.e. prudential borrowing) and invest money in 
accordance with statute. In carrying out these functions, the Council is 
required to have regard to statutory guidance, which is currently found 
in the CIPFA Prudential Code and the CIPFA Treasury Management 
Code of Practice  2017. As this is statutory guidance, the Council 
should follow the guidance unless there is good reason not to.  The 
Guidance requires the Council to agree a treasury strategy for 
borrowing and to prepare an annual investment strategy, an interim 
report and an annual treasury management review. 

3.3 The attached appendix is presented to the Council to approve the 
Treasury Management Strategy, MRP Strategy and Annual Investment 
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Strategy for 2019-20 and Treasury Management Policy Statement and 
Clauses to be formally adopted. The report includes details of the 
Strategy for 2019-20, borrowing and investment forecasts based on 
cash flow and the capital expenditure

3.4 The strategy is in compliance with the statutory regulations and 
guidance.

3.5 The report details the Council’s borrowing requirement for 2019/20 and 
the following 2 years. Based on the Capital Programme and use of 
internal resources it is forecast that there will be a borrowing 
requirement of £31.0m in 2019/20, £14.0m in 2020/2 and £21.0m in 
2020/21. The increase in the borrowing requirement is result of the 
council’s special purpose vehicles. Deposits are forecast to fall from 
their current levels of £71.4m to approximately £30.9m by the end of 
2019/20. 

3.6 The Treasury Strategy report proposes that the Council delegate to the 
Strategic Director Finance and Governance the authority to decide to 
make a pre-payment of employer and employee pension contributions. 
This strategy was first executed in 2015/16 and in 2017/18. The 
decision would be based on a business case in the same way as a 
treasury decision would be taken (i.e., in order of priority, security, 
liquidity and return). Adopting the approach would also be subject to 
satisfying legal, accounting and external audit matters

   
4. OPTIONS & ALTERNATIVES CONSIDERED
4.1 The Council’s borrowing strategy is to continue to use up cash 

balances while investment rates remain low. Cash flow differences will 
be managed using temporary short term borrowing until it is necessary 
to borrow long term.  This strategy is prudent as investment returns are 
lower than borrowing rates and will also avoid cost of carry as well as 
mitigate counterparty risk. 

4.2 The Council’s investment policy has regard to the CLG’s Guidance on 
Local Government Investments (“the Guidance”) and the revised 
CIPFA Treasury Management in Public Services Code of Practice and 
Cross Sectoral Guidance Notes (“the CIPFA TM Code”).  The Council’s 
investment priorities will be security first, liquidity second, then returns.

5. CONSULTATION
5.1 The Treasury Management Team and Treasury Strategy Group are 

consulted on the content of this report. Membership of these groups 
includes the following officers: Pensions and Treasury Manager, 
Director of Finance and Governance, Director of Accountancy and 
Financial Management, Chief Accountant and four Strategic Finance 
Advisors. 

6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1 Finance, Value for Money and Risk 
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6.1.1 This report details financial activity and possible future proposals in 
respect of treasury strategy. Any proposed changes will be made to 
maximise the value and effective utilisation of the Council’s finances 
and in accordance with CIPFA’s Code of Practice.

6.2 Legal
6.2.1 The Council‘s constitution provides that all money held by the Council 

shall be aggregated for the purposes of Treasury Management and 
shall be under the control of the officer responsible for the proper 
administration of the Council’s financial affairs (Section 151 officer).

6.2.2 This report sets out the Council’s position with regard to its legal 
requirements under the CIPFA Prudential Code, Code of Practice on 
Treasury Management in Local government, and other regulations.

6.3 Equalities and Diversity
6.3.1 There are no specific implications
6.3.2 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 

disorder)
6.3.3 There are no specific implications.
6.4 Council Infrastructure
6.4.1 There are no specific implications
BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)
None
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1.INTRODUCTION
1.1 Background

The Council is required to operate a balanced budget, which broadly means that cash 
raised during the year will meet cash expenditure. Part of the treasury management 
operation is to ensure that this cash flow is adequately planned, with cash being available 
when it is needed.  Surplus monies are invested in low risk counterparties or instruments 
commensurate with the Council’s low risk appetite, providing adequate liquidity initially 
before considering investment return.

The second main function of the treasury management service is the funding of the 
Council’s capital plans.  These capital plans provide a guide to the borrowing need of the 
Council, essentially the longer-term cash flow planning, to ensure that the Council can 
meet its capital spending obligations. This management of longer-term cash may involve 
arranging long or short-term loans, or using longer-term cash flow surpluses. On 
occasion, when it is prudent and economic, any debt previously drawn may be 
restructured to meet Council risk or cost objectives. 

The contribution the treasury management function makes to the authority is critical, as 
the balance of debt and investment operations ensure liquidity or the ability to meet 
spending commitments as they fall due, either on day-to-day revenue or for larger capital 
projects.  The treasury operations will see a balance of the interest costs of debt and the 
investment income arising from cash deposits affecting the available budget.  Since cash 
balances generally result from reserves and balances, it is paramount to ensure adequate 
security of the sums invested, as a loss of principal will in effect result in a loss to the 
General Fund Balance.

Whilst any commercial initiatives or loans to third parties will impact on the treasury 
function, these activities are generally classed as non-treasury activities, (arising usually 
from capital expenditure), and are separate from the day-to-day treasury management 
activities.

CIPFA defines treasury management as:

“The management of the local authority’s borrowing, investments and cash flows, its 
banking, money market and capital market transactions; the effective control of the 
risks associated with those activities; and the pursuit of optimum performance 
consistent with those risks.”

Revised reporting is required for the 2019/20 reporting cycle due to revisions of the 
MHCLG Investment Guidance, the MHCLG Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) 
Guidance, the CIPFA Prudential Code and the CIPFA Treasury Management Code.  
The primary reporting changes include the introduction of a capital strategy, to 
provide a longer-term focus to the capital plans, and greater reporting requirements 
surrounding any commercial activity undertaken under the Localism Act 2011.  The 
capital strategy is being reported separately.
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1.2 Reporting requirements

1.2.1 Capital Strategy

The CIPFA revised 2017 Prudential and Treasury Management Codes require, for 
2019-20, all local authorities to prepare an additional report, a capital strategy report, 
which will provide the following: 

 a high-level long term overview of how capital expenditure, capital financing 
and treasury management activity contribute to the provision of services

 an overview of how the associated risk is managed
 the implications for future financial sustainability

The aim of this capital strategy is to ensure that all elected members on the full 
council fully understand the overall long-term policy objectives and resulting capital 
strategy requirements, governance procedures and risk appetite.

This capital strategy is reported separately from the Treasury Management Strategy 
Statement; non-treasury investments will be reported through the former. This 
ensures the separation of the core treasury function under security, liquidity and yield 
principles, and the policy and commercialism investments usually driven by 
expenditure on an asset.  The capital strategy will show:

 The corporate governance arrangements for these types of activities;
 Any service objectives relating to the investments;
 The expected income, costs and resulting contribution; 
 The debt related to the activity and the associated interest costs; 
 The payback period (MRP policy); 
 For non-loan type investments, the cost against the current market value; 
 The risks associated with each activity.

Where a physical asset is being bought, details of market research, advisers used, (and 
their monitoring), ongoing costs, investment requirements, and any credit information will 
be disclosed, including the ability to sell the asset and realise the investment cash.

Where the Council has borrowed to fund any non-treasury investment, there should also 
be an explanation of why borrowing was required and why the MHCLG Investment 
Guidance and CIPFA Prudential Code have not been adhered to. 

If any non-treasury investment sustains a loss during the final accounts and audit 
process, the strategy and revenue implications will be reported through the same 
procedure as the capital strategy.

To demonstrate the proportionality between the treasury operations and the non-treasury 
operation, high-level comparators are shown throughout this report.

1.2.2 Treasury Management reporting

The Council is currently required to receive and approve, as a minimum, three main 
treasury reports each year, which incorporate a variety of policies, estimates and 
actuals.  

a. Prudential and treasury indicators and treasury strategy (this report) - 
The first, and most important report is forward looking and covers:

 the capital plans, (including prudential indicators);
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 a minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy, (how residual capital expenditure is 
charged to revenue over time);

 the treasury management strategy, (how the investments and borrowings are to 
be organised), including treasury indicators; and 

 an investment strategy, (the parameters on how investments are to be 
managed).

b. A mid-year treasury management report – This is primarily a progress 
report and will update members on the capital position, amending prudential 
indicators as necessary, and whether any policies require revision.

c. An annual treasury report – This is a backward looking review document 
and  provides details of a selection of actual prudential and treasury indicators 
and actual treasury operations compared to the estimates within the strategy.

Scrutiny
The above reports are required to be adequately scrutinised before being 
recommended to the Council.  This role is undertaken by the Audit and Governance 
Committee.

1.3 Treasury Management Strategy for 2019/20

The strategy for 2019/20 covers two main areas:

Capital issues
 the capital expenditure plans and the associated prudential indicators;
 the minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy.

Treasury management issues
 the current treasury position;
 treasury indicators which limit the treasury risk and activities of the Council;
 prospects for interest rates;
 the borrowing strategy;
 policy on borrowing in advance of need;
 debt rescheduling;
 the investment strategy;
 creditworthiness policy; and
 the policy on use of external service providers.

These elements cover the requirements of the Local Government Act 2003, the CIPFA 
Prudential Code, MHCLG MRP Guidance, the CIPFA Treasury Management Code and 
MHCLG Investment Guidance.

1.4 Training

The CIPFA Code requires the responsible officer to ensure that members with 
responsibility for treasury management receive adequate training in treasury 
management.  This especially applies to members responsible for scrutiny.  Members 
Audit and Governance Committee have undertaken training on the 16th January 2019; 
further training will be arranged as required.  
The training needs of treasury management officers are periodically reviewed. 
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1.5 Treasury management consultants

The Council uses Link Asset Services, Treasury solutions as its external treasury 
management advisors.

The Council recognises that responsibility for treasury management decisions remains 
with the organisation at all times and will ensure that undue reliance is not placed upon 
the services of our external service providers. All decisions will be undertaken with 
regards to all available information, including, but not solely, our treasury advisers.

It also recognises that there is value in employing external providers of treasury 
management services in order to acquire access to specialist skills and resources. The 
Council will ensure that the terms of their appointment and the methods by which their 
value will be assessed are properly agreed and documented, and subjected to regular 
review. 

.

The scope of investments within the Council’s operations now includes both conventional 
treasury investments, (the placing of residual cash from the Council’s functions), and 
more commercial type investments, such as investment properties.  The commercial type 
investments require specialist advisers, and the Council uses Link Asset Treasury 
Services in relation to this activity.
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2 THE CAPITAL PRUDENTIAL INDICATORS 
2019/20 – 2021/22
.

The Council’s capital expenditure plans are the key driver of treasury 
management activity. The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in 
the prudential indicators, which are designed to assist members’ overview and 
confirm capital expenditure plans.

2.1 Capital expenditure

This prudential indicator is a summary of the Council’s capital expenditure plans, 
both those agreed previously, and those forming part of this budget cycle.  
Members are asked to approve the capital expenditure forecasts:

Capital expenditure
£000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Adult and Social 
Care 597 698 0 0 0

Public Health 1,200 140 422 0 0

Schools Programme 26,203 17,764 61,005 21,124 0
Corporate 
Development 380 2,393 3,280 1,137 330
Neighbourhoods & 
Commercial 11,732 15,092 1,153 0 0
Regeneration & 
Growth 15,006 16,831 9,148 3,134 545
Property & Asset 
Management 16,675 13,748 79,951 17,164 16,175

Contingency - 1,574 0 0 0

Housing & Growth 1,064 4,721 1,770 1,770 1,770
Non- Financial 
Assets:
Special Purpose 
Vehicle
Investment Property

6,000

50,000

56,000

50,000

24,000

-

24,000

-

Total Non-HRA 76,698 128,961 262,729 68,329 42,820
HRA 50,183 51,970 27,598 25,428 24,507
Total 126,881 180,931 290,327 93,757 67,327

* Commercial activities / non-financial investments relate to areas such as 
capital expenditure on investment properties, loans to third parties etc.
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Other long-term liabilities - The above financing need excludes other long-term 
liabilities, such as PFI and leasing arrangements that already include borrowing 
instruments. 
The table below summarises the above capital expenditure plans and how these 
plans are being financed by capital or revenue resources. Any shortfall of 
resources results in a funding borrowing need. 

Financing of capital 
expenditure £000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Capital Expenditure 76,698 128,961 262,729 68,329 42,820
Capital receipts (5,617) (10,869) (3,876) (1,095) -
Capital grants and 
Reserves (33,122) (34,518) (54,066) (24,343) (21,100)
Revenue (3,281) (489) (128) (600) -
Self- Financing - (23,383) (98,073) (17,829) (16,720)
Net financing need 
for the year (34,678) (59,702) (106,586) (24,462) (24,000)

      

HRA Financing of 
capital expenditure 
£000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Capital Expenditure 50,183 51,970 27,598 25,428 24,507
Financed in year (36,743) (51,970) (27,598) (25,428) (24,507)
Net financing need 
for the year (13,440) - - - -

The net financing need for commercial activities / non-financial investments 
included in the above table against expenditure is shown below:

Commercial 
activities / non-
financial 
investments £000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Capital Expenditure - 56,000 106,000 24,000 24,000
Financing costs -
Net financing need 
for the year

(56,000) (106,000) (24,000) (24,000)

Percentage of total net 
financing need 

94% 99% 98% 100%
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2.2 The Council’s borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement)

The second prudential indicator is the Council’s Capital Financing Requirement 
(CFR).  The CFR is simply the total historic outstanding capital expenditure which 
has not yet been paid for from either revenue or capital resources. It is essentially 
a measure of the Council’s indebtedness and so its underlying borrowing need.  
Any capital expenditure above, which has not immediately been paid for through 
a revenue or capital resource, will increase the CFR.  
The CFR does not increase indefinitely, as the minimum revenue provision 
(MRP) is a statutory annual revenue charge, which broadly reduces the 
indebtedness in line with each assets life, and so charges the economic 
consumption of capital assets as they are used.
The CFR includes any other long-term liabilities (e.g. PFI schemes, finance 
leases). Whilst these increase the CFR, and therefore the Council’s borrowing 
requirement, these types of scheme include a borrowing facility by the PFI, PPP 
lease provider and so the Council is not required to separately borrow for these 
schemes. The Council currently has £55.2m of such schemes within the CFR.
The Council is asked to approve the CFR projections below:

£000
2017/18

Actual
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
Capital Financing Requirement
CFR – non housing 224,103 243,121 270,698 265,337 233,967
CFR – housing 200,631 199,637 199,637 199,637 199,637
CFR - Commercial 
activities/ non-
financial investments - 56,000 106,000 24,000 24,000
Total CFR 424,734 498,758 576,335 488,974 457,604
Movement in CFR - 74,024 77,577 (87,361) (31,370)

Movement in CFR represented by

£000
2017/18

Actual
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
Net financing need 
for the year Gen. 
Fund - 20,264 34,109 26,554 23,129
Less MRP/VRP – 
non housing - (6,513) (10,634) (47,522) (54,499)
Reversal of internal 
borrowing - 5,267 4,102 15,607 -
Commercial 
activities/ non-
financial investments - 56,000 50,000 (82,000) -
Net financing need – 
Housing (HRA) - (994) - - -
Movement in CFR - 74,024 77,577 (87,361) (31,370)

A key aspect of the regulatory and professional guidance is that elected members 
are aware of the size and scope of any commercial activity in relation to the 
authority’s overall financial position.  The capital expenditure figures shown in 2.1 
and the details above demonstrate the scope of this activity and, by approving 
these figures, consider the scale proportionate to the Authority’s remaining 
activity.
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2.3 Core funds and expected investment balances 

The application of resources (capital receipts, reserves etc.) to either finance 
capital expenditure or other budget decisions to support the revenue budget will 
have an ongoing impact on investments unless resources are supplemented 
each year from new sources (asset sales etc.).  Detailed below are estimates of 
the year-end balances for each resource and anticipated day-to-day cash flow 
balances.

 Year End Resources
              £000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Fund balances / 
reserves
Capital receipts/Grants 59,157 25,447 22,402 20,000 18,000
Earmarked reserves 77,741 65,000 55,000 45,000 35,000
Grant Reserves 7,831 6,000 6,000 5,000 5,000
Provisions 7,490 7,000 7,000 7,000 7,000
General fund Balance 14,572 14,572 14,572 14,572 14,572
Total core funds 176,165 118,019 103,974 91,572 79,572
Expected investments 62,790 30,930 30,869 30,388 42,473

Year End Resources
                       £000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

HRA 
Balances / reserves
Earmarked Reserves 4,455 4,133 3,547 3,419 3,419
Balance 4,919 5,110 5,065 3,416 2,429
Total core funds 9,374 9,243 8,612 6,835 5,848

2.4 Minimum revenue provision (MRP) policy statement

The Council is required to pay off an element of the accumulated General Fund 
capital spend each year (the CFR) through a revenue charge (the minimum 
revenue provision - MRP), although it is also allowed to undertake additional 
voluntary payments if required (voluntary revenue provision - VRP).  
CLG regulations have been issued which require the full Council to approve an 
MRP Statement each year.  A variety of options are provided to councils, so long 
as there is a prudent provision.  The Council is recommended to approve the 
following MRP Statement:
General Fund MRP policy: borrowing before 2007/08
MRP on historic debt will be calculated based on the opening Capital Financing 
Requirement (CFR) as adjusted for unwinding of internal borrowing previously 
used to temporarily reduce the CFR. This incorporates pre-2007/08 borrowing 
and any Supported Capital Expenditure (SCEr) since 2008.
The Council will repay 2% of the opening CFR, so that the whole debt is repaid in 
50 years after adjusting for variations in the opening CFR as a result of reversing 
the historic use of internal resources.
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General Fund MRP policy: prudential borrowing from 2007/08
For all unsupported borrowing undertaken since 1 April 2008, MRP will be 
calculated over the estimated remaining useful life applicable to the expenditure 
(usually the useful life of the asset it is financing) using the Annuity repayment 
method in accordance with Option 3 of the DCLG Statutory Guidance on MRP.
This means that MRP will be calculated on an annuity basis (like many domestic 
mortgages) over the estimated life of the asset. Estimated life periods will be 
determined by the Section 151 Officer under delegated powers using the latest 
available information. Whatever type of expenditure is involved, it will be grouped 
together in a manner, which reflects the nature of the main component of 
expenditure, and will only be divided up in cases where there are two or more 
major components with substantially different useful economic lives.
In accordance with the provisions in the guidance, MRP will be first charged in 
the financial year following the one in which the entire asset to which the debt 
relates, becomes fully operational.
Concession Agreements and Finance leases:
MRP in relation to concession agreements (e.g. PFI contracts) and assets 
acquired by finance leases will be kept under review. MRP for these 
arrangements will be calculated in line with the repayment life method resulting in 
a charge equal to the element of the rent/charge that goes to write down the 
balance sheet liability
The Section 151 Officer may approve that such debt repayment provision may be 
made from capital receipts or from revenue provision.

Statutory capitalisations:
For expenditure which does not create a fixed asset, but is statutorily capitalised 
and subject to estimated life periods that are referred to in the guidance, these 
estimated periods will generally be adopted by the Council. However, the Council 
reserves the right to determine useful life periods and prudent MRP in exceptional 
circumstances where the recommendations of the guidance would not be 
appropriate.
General provisions:
The Section 151 Officer may approve that such debt repayment provision may be 
made from capital receipts or from revenue provision. 
Other methods to provide for debt repayment may occasionally be used in 
individual cases where this is consistent with the statutory duty to be prudent, at 
the discretion of the Section 151 Officer.
 Under Treasury management best practice the Council may decide to defer   
borrowing up to the capital financing requirement (CFR) and use internal 
resources instead. Where internal borrowing has been used, the amount 
chargeable as MRP may be adjusted to reflect the deferral of actual borrowing..
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3 BORROWING 

The capital expenditure plans set out in Section 2 provide details of the service activity of 
the Council. The treasury management function ensures that the Council’s cash is 
organised in accordance with the relevant professional codes, so that sufficient cash is 
available to meet this service activity and the Council’s capital strategy. This will involve 
both the organisation of the cash flow and, where capital plans require, the organisation of 
appropriate borrowing facilities. The strategy covers the relevant treasury / prudential 
indicators, the current and projected debt positions and the annual investment strategy.

3.1 Borrowing Projections

The Council’s forward projections for borrowing are summarised below. The table shows 
the actual external debt, against the underlying capital borrowing need, (the Capital 
Financing Requirement - CFR), highlighting any over or under borrowing. 

          £000
2017/18

Actual
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
External Debt
Debt at 1 April 250,111 269,740 309,969 337,543 348,118
Expected change in Debt 19,629 40,229 27,574 10,575 (3,425)
Other long-term 
liabilities (OLTL)

57,550 55,208 53,095 51,074 48,836

Expected change in 
OLTL

(2,342) (2,113) (2,021) (2,238) (2,872)

Actual gross debt at 31 
March 

324,948 363,064 388,617 396,954 390,657

The Capital Financing 
Requirement

424,734 498,758 576,335 488,974 457,604

Under / (over) borrowing 99,786 135,694 187,718 92,020 66,947

Within the above figures there is no external debt relating to commercial activities / 
non-financial investment.

Within the range of prudential indicators, there are a number of key indicators to 
ensure that the Council operates its activities within well-defined limits.  One of these 
is that the Council needs to ensure that its gross debt does not, except in the short term, 
exceed the total of the CFR in the preceding year plus the estimates of any additional 
CFR for 2019/20 and the following two financial years.  This allows some flexibility for 
limited early borrowing for future years, but ensures that borrowing is not undertaken 
for revenue or speculative purposes.      
The Director of Finance reports that the Council complied with this prudential 
indicator in the current year and does not envisage difficulties for the future.  This 
view takes into account current commitments, existing plans, and the proposals in 
this budget report.  

3.2 Treasury Indicators: limits to borrowing activity

The operational boundary. This is the limit beyond which external debt is not 
normally expected to exceed.  In most cases, this would be a similar figure to the 
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CFR, but may be lower or higher depending on the levels of actual debt and the 
ability to fund under-borrowing by other cash resources.

Operational boundary 
£000

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

CFR Debt
389,663 419,261 416,138 387,640

Other long term liabilities 53,095 51,074 48,836 45,964
Commercial activities/ 
non-financial investments 56,000 106,000 24,000 24,000
Total 498,758 576,335 488,974 457,604

The authorised limit for external debt. This is a key prudential indicator and 
represents a control on the maximum level of borrowing. This represents a legal limit 
beyond which external debt is prohibited, and this limit needs to be set or revised by 
the full Council.  It reflects the level of external debt which, while not desired, could 
be afforded in the short term, but is not sustainable in the longer term.  

1. This is the statutory limit determined under section 3 (1) of the Local 
Government Act 2003. The Government retains an option to control either the 
total of all councils’ plans, or those of a specific council, although this power 
has not yet been exercised.

2. The Council is asked to approve the following authorised limit:

Authorised limit £000
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
CFR Debt

399,663 429,261 426,138 397,640
Other long term liabilities 53,095 51,074 48,836 45,964
Commercial activities/ 
non-financial investments 56,000 106,000 24,000 24,000
Total 508,758 586,335 498,974 467,604

Separately, the Council is also limited to a maximum HRA CFR through the HRA 
self-financing regime.  This limit is currently:

HRA Debt Limit £000
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
HRA CFR 199,637 199,637 199,637 199,637
HRA debt 149,902 147,743 145,583 143,424
HRA headroom 49,735 51,894 54,054 56,213

.

3.3 Prospects for interest rates

The Council has appointed Link Asset Services as its treasury advisor and part of 
their service is to assist the Council to formulate a view on interest rates. The 
following table gives our central view
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The flow of generally positive economic statistics after the quarter ended 30 June 
meant that it came as no surprise that the MPC came to a decision on 2 August to 
make the first increase in Bank Rate above 0.5% since the financial crash, from 0.5% 
to 0.75%. Growth has been healthy since that meeting, but is expected to weaken 
somewhat during the last quarter of 2018. At their November meeting, the MPC left 
Bank Rate unchanged, but expressed some concern at the Chancellor’s fiscal 
stimulus in his Budget, which could increase inflationary pressures.  However, it is 
unlikely that the MPC would increase Bank Rate in February 2019, ahead of the 
deadline in March for Brexit.  The next increase in Bank Rate is therefore forecast to 
be in May 2019, followed by increases in February and November 2020, before 
ending up at 2.0% in February 2022.

Economic and interest rate forecasting remains difficult with so many external 
influences weighing on the UK. The above forecasts, (and MPC decisions), will be 
liable to further amendment depending on how economic data and developments in 
financial markets transpire over the next year. Geopolitical developments, especially 
in the EU, could also have a major impact. Forecasts for average investment 
earnings beyond the three-year time horizon will be heavily dependent on economic 
and political developments. 

Investment and borrowing rates

 Investment returns are likely to remain low during 2019/20 but to be on a gently 
rising trend over the next few years.

 Borrowing interest rates have been volatile so far in 2018-19 and have increased 
modestly since the summer.  The policy of avoiding new borrowing by running 
down spare cash balances has served well over the last few years.  However, this 
needs to be carefully reviewed to avoid incurring higher borrowing costs in the 
future when the Council may not be able to avoid new borrowing to finance capital 
expenditure and/or the refinancing of maturing debt;

 There will remain a cost of carry, (the difference between higher borrowing costs 
and lower investment returns), to any new long-term borrowing that causes a 
temporary increase in cash balances as this position will, most likely, incur a 
revenue cost.

3.3        Borrowing strategy 

  The Council is currently maintaining an under-borrowed position.  This means that 
the capital borrowing need (the Capital Financing Requirement), has not been fully 
funded with loan debt as cash supporting the Council’s reserves, balances and cash 
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flow has been used as a temporary measure. This strategy is prudent as investment 
returns are low and counterparty risk is still an issue that needs to be considered.
Against this background and the risks within the economic forecast, caution will be 
adopted with the 2019/20 treasury operations. The Director of Finance will monitor 
interest rates in financial markets and adopt a pragmatic approach to changing 
circumstances:

 if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a sharp FALL in long and short term 
rates, (e.g. due to a marked increase of risks around relapse into recession or of 
risks of deflation), then long term borrowings will be postponed, and potential 
rescheduling from fixed rate funding into short term borrowing will be considered.

 if it was felt that there was a significant risk of a much sharper RISE in long and 
short term rates than that currently forecast, perhaps arising from an acceleration 
in the rate of increase in central rates in the USA and UK, an increase in world 
economic activity, or a sudden increase in inflation risks, then the portfolio position 
will be re-appraised. Most likely, fixed rate funding will be drawn whilst interest 
rates are lower than they are projected to be in the next few years.

Any decisions will be reported to the appropriate decision making body at the next 
available opportunity.

3.4 Policy on borrowing in advance of need 

The Council will not borrow more than or in advance of its needs purely in order to profit 
from the investment of the extra sums borrowed. Any decision to borrow in advance will 
be within forward approved Capital Financing Requirement estimates, and will be 
considered carefully to ensure that value for money can be demonstrated and that the 
Council can ensure the security of such funds. 

Risks associated with any borrowing in advance activity will be subject to prior 
appraisal and subsequent reporting through the mid-year or annual reporting 
mechanism. 

3.5 Debt rescheduling

As short-term borrowing rates will be considerably cheaper than longer term fixed interest 
rates, there may be potential opportunities to generate savings by switching from long-
term debt to short-term debt.  However, these savings will need to be considered in the 
light of the current treasury position and the size of the cost of debt repayment (premiums 
incurred). 

The reasons for any rescheduling to take place will include: 
 the generation of cash savings and / or discounted cash flow savings;
 helping to fulfil the treasury strategy;
 enhance the balance of the portfolio (amend the maturity profile and/or the 

balance of volatility).

Consideration will also be given to identify if there is any residual potential for making 
savings by running down investment balances to repay debt prematurely as short term 
rates on investments are likely to be lower than rates paid on current debt.  

All rescheduling will be reported to Council, at the earliest meeting following its action.
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4 ANNUAL INVESTMENT STRATEGY
4.1 Investment policy – management of risk

The MHCLG and CIPFA have extended the meaning of ‘investments’ to include both 
financial and non-financial investments.  This report deals solely with financial 
investments, (as managed by the treasury management team).  Non-financial 
investments, essentially the purchase of income yielding assets, are covered in the 
Capital Strategy, (a separate report).

The Council’s investment policy has regard to the following: -
 MHCLG’s Guidance on Local Government Investments (“the Guidance”)
 CIPFA Treasury Management in Public Services Code of Practice and Cross 

Sectoral Guidance Notes 2017 (“the Code”) 
 CIPFA Treasury Management Guidance Notes 2018  

The Council’s investment priorities will be security first, portfolio liquidity second and then 
yield, (return).

The above guidance from the MHCLG and CIPFA place a high priority on the 
management of risk. This authority has adopted a prudent approach to managing risk and 
defines its risk appetite by the following means: -

1. Minimum acceptable credit criteria are applied in order to generate a list of 
highly creditworthy counterparties.  This also enables diversification and 
thus avoidance of concentration risk. The key ratings used to monitor 
counterparties are the short term and long-term ratings.  

2. Other information: ratings will not be the sole determinant of the quality of 
an institution; it is important to continually assess and monitor the financial 
sector on both a micro and macro basis and in relation to the economic and 
political environments in which institutions operate. The assessment will 
also take account of information that reflects the opinion of the markets. To 
achieve this consideration the Council will engage with its advisors to 
maintain a monitor on market pricing such as “credit default swaps” and 
overlay that information on top of the credit ratings. 

3. Other information sources used will include the financial press, share price 
and other such information pertaining to the banking sector in order to 
establish the most robust scrutiny process on the suitability of potential 
investment counterparties.

4. This authority has defined the list of types of investment instruments that 
the treasury management team are authorised to use. There are two lists in 
appendix 5.2 under the categories of ‘specified’ and ‘non-specified’ 
investments. 

 Specified investments are those with a high level of credit quality 
and subject to a maturity limit of one year.

 Non-specified investments are those with less high credit quality, 
may be for periods in excess of one year, and/or are more complex 
instruments which require greater consideration by members and 
officers before being authorised for use.
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5. Investments will only be placed with counterparties from countries with a 
specified minimum sovereign rating, (see paragraph 4.3).

6. All investments will be denominated in sterling.

7. As a result of the change in accounting standards for 2018/19 under IFRS 9, 
this authority will consider the implications of investment instruments which 
could result in an adverse movement in the value of the amount invested and 
resultant charges at the end of the year to the General Fund. (In November 
2018, the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, 
[MHCLG], concluded a consultation for a temporary override to allow English 
local authorities time to adjust their portfolio of all pooled investments by 
announcing a statutory override to delay implementation of IFRS 9 for five 
years commencing from 1.4.18.)  

However, this authority will also pursue value for money in treasury management and 
will monitor the yield from investment income against appropriate benchmarks for 
investment performance, (see paragraph 4.5). Regular monitoring of investment 
performance will be carried out during the year.

4.2 Creditworthiness policy

This Council applies the creditworthiness service provided by Link Asset Services. This 
service employs a sophisticated modelling approach utilising credit ratings from the three 
main credit rating agencies - Fitch, Moody’s and Standard & Poor’s.  The credit ratings of 
counterparties are supplemented with the following overlays: 

 credit watches and credit outlooks from credit rating agencies;
 CDS spreads to give early warning of likely changes in credit ratings;
 sovereign ratings to select counterparties from only the most creditworthy 

countries.

This modelling approach combines credit ratings, credit Watches and credit Outlooks in a 
weighted scoring system which is then combined with an overlay of CDS spreads for 
which the end product is a series of colour coded bands which indicate the relative 
creditworthiness of counterparties. These colour codes are used by the Council to 
determine the suggested duration for investments.  The Council will therefore use 
counterparties within the following durational bands  

 Yellow 5 years *
 Dark pink 5 years for Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit score of 1.25
 Light pink 5 years for Ultra-Short Dated Bond Funds with a credit score of 1.5
 Purple 2 years
 Blue 1 year (only applies to nationalised or semi nationalised UK Banks)
 Orange 1 year
 Red 6 months
 Green 100 days  

Building societies
The Council will use all Building Societies that have assets in excess of £1.0bn, duration 
and maximum investments limits will also be used as set out in the TMP’s
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Typically the minimum credit ratings criteria the Council use will be a Short Term rating 
(Fitch or equivalents) of   F1 and a Long Term rating of A. There may be occasions when 
the counterparty ratings from one rating agency are marginally lower than these ratings 
but may still be used.  In these instances, consideration will be given to the whole range of 
ratings available, or other topical market information, to support their use.

All credit ratings will be monitored daily. The Council is alerted to changes to ratings of all 
three agencies through its use of the Link Asset Services’ creditworthiness service. 

 if a downgrade results in the counterparty / investment scheme no longer meeting 
the Council’s minimum criteria, its further use as a new investment will be 
withdrawn immediately.

Sole reliance will not be placed on the use of this external service.  In addition this Council 
will also use market data and market information, information on any external support for 
banks to help support its decision making process. 

UK banks – ring fencing
The largest UK banks, (those with more than £25bn of retail / Small and Medium-sized 
Enterprise (SME) deposits), are required, by UK law, to separate core retail banking services 
from their investment and international banking activities by 1st January 2019. This is known 
as “ring-fencing”. Whilst smaller banks with less than £25bn in deposits are exempt, they can 
choose to opt up. Several banks are very close to the threshold already and so may come 
into scope in the future regardless.

Ring-fencing is a regulatory initiative created in response to the global financial crisis. It 
mandates the separation of retail and SME deposits from investment banking, in order to 
improve the resilience and resolvability of banks by changing their structure. In general, 
simpler, activities offered from within a ring-fenced bank, (RFB), will be focused on lower risk, 
day-to-day core transactions, whilst more complex and “riskier” activities are required to be 
housed in a separate entity, a non-ring-fenced bank, (NRFB). This is intended to ensure that 
an entity’s core activities are not adversely affected by the acts or omissions of other 
members of its group.

While the structure of the banks included within this process may have changed, the 
fundamentals of credit assessment have not. The Council will continue to assess the new-
formed entities in the same way that it does others and those with sufficiently high ratings, 
(and any other metrics considered), will be considered for investment purposes.

4.3 Country limits

Due care will be taken to consider the exposure of the Council’s total investment 
portfolio to non-specified investments, countries, groups and sectors.  
The Council has determined that it will only use approved counterparties from 
countries with a minimum sovereign credit rating of AA- from Fitch except the UK. 
The list of countries that qualify using this credit criteria as at the date of this report 
are shown in Appendix 5.3.  This list will be added to, or deducted from, by officers 
should ratings change in accordance with this policy.

4.4 Investment strategy and Brexit
In-house funds. Investments will be made with reference to the core balance and cash flow 
requirements and the outlook for short-term interest rates (i.e. rates for investments up to 12 
months). 
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Pension Pre-payment. The Council will aim to extend its programme of prepaying pension 
contributions and it proposes delegated authority be granted to the Strategic Director Finance 
and Governance. This strategy will benefit the council in that the discount rate applied for 
paying these contributions in advance will outweigh returns from direct investment in the 
money market considering the current interest rate environment, as well as mitigate counter 
party risk.

Brexit:

If a Brexit deal is agreed, the investment strategy will be to pursue a balanced approach;

 Security:  Diversified use of counterparties.

 Liquidity: Focus on Council cash flow requirements.

 Yield:     “Rolling” maturities maintain yield but take advantage when rates increase.

If a Brexit deal is not achieved, the investment strategy will be defensive;

 Security:  More limited use / availability of counterparties, including reduced limits
             resulting from potential downgrades to UK-based counterparties, including rated UK
             Local Authorities.

 Liquidity:  Focus on Council cash flow requirements, but shorter-term bias due to
             uncertainty of new economic and market situation.

 Yield: Near-term downside impact (Bank Rate cut), but flex longer with higher 
market pricing (anticipation of longer-term bias to higher Bank Rate).

Investment returns expectations. 
Bank Rate is forecast to increase steadily but slowly over the next few years to reach 
2.00% by quarter 1 2022.  Bank Rate forecasts for financial year ends (March) are: 

 2018/19  0.75%  
 2019/20  1.25%
 2020/21  1.50%
 2021/22  2.00%  

The suggested budgeted investment earnings rates for returns on investments placed for 
periods up to about three months during each financial year are as follows: 

2018/19 0.75% 
2019/20 1.00%
2020/21 1.50% 
2021/22 1.75% 
2022/23 1.75% 
2023/24 2.00% 
Later years 2.50% 

 The overall balance of risks to economic growth in the UK is probably neutral.

 The balance of risks to increases in Bank Rate and shorter term PWLB rates, 
are probably also even and are dependent on how strong GDP growth turns 
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out, how slowly inflation pressures subside, and how quickly the Brexit 
negotiations move forward positively. 

Investment treasury indicator and limit - total principal funds invested for greater than 
365 days. These limits are set with regard to the Council’s liquidity requirements and to 
reduce the need for early sale of an investment, and are based on the availability of funds 
after each year-end.

The Council is asked to approve the following treasury indicator and limit: 

Upper limit for principal sums invested for longer than 365 days
£m 2019/20 2020/21 2021/22

Principal sums invested > 
364 & 365 days £70m or 50% £70m or 50% £70m or 50%

4.5 Investment risk benchmarking

This Council will use an investment benchmark to assess the investment 
performance of its investment portfolio of 6 LIBID uncompounded

4.6  End of year investment report

At the end of the financial year, the Council will report on its investment activity as part of 
its Annual Treasury Report. 
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5 APPENDICES
1. Prudential and treasury indicators 

2. Treasury management practice 1 – credit and counterparty risk management 

3. Approved countries for investments

4. Treasury management scheme of delegation

5. The treasury management role of the section 151 officer
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5.1 THE CAPITAL PRUDENTIAL AND TREASURY INDICATORS 2019/20 – 
2021/22 AND MRP STATEMENT

The Council’s capital expenditure plans are the key driver of treasury 
management activity. The output of the capital expenditure plans is reflected in 
the prudential indicators, which are designed to assist members’ overview and 
confirm capital expenditure plans.

5.1.1 Capital expenditure

.

Capital expenditure
£000

2017/18
Actual

2018/19
Estimate

2019/20
Estimate

2020/21
Estimate

2021/22
Estimate

Adult and Social 
Care 597 698 0 0 0

Public Health 1,200 140 422 0 0

Schools Programme 26,203 17,764 61,005 21,124 0
Corporate 
Development 380 2,393 3,280 1,137 330
Neighbourhoods & 
Commercial 11,732 15,092 1,153 0 0
Regeneration & 
Growth 15,006 16,831 9,148 3,134 545
Property & Asset 
Management 16,675 13,748 79,951 17,164 16,175

Contingency - 1,574 0 0 0

Housing & Growth 1,064 4,721 1,770 1,770 1,770
Non- Financial 
Assets:
Special Purpose 
Vehicle
Investment Property

6,000

50,000

56,000

50,000

24,000

-

24,000

-

Total Non-HRA 76,698 128,961 262,729 68,329 42,820
HRA 50,183 51,970 27,598 25,428 24,507
Total 126,881 180,931 290,327 93,757 67,327

5.1.2 Affordability prudential indicators

The previous sections cover the overall capital and control of borrowing 
prudential indicators, but within this framework prudential indicators are required 
to assess the affordability of the capital investment plans.   These provide an 
indication of the impact of the capital investment plans on the Council’s overall 
finances.  The Council is asked to approve the following indicators:
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a. Ratio of financing costs to net revenue stream

This indicator identifies the trend in the cost of capital, (borrowing and other long 
term obligation costs net of investment income), against the net revenue stream.

%
2017/18

Actual
2018/19

Estimate
2019/20

Estimate
2020/21

Estimate
2021/22

Estimate
Non-HRA 2.92 3.33 2.87 2.89 2.74
HRA 14.92 15.47 15.21 15.12 14.52

The estimates of financing costs include current commitments and the proposals 
in this budget report.

5.1.3 Maturity structure of borrowing
Maturity structure of borrowing. These gross limits are set to reduce the Council’s 
exposure to large fixed rate sums falling due for refinancing, and are required for 
upper and lower limits.  

The Council is asked to approve the following treasury indicators and limits:

2018/19 2019/20 2020/21
Interest rate exposures

Upper Upper Upper
Limits on fixed interest 
rates based on net debt 100% 100% 100%
Limits on variable interest 
rates based on net debt 25% 25% 25%
Maturity structure of fixed interest rate borrowing 2018/19

Lower Upper
Under 12 months 0% 20%
12 months to 2 years 0% 20%
2 years to 5 years 0% 20%
5 years to 10 years 0% 30%
10 years and above 50% 100%

.
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5.2 TREASURY MANAGEMENT PRACTICE (TMP1) – CREDIT AND 
COUNTERPARTY RISK MANAGEMENT OPTION 1

SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS: All such investments will be sterling denominated, with 
maturities up to maximum of 1 year, meeting the minimum ‘high’ quality criteria where 
applicable.

* Minimum 
credit criteria 
/ colour band

** Max % of total 
investments/ £ 
limit per 
institution

Max. maturity 
period

DMADF – UK Government N/A 100% N/A

Money market funds AAA 100% Daily Liquidity

Local authorities N/A 100% 3 years 

Term deposits with banks and 
rated building societies

Yellow
Purple
Blue
Orange
Red
Green

Up to 3 years
Up to 3 years
Up to 3 years
Up to I year
Up to 6 Months
Up to 3 months

Current and Ex - Government 
Supported  banks Green 50% Up to 1 year

Total Investment limit with the Council’s bankers Barclays Bank £25million broken 
down as follows:-

*£5 million for periods up to 12 months Overnight deposits up to £20million. Over £20 
million with the explicit agreement of the Director of Finance

NON-SPECIFIED INVESTMENTS: These are any investments that do not meet the 
specified investment criteria.  

A variety of investment instruments will be used, subject to the credit quality of the 
institution, and depending on the type of investment made, it will fall into one of the above 
categories.
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The criteria, time limits and monetary limits applying to institutions or investment vehicles 
are:

* Minimum 
Credit Criteria / 
colour band

 Max % of total 
investments / £ 
limit per 
institution

Max. maturity 
period

Term deposits with unrated
Building Societies

Assets over 
£1.0bn 25% 12mths

UK  Government supported  
banks and  Ex- Government 
supported banks

n/a £70m or 50% of 
total investments 3 yrs.

Pooled  Vehicles : 
Enhanced Money Market 
Funds:

UK Government  and 
Government Guaranteed 
securities

Pooled Property Funds

Short – Term
 Investment – grade sterling   
denominated instruments

N/A £10m 4yrs

UK Treasury Bills, Certificate of 
Deposits and T-bills

Yellow
Purple
Blue

Orange
Red
Green
No Colour

Up to 3 years
Up to 2 years
Up to I year

Up to 6 Months
Up to 6 Months
Up to 3 months
Not for use

Corporate Bonds including 
Floating Rate Notes(FRNs)

Minimum Credit 
Rating:  BBB 3yrs

Accounting treatment of investments.  The accounting treatment may differ from the 
underlying cash transactions arising from investment decisions made by this Council. To 
ensure that the Council is protected from any adverse revenue impact, which may arise 
from these differences, we will review the accounting implications of new transactions 
before they are undertaken.
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5.3   APPROVED COUNTRIES FOR INVESTMENTS

AAA                     
 Australia
 Canada
 Denmark
 Germany
 Luxembourg
 Netherlands 
 Norway
 Singapore
 Sweden
 Switzerland

AA+
 Finland
 U.S.A.

AA
 Abu Dhabi (UAE)
 France
 Hong Kong
 U.K.

AA-
 Belgium 
 Qatar
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5.4  TREASURY MANAGEMENT SCHEME OF DELEGATION

(i) Full council
 receiving and reviewing reports on treasury management policies, practices and 

activities;
 approval of annual strategy.

(ii) Treasury Strategy group
 approval of/amendments to the organisation’s adopted clauses, treasury 

management policy statement and treasury management practices;
 budget consideration and approval;
 approval of the division of responsibilities;
 receiving and reviewing regular monitoring reports and acting on 

recommendations;
 approving the selection of external service providers and agreeing terms of 

appointment.

(iii) Audit and Governance
 reviewing the treasury management policy and procedures and making 

recommendations to the responsible body.
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5.5 THE TREASURY MANAGEMENT ROLE OF THE SECTION 151 OFFICER

The S151 (responsible) officer 
 recommending clauses, treasury management policy/practices for approval, 

reviewing the same regularly, and monitoring compliance;
 submitting regular treasury management policy reports;
 submitting budgets and budget variations;
 receiving and reviewing management information reports;
 reviewing the performance of the treasury management function;
 ensuring the adequacy of treasury management resources and skills, and the 

effective division of responsibilities within the treasury management function;
 ensuring the adequacy of internal audit, and liaising with external audit;
 recommending the appointment of external service providers. 
 preparation of a capital strategy to include capital expenditure, capital financing, 

non-financial investments and treasury management, with a long term timeframe 
 ensuring that the capital strategy is prudent, sustainable, affordable and prudent in 

the long term and provides value for money
 ensuring that due diligence has been carried out on all treasury and non-financial 

investments and is in accordance with the risk appetite of the authority
 ensure that the authority has appropriate legal powers to undertake expenditure 

on non-financial assets and their financing
 ensuring the proportionality of all investments so that the authority does not 

undertake a level of investing which exposes the authority to an excessive level of 
risk compared to its financial resources

 ensuring that an adequate governance process is in place for the approval, 
monitoring and ongoing risk management of all non-financial investments and 
long term liabilities

 provision to members of a schedule of all non-treasury investments including 
material investments in subsidiaries, joint ventures, loans and financial guarantees 

 ensuring that members are adequately informed and understand the risk 
exposures taken on by an authority

 ensuring that the authority has adequate expertise, either in house or externally 
provided, to carry out the above

 creation of Treasury Management Practices which specifically deal with how non 
treasury investments will be carried out and managed, to include the following 

o Risk management (TMP1 and schedules), including investment and 
risk management criteria for any material non-treasury investment 
portfolios;

 
o Performance measurement and management (TMP2 and schedules), 

including methodology and criteria for assessing the performance and 
success of non-treasury investments;         

 
o Decision making, governance and organisation (TMP5 and 

schedules), including a statement of the governance requirements for 
decision making in relation to non-treasury investments; and 
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arrangements to ensure that appropriate professional due diligence is 
carried out to support decision making;

 
o Reporting and management information (TMP6 and schedules), 

including where and how often monitoring reports are taken;
 
o Training and qualifications (TMP10 and schedules), including how the 

relevant knowledge and skills in relation to non-treasury investments 
will be arranged.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST

Committee/Date: Audit and Governance Committee 
16 January 2019

Report Title: Risk Management update

Directorate: Finance and Governance

Contact Details Andrea Nitschke
Insurance and Risk Manager
Andrea.Nitschke@walthamforest.gov.uk

Wards affected: Not Ward Specific

Public Access Open

Appendices Appendix A – Strategic Risk Register
Appendix B – Scoring guidance

1. SUMMARY
1.1. The purpose of this report is to provide Audit and Governance 

Committee with an update on the progress being made to embed risk 
management within the Council, and to present the strategic risk 
register for review and approval.

2. RECOMMENDATION

2.1. The Committee is requested to:
2.1.1 Note the contents of the report; and
2.1.2 Review and agree the strategic risk register, detailed in 

Appendix A.

3. BACKGROUND

Strategic Risk Register
3.1 In September 2018, Audit and Governance Committee reviewed and 

agreed the Council’s strategic risk register.  Since this date, further 
revisions have been made to include full updates in relation to 
strategic risks where required.  There are currently 19 strategic 
risks.   

3.2 In line with the agreed Councils risk scoring mechanism, the 
following risk falls outside of the Councils risk tolerance levels as the 
residual risk score remains high:- 

SRFH0007- Asylum spend.
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Since the last review two risks have been downgraded from strategic 
risks to operational risks as they are being effectively managed 
operationally within the service: 

SRDC0001- Failure to deliver Creating Futures programme.
SRNC0007 - Failure to successfully implement the winter maintenance 
plan.

No new risks have been added to the strategic risk register.

3.3 Audit and Governance Committee are requested to review the strategic 
risk register, taking account of the scoring methodology. (Appendix B)

Risk management update

3.4  The directorate risk champions in consultation with their Directorate 
Management Teams have fully reviewed their operational risks and 
updated JCAD risk, the Councils risk management system. 

3.5   Further training for risk owners in the form of a challenge session was 
delivered in September 2018.  The session focussed on supporting 
strategic risk owners to identify risks and opportunities resulting from 
Brexit. 

The outcome of the session was fed into the Council’s No Deal Brexit 
working group.  In addition all risk champions have reviewed all 
operational risks considering the implications of Brexit.

3.6 Training for the Programme Management Office was delivered in 
November 2018, to fully integrate the Council’s agreed risk 
management framework in the delivery of programme and projects.

3.7 Risk champions will receive further training by March 2019, to support 
their continual development in risk management.

3.8 A presentation will be delivered to Chief Executives briefing in January 
2019 to communicate the benefits of good risk management and 
promote the embedding of enterprise risk management across the 
Council.

4. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY PRIORITIES (AND 
OTHER NATIONAL OR LOCAL POLICIES OR STRATEGIES

4.1. To enable the Council to fulfil its three main priorities it is paramount 
that all risks are clearly identified, managed and reported through the 
relevant channels. The Audit & Governance Committee forms a vital 
part of the internal control and management of the Council’s risks.  The 
recommendation and proposals within this report seek to help the 
Council achieve their key priorities.
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5. CONSULTATION
5.1 Consultation was not required as this is a progress update report and 

does not require a decision by the Council.
6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1 Finance, Value for Money and Risk

6.1.1 The work undertaken by the Insurance and Risk Team, through 
the embedding of risk management, contributes towards the 
achievement of value for money by identifying, mitigating and 
measuring the Council’s risks.

6.2 Legal

6.2.1 The Council has a responsibility for financial management under 
the Accounts and Audit Regulations (2015) which requires the 
Council to have a sound system of internal control, which 
includes arrangements for the management of risk.  The Council 
is also required to conduct a review at least once a year of its 
systems of internal control.  This report and the enclosed 
documents assist the Council’s compliance with this 
requirement.

6.3 Equalities and Diversity

6.3.1 There are no specific equality or diversity issues arising from this 
report. 

6.4 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder
6.4.1 There are no specific climate change, health or crime and 

disorder issues arising from this report. 

6.5 Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, accommodation or 
IT issues
6.5.1 There are no specific human Resources, accommodation or IT 

issues arising from this report.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

There are no background papers for this report
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London Borough of Waltham Forest

Appendix A Strategic Risk Register

11 December 2018

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0007 Asylum spend

Grant from Home Office for Asylum 

clients fails to meet Asylum Spend. 

Adequate Corporate reserves 

identified and the number of asylum 

seeking children continue to 

increase.

Heather 

Flinders/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

Return on 

investment

 20 Close monitoring of activity and spend

with updated Home Office guidance. Population expected to decline in the 

future.

o

Evaluate population changes

Education in service to reflect decline in client population. Demographics of 

Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children being analysed to identify if 

population is decreasing.

o

Monthly tracking meetings held to review care packages 

provided to Asylum Seeker

in semi independent placements and to identify young people set to leaving 

care.

o

Working in collaboration with Housing Benefit and Semi 

Independent Providers to submit claims for Housing Benefit

for a pilot of young people who may be eligible to claim.

o

Looking at resolving immigration status of young people before 

they turn 18

as no funding is received from Home Office for young people with appeal 

rights exhausted.

o

Adapted assessment processes and robust and timely age 

assessments

o

Education in service to reflect decline in client population.o

Demographics of Unaccompanied Asylum Seeking Children being 

analysed to identify if population is decreasing.

o

 4 5  16 4 4

ó05/12/201814/12/2016 05/03/2019
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London Borough of Waltham Forest
11 December 2018

Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0005 Failure to deliver the housing strategy

will result in an inadequate supply of 

social and private sector rental 

properties within the borough and 

place additional pressures on 

homelessness budgets.

The impact of homelessness 

pressures will increase with the 

introduction of the new 

'Homelessness Reduction Act' from 

April 2018.

Darren 

Welsh/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

Our unique 

strengths

 15 Initiatives in place to increase affordable housing supply

The Councils new build programme is currently underway, comprising 160 

units, all of which will have been completed by Summer 2019. 

Sixty Bricks is now live and the first scheme will start on site this year.  A 

pipeline of 900 new homes is under development. 

A joint venture with a private sector partner is currently under 

consideration to bring additional site opportunities. 

Property Acquisition schemes - Street property purchase programmes are 

being implemented using different financial models which will deliver 470 

additional homes.

o

Housing Solutions re orientating their service towards 

homelessness prevention;

Redesign completed and now being embedded. Arrangements in place to 

manage the additional responsibilities due to the Homelessness Reduction 

Act, including digitalisation and improved customer digital offer.

o

 5 3  12 4 3

ó03/12/201813/05/2016 03/03/2019

SRFH0006 Financial risk to the medium and long 

term delivery of the Housing Revenue 

Account business plan.

as a result of legislation changes 

from the government, for example 

rent policy.

Darren 

Welsh/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

Return on 

investment

 20 LGA leading a consortium of Councils nationally to agree a way 

forward for water commission challenges.

Waltham Forest Council is part of the consortium and we are currently 

negotiating new agreements with the water companies as part of the 

collective.  The contract with Thames Water is ending from September 

2019.

o

Right to Buy 141 receipts

The plan to maximise the use of right to buy 141 receipts is being 

implemented and is reviewed monthly and amended in line with new 

opportunities.

o

 5 4  12 4 3

ó03/12/201812/09/2016 03/03/2019
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London Borough of Waltham Forest
11 December 2018

Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0003 Adult Social Care fails to meet its 

statutory duties including 

safeguarding and/or fails to deliver 

these duties within a sustainable 

financial envelope

Nick 

Davies/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

People 

focussed

 15 New operating model for ASC went live in April 2018

New operating model for ASC went live in April 2018, designed to improve 

outcomes for residents and more effectively manage demand and 

associated costs.  Regular monitoring post-implementation to ensure 

effectiveness and to adjust approach as required

New operating incorporates 20% more qualified staff

New Families & Homes operating model builds on ASC model to further 

enhance and join-up service delivery, outcomes for residents and demand 

management.  Implementation will include creation of integrated 

safeguarding function, allowing adult safeguarding activity to benefit from 

experience and expertise across the Directorate

The Think Family Programme will be investing in practice and workforce 

development across ASC (and other parts of Families & Homes) to ensure 

staff are equipped to deliver key service objectives

Additional funding from the Precept and iBCF Grant is being used to 

stabilise and strengthen the ASC service as well as supporting investment 

in improved processes and systems

o 5 3  10 5 2

ó29/11/201813/05/2016 28/02/2019

SRFH0009 The CQC withdraws the Council’s 

registration to deliver the Reablement 

Service resulting in reputational 

damage and the need for emergency 

reprovision of services.

Amana 

Gordon/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

People 

focussed

 20 Comprehensive improvement plan

governed through a fortnightly board chaired by the Director of Children & 

Families and including external partner representatives

o

Fortnightly progress updates to the CQCo

Additional local leadership capacity created via secondment from 

elsewhere in Families & Homes

o

Additional funding identified to help tackle short term operational 

pressures

o

 5 4  10 5 2

ó11/12/201803/09/2018 11/03/2019
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London Borough of Waltham Forest
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFG0001 Breakdown in financial strategy and 

resilience  due to a number of 

external factors that could destabilise 

the Councils financial position

including: uncertanty over the impact 

of Brexit, economic downturn, poor 

economic stability and /or reduction in 

funding or late notification of award.

John TurnbullReturn on 

investment

 12 Fair Funding Review

Respond effectively to the consultation process, engaging with Ministers 

and providing strong arguments to help influence the outcome and to 

achieve a fair and positive  settlement for the Council.

o

Financial Planning and Budget Monitoring

Financial planning / research  and sensitivity analysis;

Budget monitoring and forecasting, moderation undertaken by financial 

accountants. 

Regular review of Medium Term Financial Strategy, Autumn refresh 

(MTFS); 

Monitor demographics, economic indicators and develop insight into future 

demand;

Match financial planning to Council priorities.

o

Regular reporting to Management Board, Cabinet and Scrutiny;o

Monitoring of the Council Tax and Business Rates tax base

including liaison with Valuation Office, & Planning to identify early changes

o

Delivery of growth strategies for business and housing by 

regeneration

including an efficient and effective planning service to optimise increases 

in the tax base, this should help mitigate the impact of the reduction in 

Government funding.

o

 4 3  9 3 3

ó04/12/201827/11/2017 04/03/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0001 Inability to deliver effective children's 

social services

The Council is unable to deliver an 

effective children's service that 

enables it to fulfil its statutory 

education and safeguarding 

obligations, address the issues 

raised during the Ofsted inspection, 

and manage demand for services 

from people with no recourse to 

public funds.

Heather 

Flinders/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

People 

focussed

 16 Safeguarding

Quality Assurance framework including performance monitoring and audit; 

robust workforce strategy including recruitment, training and development; 

Service planning; monitoring via Childrens Services Leadership Team, 

Families & Homes Leadership Team, Portfolio Lead Meeting and Childrens 

Services Scrutiny Committee.

o

Child Sexual Exploitation Specialist Services

Specialist services (NIA and Safer London Foundation).  Joint working with 

Police, two dedicated police teams and specialist CSE co-ordinator.

o

Local Safeguarding Chidrens Boardo

Education

Ensuring a joint response to challenges through partnership working with 

schools and academies through head teacher groups and Schools Forum;

o

Request additional funding under section 31 grant;o

Lobbying across London Boroughs;o

Use of NRPF connect  and NRPF panel to oversee budget 

monitoring and decision making;

o

Robust gateway processes in place.o

Recruitment target acheivedo

 4 4  9 3 3

ó11/12/201819/04/2016 11/03/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0002 Breakdown in community cohesion:

The Council fails to maintain a safe 

community environment for the 

people who live, work, study or 

travel within the borough. This 

includes the impact of gang-related 

violence (especially fatal  crime 

incidents), the arrest of borough 

residents for Terrorism Act offences 

for supporting terrorism, or the 

perpetration of acts of terror by local 

residents.

Daniel 

Phelps/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

New 

relationships

 16 Developing a new approach to engaging the community around 

Prevent and Extremism; to be launched June 2018

o

Council participation in Community Safety partnership’s 

governance arrangements at Exec level

o

Provider contracts monitored by Families & Homes'  contract 

management services

o

Channel Board to reduce risk of radicalisation (on a voluntary 

basis);

o

New approach to tackling gangs and knives to be implemented 

from April 2018

o

Connecting Communities Strategy.

September 2018 will see the launch of the Council’s new Connecting 

Communities Strategy. This will set out how the Council will achieve 

increased community cohesion through a range of activities and initiatives.

The core of the programme will lead to greater:

•     social cohesion – more people feel they belong to their community and 

engage with and trust those around them, including those from different 

social and ethnic background 

•     social capital, so that more citizens contribute and can call on local 

resources to address shared challenges including supporting communities 

and individuals to take an asset-based approach.

•     shared responsibility – helping people to feel empowered to act to 

improve their local community

o

 4 4  9 3 3

ó05/12/201819/04/2016 05/03/2019

SRNC0002 The Council is subject to severe 

business interruption

Service delivery is adversely 

affected due to inadequate or 

ineffective business continuity 

arrangements.

Jarlath 

Griffin/Michele 

Moloney

People 

focussed

 20 Business Continuity arrangements

Corporate Business Continuity Policy, Strategy and Plan agreed by 

Management Board.  

Clarity on corporate business continuity arrangements for ICT and FM. 

Relevant contracts contain business continuity provisions

Ensuring that Business Continuity plans are up to date for all Directorates 

and that BCP's are regularly and continuously reviewed and tested.

o 5 4  9 3 3

ó04/12/201813/05/2016 04/03/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRNC0003 Failure to respond appropriately to an 

emergency situation  affecting 

residents in the Borough and having 

prolonged adverse media attention

Jarlath 

Griffin/Michele 

Moloney

People 

focussed

 20 Emergency Planning arrangements in placeo

Staff are adequately trained to respond

Retraining of all staff to take place between January 2019 and March 

2019.

o

Departments have arrangements to respond to out of hourso

Testing of arrangements ongoing.o

Sufficient staff volunteers to assist in respondingo

 5 4  9 3 3

ó04/12/201823/08/2017 04/03/2019

SRNC0008 Procurement of Waste/Cleansing and 

Grounds Maintenance contracts

Procurement of Waste/Cleansing and 

Grounds Maintenance contracts 

could lead to sever disruption from 

existing services in the lead up to the 

contract start date on the 3rd of 

October 2019, could be financially 

unaffordable or may cause severe 

disruption when the new supplier 

starts.

Jarlath 

Griffin/Michele 

Moloney

People 

focussed

 16 A focus on management arrangements with existing contractors 

on lead up to new contract.

o

Regular discussion with Portfolio Leader, Chief Executive and 

Finance.

o

Appoint project manager to manage mobilisation of new contract.o

Demobilisation of existing contract/contracts to be managed.

Resources to be allocated to function.

o

 4 4  9 3 3

ó04/12/201806/09/2018 04/03/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRCD0002 Failure of the Councils ICT and/or 

Digital systems

We have a resilient network in place 

and protection against cyberattack 

and other risks. However, the 

growth of global cyber threats 

means a residual risk remains that 

the Council ICT and Digital systems 

fail (email, internet access, apps, 

portals) and do not support the 

services for residents, councillors 

and staff.

Paul 

Neville/Rhona 

Cadenhead

New ways 

of working

 15 New Digital Strategy

The new Digital Strategy will implement new software & security controls 

supported by a partnership with a cybersecurity provider,

o

Implement and manage Technical Design Authority

Implement and manage Technical Design Authority is to ensure the integrity 

of the information architecture for any new and upgraded systems are fit 

for purpose and comply with the standards necessary to maintain a 

robust, consistent and integrated technical infrastructure.

o

Effective Digital and ICT change advisory board (CAB)

to make sure all changes are tested, recorded and communicated to our 

users to ensure consistent delivery without outage.

o

Resilience ICT Infrastructure has been installed with network and 

failover at the Town Hall and Central Library data centre

o

Effective monitoring and management of the data centres

across network, system and server estate for backup, bandwidth, 

storage, connectivity and computer usage.

o

Regular upgrades and system maintenance of all core system as 

well as running weekly windows updates across LBWF system 

estate.

o

Management of ICT and Digital user policies and implementation 

of Information Security Management System (ISMS).

o

Regular Pentest of system to ensure all latest vulnerabilities and 

threats are mitigated

including regular management and monitoring of a cyber risk management 

against best practice and standard including GDPR, payments accreditation 

and private sector networks.

o

Implement Cyber Essentials in ICT and Digital and become 

compliant against 10 steps of cyber security.

o

Effective resource management across the team in ICT and 

Digital to ensure systems are supported appropriately.

o

Full modernisation of our ICT and Digital estate

will provide further mitigation against the risk and will be part of our overall 

digital strategy bid and includes for example, Mobile Device Management, 

Threat Protection, Threat Detection, Event Monitoring Target Operational 

 and best practice for operational services in ICT and Information Security.

o

 5 3  8 4 2

ó29/11/201813/05/2016 28/02/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFG0004 Ineffective procurement and contract 

management arrangements

The Council fails to effectively 

procure and/or manage its key 

contractors or partners, leading to 

the Council being unable to deliver 

key services or delivery is not to the 

required standard.

David 

Levy/John 

Turnbull

New ways 

of working

 12 Insight led commissioning leading to timely and effective 

commissioning processes;

Strategic Commissioning Board scrutinises business cases and 

procurement strategies to ensure they are well designed to obtain value 

for money for the council and residents

o

Timely and effective procurement processes;

The Council has a 5 year forward plan and a contract register to enable 

forward planning of procurements

o

Effective contract monitoring arrangements;

Contract management Framework now in place (launched in February 

2017 supported with training and briefings

for staff)

Supply Chain delivering contract management training

Strategic Contracts overseen or where necessary directly managed by 

Supply Chain function and senior level engagement with key partners 

addresses performance/disputes.

Families contract management team provides dedicated resource to 

manage key contracts

o

Focusses on Strategic Contract Management and Supplier 

Relationship Management,

o

Robust contract T&Cs or partnership agreements.

New standard terms and conditions of contract published 2017,  covers 

framework agreements, services, supplies and consultancy.

o

 4 3  8 4 2

ó28/11/201813/05/2016 28/02/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 

Strategy

I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFG0005 The Council is subjected to high value 

fraud and corruption due to 

ineffective governance 

arrangements and/or internal 

controls.

Gemma 

Young/John 

Turnbull

Return on 

investment

 20 Fraud awareness training tailored to serviceso

Anti-Fraud strategy and action plano

Reporting to and oversight by Management Board, Governance 

Board & Audit & Governance Committee

o

Annual review of anti-fraud policies and procedures;o

Internal Audit oversight of control arrangementso

Fraud risks considered as part of operational risk managemento

Pursue maximum sanctions in line with policy and regulations.o

Adequately resourced and qualified internal audit and anti fraud 

service

o

 4 5  8 4 2

ó04/12/201813/05/2016 04/03/2019

SRFH0010 Sixty Bricks ( New Housing Company 

)  not being able to deliver viable and 

affordable scheme's in line with the 

aims of the Council, due to slow 

down or crash of Housing market 

and /or political instability.

- Commercial drivers / aims of the 

company not aligned to that of the 

council leading to confusion, delays 

or unviable options.

- The adverse financial impact on 

Sales and Rental Income should the 

Housing Market slow down / crash.

James 

Briggs/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

Return on 

investment

 15 Successful delivery of 1st scheme by 2020 will give credibilityo

Council have power through their equity and loan funding 

scheme  - they will need to subsidise

o

Option to Sit on assets  / Rent to off-set to reduce the interest if 

there is slowdown in sales

o

Option to Delay schemes until change in market conditions 

become more favourable

o

Provision of affordable housing is likely to remain a high priority 

issue regardless of political  power

o

 5 3  8 4 2

ó05/12/201819/10/2018 05/03/2019
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Inherent Risk Residual Risk

Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 
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I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRRG0001 Failure to regenerate the borough 

and attract inward investment

The Council fails to deliver planned 

regeneration programmes and/or 

maximise the benefit of other 

opportunities to regenerate the 

borough, attract inward investment, 

and grow the business and Council 

tax base due to the impact of 

economic downturn. 

Possibly some impact of Brexit on 

Building construction inflation, in 

relation to supply chain costs for 

labour and materials. Labour supply 

may become constrained.

Jane Custance/    

Jonathan 

Martin/Lucy 

Shomali

Our unique 

strengths

 15 Strategies & Plans

The Invest Waltham Forest (IWF) Initiative and campaign is now being 

delivered through in-house expertise and is proving successful. This 

approach allows much greater control of focus with bespoke content 

offered as part of this

programme. The investment offer now builds on the B.o.C offer, targeting a 

new sector approach to encouraging and securing investment into the 

borough.

o

Effective management of programmes & projects

Monitoring process in place, including comprehensive dashboards for 

mapping interactions with developers and investors and ensuring leads 

are followed up. The “IWF activity tracker” dashboard has been improved 

to follow 

bespoke bi-lateral meetings and site tours for the growth areas. 

Governance in place through Economic Growth Delivery Board and 

Infrastructure and Investment Board – with a new consolidated Priority 

schemes dashboard tabled at the I and I Board.

o

Planning Performance

Planning Performance Agreements in place with all developers on major 

and strategic development sites to ensure timely progress to planning 

committee decisions

Planning performance measured monthly with focus on timeliness of 

progressing pre-application discussions and major planning applications. 

Service development plan in place and owned by Head of Development 

Management to ensure performance remains on track and corrective 

actions implemented as necessary.

Development Management transformation is underway to provide a 

professional and efficient team to deal with planning applications going 

forward.

o

 5 3  8 4 2

ó04/12/201817/05/2016 04/03/2019

SRFG0002 Failure to maximise income 

generation of Council Tax and 

Business Rates Base

Nalda 

Russell-Stowe/

John Turnbull

Return on 

investment

 12 Partnership working with Planning, Regeneration and Housing;o

London Councils, Treasures group and other forumso

Responding effectively and timely to business rates 

consultations

o

Digitalisation, automated processes and self serveo

Prompt billingo

Robust recovery procedureso

 4 3  6 3 2

ó05/12/201819/04/2016 05/03/2019
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Score

ILL Change since 

last Review
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Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFG0003 Loss, corruption or disclosure of 

information

Ineffective information governance 

arrangements, including compliance 

with the General Data Protection 

Regulations leading to commercial, 

personal or sensitive information 

being lost, stolen or inappropriately 

disclosed to third parties. This could 

result in legal action being taken 

against the Council, substantial fines, 

and/or reputational damage.

Mark 

Hynes/John 

Turnbull

Return on 

investment

 12 Director of Governance and Law appointed as Data Protection 

officer, responsible for overseeing GDPR.

o

Interim Data Protection Manager and supporting Data Protection 

Officers appointed.

o

Governance Arrangements

The Information Governance Board (IGB) promote and manage information 

governance to support the delivery of Council services.

The Director of Governance and Law as DPO chairs the Information 

Governance Board, other attendees are representative of each Council 

department.  

Decisions made at IGB that require funding or more senior approval will 

then be escalated to Governance Board. If decisions need further approval 

the Director of Governance and Law will take these to management board.

o

All Staff are reminded quarterly via email about the availability of 

e-learning courses for information governance.

o

Review of our existing Information Governance arrangements 

and supporting policies

Review includes:

Existing information governance policies and how to make them easier to 

understand.

High level examination of our compliance with the existing eight Data 

Protection Principles.

Examination of the impact of the changes to Data Protection. 

legislation as a result of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

Health check to assess privacy controls according to GDPR requirements.

o

An information security event report is completed for all data 

breaches

and reviewed by Information Governance Board so that lessons learnt can 

be discussed to stop the breach from reoccurring.

o

 4 3  6 3 2

ó03/12/201813/05/2016 03/03/2019

SRFH0008 No recourse to Public Funds

Risk of Judicial review or demand 

exceeding budget

Heather 

Flinders/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

Return on 

investment

 25 NRPF Panel, management oversight of decision makingo

NRPF Panel, regular budget monitoringo

 5 5  6 3 2

ó05/12/201814/12/2016 05/03/2019
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Ref Details Mitigating Controls Risk OwnerCorporate 
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I Risk 

Score

Risk 

Score

ILL Change since 

last Review

Date 

Added:

Last Review Due Date

SRFH0004 The Council is unable to deliver an 

effective public health service and 

fulfil its statutory obligations ,primarily 

due to inadequate levels of funding.

Joe 

McDonnell/Linzi 

Roberts-Egan

People 

focussed

 12 Redesign Services

Work with Transformation and Supply Chain to redesign, re-negotiate and 

procure major public health contracts to reduce cost where appropriate.

o

Continue to identify and apply for additional external funding 

opportunities

o

Promote prevention

Ensure prevention and other Public Health priorities are included in the 

integrated commissioning functions.

o

 3 4  4 2 2

ó03/12/201813/05/2016 03/03/2019

SRNC0001 Failure to deliver effective 

Neighbourhood services including 

waste collection, street cleansing, 

parks and enforcement service.

The quality of the local environment 

and public realm deteriorates. Public 

satisfaction with Waltham Forest as 

a place to live reduces, impacting on 

quality of life for local residents. The 

reputation of the Council is put at risk.

Jarlath 

Griffin/Michele 

Moloney

People 

focussed

 8 Monthly review of performance data Re: service and contract 

delivery outcomes.

o

Yearly customer in-sight survey to measure public satisfaction 

levels with key Neighbourhood services.

o

Monitoring and reporting

Periodic reports when requested to Lead member : ward activity.

Management and active monitoring of cleansing  and waste contracts.

o

Management and active monitoring of cleansing  and waste 

contracts.

o

 4 2  4 4 1

ó04/12/201813/05/2016 04/03/2019
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APPENDIX 2
Step 1 Likelihood Criteria

Likelihood is scored 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 and can be a combination of any, or all of, the criteria in 
each area.

1.Rare 2. Unlikely 3. Possible 4. Probable 5. Almost certain

May occur only 
in exceptional 
circumstances 

(0 – 10%).

Could occur at 
some time (11% 

- 30%)

Fairly likely to 
occur (31% - 

60%).

Will probably 
occur in most 
circumstances 
(61% - 90%).

Expected to occur in most 
circumstances 

(> 90%).

Step 2 Impact Score

Impact is scored 1, 2, 3, 4 or 5 and can be a combination of any, or all of, the criteria in each 
area.

1. Minor 2. Moderate 3. Significant 4. Major 5. Severe

Service 
delivery

Minor impact 
on service 

quality; limited 
disruption to 
operations

Moderate  
impact to 
service 
quality;

 short term 
disruption to 
operations;

moderate  
impact on 

partnerships

 
Significant  fall 

in service 
quality/

standards;

 strain on 
major 

partnerships;  

Significant 
service 

disruption

Major impact 
in service 
quality;

service 
standards 
not met;

 long term 
disruption of 
operations;

Multiple 
partnerships 

affected

Severe fall in service 
quality & key service 
standards not met;

Long term interruption 
to operation;

 several major 
partnerships affected;

Total severe failure

Financial -
Service 
delivery

Loss up to 
£100k

Loss 
between 

£100K and 
£500k

Loss between 
£500k and 

£2M

Loss 
between 
£2M and 

£5M

Loss more than £5M

Financial -
Programme/
Projects

Less than 5% 
over project 

budget

5 – 10% 
over project 

budget

10 to 15% 
over project 

budget

15 – 25% 
over project 

budget

More than 25% over 
project budget

Reputation Contained 
internally;

minor limited 
reputational 

loss e.g. public 
concern 

restricted to 
complaints

Moderate 
reputational 

damage;

local 
adverse 
media 

attention

Significant 
adverse local 

media 
attention

Major, 
sustained 

local media 
attention or 

National 
adverse 
publicity

Major or prolonged 
adverse national 
media attention
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 Step 3 

The scores for the likelihood and impact are multiplied together to provide the risk 
score and can be shown in the heat map. 

In order to help prioritise the identified risks and develop appropriate actions 
the Council has determined its ‘risk tolerance levels,’ - what is an acceptable 
level of risk to the Council, this can be read against the following scores 
shown on the table below:

Residual 
Score

Category Action required

5 or less Low Considered acceptable, no further 
action required, other than ensuring 
controls in place are cost effective

6 to 12 Medium
These risks may require some 
additional controls to reduce 
likelihood/impact and continual 
monitoring of effectiveness of 
controls.

15 or over High Considered a significant risk 
requiring implementation of 
additional controls and actions to 
bring the risk to an acceptable level. 

5 5 10 15 20 25

4 4 8 12 16 20 High

3 3 6 9 12 15 Medium

2 2 4 6 8 10 LowLi
ke

lih
oo

d

1 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5

Impact
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Finance and Governance
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Wards affected: Not Ward Specific

Public Access Open

Appendices Appendix 1: External Auditor’s Certification of 
grants and returns 2017/18’ report

1. SUMMARY
1.1. The attached ‘Certification of grants and returns 2017/18’ report 

produced by KPMG, the Council’s External Auditor for grants and 
returns, summarises the findings of their grant claim and return 
certification work. It include details of their 2017/18 certification fees, 
information on claims that were amended or qualified and 
recommendations arising from the assessment of the Council’s 
arrangements for preparing grant claims and returns.

2. RECOMMENDATION
2.1. The Committee is recommended to:

2.1.1. Note the External Auditor’s 2017/18 Report on Certification of 
grants and returns at Appendix 1.

3. BACKGROUND
3.1. The External Auditor is required to audit and certify grant claims and 

returns above certain thresholds and to report their findings to those 
charged with governance.

3.2. Grant claims and returns have to be compiled and audited in 
accordance with the conditions and timescales set by the grant paying 
government department.

3.3. Of the three claims certified in 2017/18, the Housing Benefit Subsidy 
claim received a qualification letter that went to the Department for 
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Works and Pensions (DWP), the grant-awarding body due to the errors 
identified.

3.4. The other two claims Teachers Pension Agency (TPA) and Pooled 
Capital Receipts were fully certified, with only one minor adjustment 
identified on both claims.

3.5. The Auditor’s report confirmed that they have made no 
recommendations for this year and there are no recommendations 
outstanding from previous years’ work on grants and returns.

3.6. The Auditor’s report summarises the £34,000 fees arising from their 
2017/18 certification work which has remained at the same rate as last 
year.

4. PROPOSAL
4.1. None
5. CONSULTATION
5.1. The External Auditor has discussed the report and agreed the actions 

with relevant officers.
6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1. Finance, Value for Money and Risk

6.1.1. The External Auditor’s £34,000 fees can be met from the 
allocated budget provision.

6.2. Legal
6.2.1. The External Auditor is required to audit and certify grant claims 

and returns above certain thresholds and reports their findings to 
those charged with governance.

6.3. Equalities and Diversity
6.3.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

6.4. Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder
6.4.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

6.5. Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, accommodation or 
IT issues
6.5.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

None
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Contents

The contacts at KPMG 

in connection with this 
report are:

Neil Hewitson
Director

Tel: 020 7311 1791
neil.hewitson@kpmg.co.uk

Charlotte Goodrich
Senior Manager

Tel: 020 7311 2271
charlotte.goodrich@kpmg.co.uk

Page

Headlines 3

Summary of certification work outcomes 4

Fees 6

This report is addressed to the Authority and has been prepared for the sole use of the Authority. We take no responsibility to any member of staff acting in their individual capacities, or to third parties. 
Public Sector Audit Appointments issued a document entitled Statement of Responsibilities of Auditors and Audited Bodies summarising where the responsibilities of auditors begin and end and what 
is expected from audited bodies. We draw your attention to this document which is available on Public Sector Audit Appointment’s website (www.psaa.co.uk).

External auditors do not act as a substitute for the audited body’s own responsibility for putting in place proper arrangements to ensure that public business is conducted in accordance with the law and 
proper standards, and that public money is safeguarded and properly accounted for, and used economically, efficiently and effectively.

We are committed to providing you with a high quality service. If you have any concerns or are dissatisfied with any part of KPMG’s work, in the first instance you should contact Neil Hewitson, the 
engagement lead to the Authority, who will try to resolve your complaint. If you are dissatisfied with your response please contact the national lead partner for all of KPMG’s work under our contract 
with Public Sector Audit Appointments Limited, Andrew Sayers (andrew.sayers@kpmg.co.uk). After this, in relation to the certification of the Housing Benefit Subsidy grant claim, if you are still 
dissatisfied with how your complaint has been handled you can access PSAA’s complaints procedure by emailing generalenquiries@psaa.co.uk, by telephoning 020 7072 7445 or by writing to Public 
Sector Audit Appointments Limited, 3rd Floor, Local Government House, Smith Square, London, SW1P 3HZ.
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Introduction and background

This report summarises the results of work we carried out on the Council’s 2017/18 
grant claims and returns. 

This includes the work completed under the Public Sector Audit Appointment 
certification arrangements, as well as work completed on other returns under 
separate engagement terms. The work completed in 2017/18 is:

– Under the Public Sector Audit Appointments arrangements we certified the 
Council’s 2017/18 Housing Benefit Subsidy claim. 

– Under separate assurance engagements we certified two returns: Teachers’ 
Pension Return; and Pooling of Housing Capital Receipts.

Certification and assurance results (Pages 4-5)

Our certification work on Housing Benefit Subsidy claim included: 

– agreeing standard rates, such as for allowances and benefit incomes, to the 
DWP Circular communicating the value of each rate for the year; 

– sample testing of benefit claims to confirm that the entitlement had been 
correctly calculated and was supported by appropriate evidence; 

– undertaking an analytical review of the claim form considering year-on-year 
variances and key ratios; 

– confirming that the subsidy claim had been prepared using the correct benefits 
system version; and 

– completing testing in relation to modified schemes payments, uncashed 
cheques and verifying the accurate completion of the claim form.

As a result of our work amendments to the claim form were required and the claim 
was qualified, with a qualification issued which detailed our findings. This result is 
consistent with the prior year. The number of qualification points decreased compared 
to the prior year.

Our work on the other grant assurance engagements resulted in the following reports:

– An unqualified report on the Pooling of Capital Receipts Return

– An unqualified report on the Teachers Pension Agency Return

We identified minor adjustments to both of these returns, which have been accepted 
by Management.

Recommendations 

We have made no recommendations to the Council from our work this year. 

In addition there were no recommendations outstanding from previous years’ work on 
grants and returns.

Fees (Page 6)

Our fee for certifying the Council’s 2017/18 Housing Benefit Subsidy grant was 
£25,838, which is in line with the fee set by PSAA.

Our fees for the other ‘assurance’ engagements were subject to agreement directly 
with the Council and were £8,500.

Annual report on grant claims and returns 2017/18

Headlines
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Detailed below is a summary of the reporting outcomes from our work on the Council’s 2017/18 grant claims and returns, showing where either audit amendments were made 
as a result of our work or where we had to qualify our audit certificate or assurance report. 

A qualification means that issues were identified concerning the Council’s compliance with a scheme’s requirements that could not be resolved through adjustment. In these 
circumstances, it is likely that the relevant grant paying body will require further information from the Council to satisfy itself that the full amounts of grant claimed is 
appropriate.

Summary of reporting outcomes
Annual report on grant claims and returns 2017/18

Comments overleaf Qualified Significant adjustment Minor adjustment Unqualified

Public Sector Audit Appointments regime

— Housing Benefit Subsidy 1

Other assurance engagements

— Teachers’ Pension Return 2

— Pooling of Housing Capital Receipts Return 3
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Annual report on grants and returns 2017/18

Summary of certification work outcomes
Annual report on grant claims and returns 2017/18

Ref Summary observations Amendments

1 Housing Benefit Subsidy Claim

Our initial testing identified the following errors (note that some cases had multiple errors):

‒ Cell 011: 8 cases with errors, which included 1 error which had no impact on subsidy, 1 underpayment, 3 overpayments and 3 misclassifications

‒ Cell 055: no errors identified in our initial testing 

‒ Cell 094: 3 cases with errors, which included 2 overpayments and 1 misclassification.

Due to the non-isolated errors found, a total of 12 sets of 40+ testing was performed. There were 11 sets of 40+ in the prior year. We provided a 
qualified certificate due to the non-amended errors identified above.

Claim not 
amended

2 Teachers’ Pension Return

The return was submitted to KPMG by the deadline. Working papers provided to support the claim were of a good quality. One discrepancy in the 
claim was identified, because the EYoC return did not agree to monthly contribution payroll reports. This finding was accepted by Management, and 
therefore the claim was certified without amendment.

See left

3 Pooling of Housing Capital Receipts

The return was submitted to KPMG by the deadline. Working papers provided to support the claim were of a good quality, and fewer issues were 
identified with this claim than in the previous year. One discrepancy in the claim was identified, relating to the apportionment methodology for staff 
salaries. This finding was accepted by Management and amended, and therefore the claim was certified without amendment.

See left
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Public Sector Audit 

Appointments certification 
arrangements

Public Sector Audit 

Appointments set an indicative 

fee for our work on the 
Council’s Housing Benefit 

Subsidy claim in 2017/18 of 

£24,912. Our actual fee was the 

same as the indicative fee, and 

this compares to the 2014/15 

fee for this claim of £33,000.

Grants subject to other 

assurance engagements

The fees for our assurance 

work on other returns are 

agreed directly with the 

Council. Our fees for 2017/18 

were in line with those in 

2014/15. 

Breakdown of fees for grants 

and returns work

Public Sector Audit Appointments certification arrangements

Public Sector Audit Appointments set an indicative fee for our work on the Council’s Housing Benefit Subsidy claim in 2017/18 of 
£25,838. Our actual fee was the same as the indicative fee, and was less than the 2016/17 fee for this claim of £27,174.

Grants subject to other assurance engagements

The fees for our assurance work on other grants/returns are agreed directly with the Council. Our fees for 2017/18 were the same as 
those in 2016/17 for the Pooling of Capital Receipts Return and Teachers Pensions Agency Return.

Breakdown of fees for grants and returns work

Fees
Annual report on grant claims and returns 2017/18

Breakdown of fee by grant claim and returns

2 017/18 (£) 2 016/17 (£)

Housing Benefit Subsidy claim 25,83 8 25,83 8

Teachers’ Pension Return 5,000 5,000

Pooling of Housing Capital Receipts 3 ,500 3 ,500
Total fee 3 4,3 38 3 4,3 38

Our fees for the Housing 

Benefit Subsidy claim are set 
by Public Sector Audit 

Appointments. 

Our fees for other assurance 

engagements on returns are 
agreed directly with the 

Council.

The overall fees we charged 

for carrying out all our work 
on grant claims and returns 

in 2017/18 was £34,338.
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Governance
Liton Rahman, Chief Accountant
Finance and Governance
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Appendices Appendix 1: External Auditor’s  Draft Audit Plan 
2018/19 (Council and Pension Fund)

1. SUMMARY
1.1. The attached External Auditor’s report outlines their plan work for 

undertaking their audits of the Council’s 2018/19 Financial Statements 
and Pension Fund. In addition, the work they will undertake to reach a 
Value for Money conclusion on the Authority’s arrangements to secure 
economy, efficiency and effectiveness in the use of resources is 
outlined. The report identifies specific risks and includes a statement of 
their fees.

2. RECOMMENDATION
2.1. The Committee is recommended to:

2.1.1. Note the External Auditor’s Audit Plan for 2018/19 as set out in 
Appendix 1.

3. BACKGROUND
3.1. The Audit and Governance Committee has delegated responsibility in 

respect of all audit matters.
3.2. Ernst & Young (EY) have been appointed as the Council’s External 

Auditor for 2018/19. It is considered to be good practice and part of the 
assurance framework for the External Auditor to report to the Audit and 
Governance Committee at regular intervals.

3.3. The External Auditor will report the findings arising from their 2018/19 
works to this Committee in July.

3.4. As the Pension Fund accounts remain part of the financial statements 
of the Council as a whole, the Audit and Governance Committee retain 
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ultimate responsibility for receiving, considering and agreeing audit 
plans as well as receiving any reports arising from the audit. The 
External Auditor’s 2018/19 Audit Plan for the Pension Fund is included 
alongside the Council’s within Appendix 1; the plan and any reports 
arising from the audit will also be reported to the Pension Fund 
Committee.

4. PROPOSAL
4.1. None
5. CONSULTATION
5.1. The External Auditor has discussed the report and agreed the actions 

with relevant officers.
6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1. Finance, Value for Money and Risk

6.1.1. The External Auditor’s fees can be met from the existing budget 
provision.

6.2. Legal
6.2.1. The statutory basis of the audit is set out in the External 

Auditor’s report.
6.3. Equalities and Diversity

6.3.1. There are no direct implications in this report.
6.4. Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 

disorder
6.4.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

6.5. Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, accommodation or 
IT issues)
6.5.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

CIPFA Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the United
Kingdom (The Code) 2018/19
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December 2018

Dear Audit and Governance Committee Members

2018/19 Provisional Audit Plan

We are pleased to attach our Provisional Audit Plan which sets out our provisional plan for how we intend to carry out our responsibilities as 
auditor. Its purpose is to provide the Audit and Governance Committee with a basis to review our proposed audit approach and scope for the 
2018/19 audit in accordance with the requirements of the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014, the National Audit Office’s 2015 Code of 
Audit Practice, the Statement of Responsibilities issued by Public Sector Audit Appointments (PSAA) Ltd, auditing standards and other 
professional requirements. It is also to ensure that our audit is aligned with the Committee’s service expectations.

This initial Plan summarises our initial assessment of the key risks driving the development of an effective audit for the Council and outlines our 
planned audit strategy in response to those risks. This is an initial audit plan as we have only recently started our planning procedures. We will 
provide an updated plan if there are any changes following the completion of these procedures.

This report is intended solely for the information and use of the Audit and Governance Committee and management, and is not intended to be 
and should not be used by anyone other than these specified parties.

We welcome the opportunity to discuss this report with you on 16 January 2019 as well as understand whether there are other matters which 
you consider may influence our audit.

Yours sincerely 

Debbie Hanson

For and on behalf of Ernst & Young LLP

Enc

Audit and Governance Committee Members

London Borough of Waltham Forest

Waltham Forest Town Hall

Forest Road

Walthamstow E17 4JF
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In April 2015 Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) issued “Statement of responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies”. It is available from the via the PSAA website (www.PSAA.co.uk).
The Statement of responsibilities serves as the formal terms of engagement between appointed auditors and audited bodies. It summarises where the different responsibilities of auditors and audited bodies 
begin and end, and what is to be expected of the audited body in certain areas. 
The “Terms of Appointment (updated April 2018)” issued by the PSAA sets out additional requirements that auditors must comply with, over and above those set out in the National Audit Office Code of Audit 
Practice (the Code) and in legislation, and covers matters of practice and procedure which are of a recurring nature.
This report is made solely to the Audit and Governance Committee and management of Waltham Forest Council in accordance with the statement of responsibilities. Our work has been undertaken so that we 
might state to the Audit and Governance Committee, and management of Waltham Forest Council those matters we are required to state to them in this report and for no other purpose. To the fullest extent 
permitted by law we do not accept or assume responsibility to anyone other than the Audit and Governance Committee and management of Waltham Forest Council for this report or for the opinions we have 
formed. It should not be provided to any third-party without our prior written consent.
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy 

Audit risks and areas of focus

Risk / area of focus Risk identified Details

Incorrect capitalisation of revenue 
expenditure

Fraud risk / Significant 
risk

As noted below, under ISA 240, management is in a unique position to perpetrate fraud 
through the override of controls. We have considered the main areas where management may 
have the incentive and opportunity to do this. We have identified the inappropriate 
capitalisation of revenue expenditure on property, plant and equipment as an area of risk, 
given the extent of the Council’s capital programme. 

Misstatements due to fraud or error
Fraud risk / Significant 

risk

As identified in ISA 240, management is in a unique position to perpetrate fraud because of its 
ability to manipulate accounting records directly or indirectly and prepare fraudulent financial 
statements by overriding controls that would otherwise appear to be operating effectively. 

Valuation of property, plant and 
equipment and investment properties

Significant risk

The valuation of property, plant and equipment and investment properties represent 
significant balances in the Council’s accounts. Management is required to make material 
judgements and apply estimation techniques to calculate the year-end balances recorded in 
the balance sheet. There is therefore a risk fixed assets may be under/overstated or the 
associated accounting entries incorrectly posted. 

Incorrect adjustments through the 
Movement in Reserves Statement

Significant risk
We have identified the adjustments between accounting basis and funding basis under 
regulations as a separate risk which could impact on the general fund balance and other 
useable reserves reported in the financial statements. 

Pension liability valuation Inherent risk

The Council’s pension fund deficit is a material estimated balance disclosed on the Council’s 
balance sheet. Accounting for this scheme involves significant estimation and judgement, 
management engages an actuary to undertake the calculations on their behalf. ISAs (UK and 
Ireland) 500 and 540 require us to undertake procedures on the use of management experts 
and the assumptions underlying fair value estimates.

Implementation of new accounting 
standards Inherent risk

CIPFA’s Code confirms that the International Financial Reporting Standard (“IFRS”) 9 –
Financial Instruments and IFRS 15 – Revenue from Contracts with Customers, in 2018/19 are 
applicable for local authority accounts from the 2018/19 financial year. 

Preparation of group accounts
Inherent risk

For 2018/19, the Council plans to prepare group accounts, reflecting the consolidation of the 
company accounts in to the main Council financial statements. As this will be the first year of 
preparation of group accounts there is a risk that they may not be prepared accurately.

The following ‘dashboard’ summarises the significant accounting and auditing matters outlined in this report. It seeks to provide the Audit and Governance 
Committee with an overview of our initial risk identification for the upcoming audit and any changes in risks identified in the current year.  
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy

Materiality

Planning
materiality

£9.2m

Performance 
materiality

£6.9m

Audit
differences

£0.46m

Materiality has been set at £9.2 million, which represents 1% of the prior years gross expenditure on provision of services.

Performance materiality has been set at £6.9 million, which represents 75% of materiality.

We will report all uncorrected misstatements relating to the primary statements 
(comprehensive income and expenditure statement, balance sheet, movement in reserves 
statement, cash flow statement, housing revenue account and collection fund) greater than 
£460,000.  Other misstatements identified will be communicated to the extent that they merit 
the attention of the Audit and Governance Committee.
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Overview of our 2018/19 audit strategy 

Audit scope

This Provisional Audit Plan covers the work that we plan to perform to provide you with:

 Our audit opinion on whether the financial statements of Waltham Forest Council give a true and fair view of the financial position as at 31 March 2019 and of the 
income and expenditure for the year then ended; and

 Our conclusion on the Council’s arrangements to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness. 

We will also review and report to the National Audit Office (NAO), to the extent and in the form required by them, on the Council’s Whole of Government Accounts 
return.

Our audit will also include the mandatory procedures that we are required to perform in accordance with applicable laws and auditing standards.

When planning the audit we take into account several key inputs:

 Strategic, operational and financial risks relevant to the financial statements;
 Developments in financial reporting and auditing standards;
 The quality of systems and processes;
 Changes in the business and regulatory environment; and,
 Management’s views on all of the above.

By considering these inputs, our audit is focused on the areas that matter and our feedback is more likely to be relevant to the Council. 

Key members of our team

Audit team  

Debbie Hanson – Associate Partner
Debbie has over 25 years experience of Local 
Authorities, Pension Funds and their respective 
audits, and has been with EY for six years, 
having previously worked for the Audit 
Commission.

Martina Lee - Manager 
Martina also has over 10 years experience of 
Local Authority audits, and has also been with EY 
for six years, having previously worked for the 
Audit Commission.
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks 

What will we do?

We will undertake additional procedures to address the specific risk we 
have identified, which will include:

• Sample testing additions to property, plant and equipment to ensure 
that they have been correctly classified as capital and included at the 
correct value in order to identify any revenue items that have been 
inappropriately capitalised.

We have set out the significant risks (including fraud risks denoted by*) identified for the current year audit along with the rationale and expected audit approach.
The risks identified below may change to reflect any significant findings or subsequent issues we identify during the audit.

What is the risk?

Under ISA 240, management are in a unique 
position to perpetrate fraud through the 
override of controls. We have considered the 
main areas were management may have the 
incentive and opportunity to do this.

We have identified the inappropriate 
capitalisation of revenue expenditure on 
property, plant and equipment as an area of 
risk, given the extent of the Council’s capital 
programme. 

* Incorrect capitalisation of 
revenue expenditure
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

We will undertake our standard procedures to address fraud risk which 
include:

• Identifying fraud risks during the planning stages;

• Inquiry of management about risks of fraud and the controls put in 
place to address those risks;

• Understanding the oversight given by those charged with governance 
of management’s processes over fraud;

• Consideration of the effectiveness of management’s controls designed 
to address the risk of fraud;

• Determining an appropriate strategy to address those identified risks 
of fraud; and 

• Performing mandatory procedures regardless of specifically identified 
fraud risks, including testing of journal entries and other adjustments 
in the preparation of the financial statements.

What is the risk?

The financial statements as a whole are not free 
of material misstatements whether caused by 
fraud or error.

As identified in ISA (UK and Ireland) 240, 
management is in a unique position to 
perpetrate fraud because of its ability to 
manipulate accounting records directly or 
indirectly and prepare fraudulent financial 
statements by overriding controls that 
otherwise appear to be operating effectively. We 
identify and respond to this fraud risk on every 
audit engagement.

* Misstatements due to fraud 
or error
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

In order to address this risk we will carry out a range of procedures 
including:
• Considering the work performed by the Council’s valuers, including the 

adequacy of the scope of the work performed, their professional 
capabilities and the results of their work;

• Sample testing key asset information used by the valuers in performing 
their valuation (e.g. floor plans to support valuations based on price 
per square metre);

• Considering the annual cycle of valuations to ensure that assets have 
been valued within a 5 year rolling programme as required by the Code 
for PPE and annually for IP. We will also consider if there are any 
specific changes to assets that have occurred and that these have been 
communicated to the valuer;

• Reviewing assets not subject to valuation in 2018/19 to confirm that 
the remaining asset base is not materially misstated;

• Considering changes to useful economic lives as a result of the most 
recent valuation; and

• Testing accounting entries have been correctly processed in the 
financial statements.

What is the risk?

The fair value of property, plant and equipment 
(PPE) and investment properties (IP) represent 
significant balances in the Council’s accounts 
and are subject to valuation changes, 
impairment reviews and depreciation charges. 

Management is required to make material 
judgements and apply estimation techniques to 
calculate the year-end balances recorded in the 
balance sheet.

Valuation of property, plant 
and equipment and investment 
properties
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Audit risks

Our response to provisional significant risks (continued) 

What will we do?

To address this risk we will review adjustments between accounting basis 
and funding basis under regulations for evidence of management bias, 
focusing in particular on the material accuracy and validity of:

• Revenue items funded from capital under statute; and 

• Calculation of the statutory provision for the repayment of debt. 

What is the risk?

We have identified the adjustments between 
accounting basis and funding basis under 
regulations which are reflected in the movement 
in reserves statement as an area where errors in 
these adjustments could result in a 
misstatement of the general fund and other 
useable reserves.

Incorrect adjustments through 
the Movement in Reserves 
Statement
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Audit risks

Other areas of audit focus 

What is the risk? What will we do?

Pension liability valuation

The Local Authority Accounting Code of Practice and IAS19 require 
the Council to make extensive disclosures within its financial 
statements regarding its membership of the Local Government 
Pension Scheme administered by London Borough of Waltham Forest.

The Council’s pension fund deficit is a material estimated balance and 
the Code requires that this liability be disclosed on the Council’s 
balance sheet. At 31 March 2018 this totalled £539.4 million.

The information disclosed is based on the IAS 19 report issued to the 
Council by the actuary.

Accounting for this scheme involves significant estimation and 
judgement and therefore management engages an actuary to 
undertake the calculations on their behalf. ISAs (UK and Ireland) 500 
and 540 require us to undertake procedures on the use of 
management experts and the assumptions underlying fair value 
estimates. 

In order to address this risk we will carry out a range of procedures including:

• Liaise with the auditors of London Borough of Waltham Forest Pension Fund, to obtain 
assurances over the information supplied to the actuary in relation to Waltham Forest
Council;

• Assess the work of the Pension Fund actuary (Mercer Ltd) including the assumptions they 
have used by relying on the work of PWC - Consulting Actuaries commissioned by The 
National Audit Office for all Local Government sector auditors, and considering any relevant 
reviews by the EY actuarial team; and 

• Review and test the accounting entries and disclosures made within the Council’s financial 
statements in relation to IAS19.

We have identified other areas of the audit, that have not been classified as significant risks, but are still important when considering the risks of material
misstatement to the financial statements and disclosures.
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Audit risks

Other areas of audit focus (cont.)

What is the area of focus? What will we do?

IFRS 9 financial instruments 

This new accounting standard is applicable for local authority accounts 
from the 2018/19 financial year and will change:

• How financial assets are classified and measured;

• How the impairment of financial assets are calculated; and 

• The disclosure requirements for financial assets.

There are transitional arrangements within the standard and the 
2018/19 CIPFA Code of practice on local authority accounting provides
guidance on the application of IFRS 9. 

We will:

• Assess the Council’s implementation arrangements that should include an impact 
assessment paper setting out the application of the new standard, transitional 
adjustments and planned accounting for 2018/19;

• Consider the classification and valuation of financial instrument assets;

• Review new expected credit loss model impairment calculations for assets; and

• Check additional disclosure requirements.

IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers

This new accounting standard is applicable for local authority accounts 
from the 2018/19 financial year. 

The key requirements of the standard cover the identification of 
performance obligations under customer contracts and the linking of 
income to the meeting of those performance obligations.

The 2018/19 CIPFA Code of practice on local authority accounting 
provides guidance on the application of IFRS 15 and includes a useful 
flow diagram and commentary on the main sources of LG revenue and 
how they should be recognised.

The impact on local authority accounting is likely to be limited as large 
revenue streams like council tax, non domestic rates and government 
grants will be outside the scope of IFRS 15. However, where that 
standard is relevant, the recognition of revenue will change and new 
disclosure requirements introduced.

We will:

• Assess the Council’s implementation arrangements that should include an impact 
assessment paper setting out the application of the new standard, transitional 
adjustments and planned accounting for 2018/19. This will include any Local 
Authority Trading Companies consolidated into the Council’s Group Accounts, should 
it need to prepare them;

• Consider application to the Council’s revenue streams and, where the standard is 
relevant, test to ensure revenue is recognised when (or as) it satisfies a performance 
obligation; and

• Check additional disclosure requirements.

We have identified other areas of the audit, that have not been classified as significant risks, but are still important when considering the risks of material
misstatement to the financial statements and disclosures.
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Audit risks

Other areas of audit focus (cont.)

What is the area of focus? What will we do?

Preparation of group accounts

For 2018/19, the Council plans to prepare group accounts, reflecting the 
consolidation of the company accounts in to the main Council financial 
statements.

First time preparation of group accounts is a complex accounting 
procedure and increases the risk of errors in the financial statements.

We have experience of auditing local authority group accounts that consolidate wholly 
owned subsidiaries. We will draw on this experience and focus our approach on:

• Reviewing the procedures performed by the finance team to ensure the subsidiaries
are consolidated appropriately;

• Testing the material balances consolidated within the Council financial statements, 
and

• Reviewing the associated disclosures to ensure these are in line with CIPFA Code of 
practice and associated guidance.

We have identified other areas of the audit, that have not been classified as significant risks, but are still important when considering the risks of material
misstatement to the financial statements and disclosures.
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Value for Money

Background

We are required to consider whether the Council has put in place ‘proper arrangements’ to secure economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness on its use of resources. This is known as our value for money conclusion. 

For 2018/19 this is based on the overall evaluation criterion:

“In all significant respects, the audited body had proper arrangements to ensure it took properly informed 
decisions and deployed resources to achieve planned and sustainable outcomes for taxpayers and local people.”

Proper arrangements are defined by statutory guidance issued by the National Audit Office. They comprise your 
arrangements to:

 Take informed decisions;

 Deploy resources in a sustainable manner; and

 Work with partners and other third parties.

In considering your proper arrangements, we will draw on the requirements of the CIPFA/SOLACE framework for 
local government to ensure that our assessment is made against a framework that you are already required to 
have in place and to report on through documents such as your annual governance statement.

We are only required to determine whether there are any risks that we consider significant, which the Code of 
Audit Practice defines as:

“A matter is significant if, in the auditor’s professional view, it is reasonable to conclude that the matter would be 
of interest to the audited body or the wider public”

Our risk assessment supports the planning of sufficient work to enable us to deliver a safe conclusion on 
arrangements to secure value for money and enables us to determine the nature and extent of further work that 
may be required. If we do not identify any significant risks there is no requirement to carry out further work.  We 
consider business and operational risks insofar as they relate to proper arrangements at both sector and 
organisation-specific level.  

We have not yet completed our value for money planning risk assessment for 2018/19. As part of this we will 
consider the steps taken by the Council to consider the impact of Brexit on its future service provision, medium-
term financing and investment values. Although the precise impact cannot yet be modelled, we would expect that 
Authorities will be carrying out scenario planning and that Brexit and its impact will feature on operational risk 
registers. Our risk assessment will consider both the potential financial impact of the issues we identify, and also 
the likelihood that the issue will be of interest to local taxpayers, the Government and other stakeholders. 

Although we have not completed our risk assessment, we have identified financial planning in the medium term 
and the establishment of companies as areas that may present a significant risk and which we therefore need to 
undertake more work on as part of our risk assessment.

V
F
M

Proper arrangements for 
securing value for money  

Informed 
decision making 

Working with 
partners and 
third parties

Sustainable 
resource 

deployment
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Materiality

For planning purposes, materiality for 2018/19 has been set at £9.2 million. This
represents 1% of the Council’s prior year gross expenditure on provision of services. It
will be reassessed throughout the audit process. We have chosen this percentage on
the basis of there being no shareholders; no traded debt or covenants; limited changes
in the business environment; good viability of the business and limited external
financing. We have provided supplemental information about audit materiality in
Appendix C.

Audit materiality

Gross expenditure
on provision of services

£921m
Planning

materiality

£9.2m

Performance 
materiality

£6.9m
Audit

differences

£0.46m

Materiality

Planning materiality – the amount over which we anticipate misstatements 
would influence the economic decisions of a user of the financial 
statements.

Performance materiality – the amount we use to determine the extent of 
our audit procedures. We have set performance materiality at £6.9 
million which represents 75% of planning materiality. 

Audit difference threshold – we propose that misstatements identified 
below this threshold are deemed clearly trivial. We will report to you all 
uncorrected misstatements over this amount relating to the comprehensive 
income and expenditure statement, balance sheet, movement in reserves 
statement, cash flow statement, housing revenue account and collection 
fund that have an effect on income or that relate to other comprehensive 
income.

Other uncorrected misstatements, such as reclassifications and 
misstatements in the cashflow statement and movement in reserves 
statement or disclosures, and corrected misstatements will be 
communicated to the extent that they merit the attention of the audit 
committee, or are important from a qualitative perspective. 

Specific materiality – We have set a materiality of £1,000 for 
remuneration disclosures, related party transactions, members’ allowances 
and exit packages which reflects our understanding that an amount less 
than our materiality would influence the economic decisions of users of the 
financial statements in relation to this.

Key definitions

We request that the Audit and Governance Committee confirm its understanding of, 
and agreement to, these materiality and reporting levels.
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Objective and Scope of our Audit scoping

Under the Code of Audit Practice our principal objectives are to review and report on the Council’s financial statements and arrangements for securing economy, 
efficiency and effectiveness in its use of resources to the extent required by the relevant legislation and the requirements of the Code.

We issue an audit report that covers:

1. Financial statement audit 

Our objective is to form an opinion on the financial statements under International Standards on Auditing (UK and Ireland). 

We also perform other procedures as required by auditing, ethical and independence standards, the Code and other regulations. We outline below the procedures we 
will undertake during the course of our audit.

Procedures required by standards
• Addressing the risk of fraud and error;
• Significant disclosures included in the financial statements;
• Entity-wide controls;
• Reading other information contained in the financial statements and reporting whether it is inconsistent with our understanding and the financial statements; and
• Auditor independence.

Procedures required by the Code
• Reviewing, and reporting on as appropriate, other information published with the financial statements, including the Annual Governance Statement; and
• Reviewing and reporting on the Whole of Government Accounts return, in line with the instructions issued by the NAO.

2. Arrangements for securing economy, efficiency and effectiveness (value for money)

We are required to consider whether the Council has put in place ‘proper arrangements’ to secure economy, efficiency and effectiveness on its use of resources.

Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy
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Audit Process Overview

Our audit involves: 
• Identifying and understanding the key processes and internal controls; and

• Substantive tests of detail of transactions and amounts.

For 2018/19 we plan to follow a substantive approach to the audit as we have concluded this is the most efficient way to obtain the level of audit assurance required 
to conclude that the financial statements are not materially misstated. 

Analytics:
We will use our computer-based analytics tools to enable us to capture whole populations of your financial data, in particular journal entries. These tools:
• Help identify specific exceptions and anomalies which can then be subject to more traditional substantive audit tests; and 

• Give greater likelihood of identifying errors than random sampling techniques.

We will report the findings from our process and analytics work, including any significant weaknesses or inefficiencies identified and recommendations for 
improvement, to management and the Audit and Governance Committee. 

Internal audit:
We will regularly meet with the Head of Internal Audit, and review internal audit plans and the results of their work. We will reflect the findings from these reports, 
together with reports from any other work completed in the year, in our detailed audit plan, where they raise issues that could have an impact on the financial 
statements.

Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy (continued)
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Scope of our audit

Our Audit Process and Strategy (continued)
Earlier deadline for production of the financial statements

The Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015 introduced a significant change in statutory deadlines from the 2017/18 financial year. From that year the timetable for the 
preparation and approval of accounts was brought forward with draft accounts needing to be prepared by 31 May and the publication of the accounts by 31 July.

These changes provide risks for both the preparers and the auditors of the financial statements:
• The Council now has less time to prepare the financial statements and supporting working papers and has the added complexity of preparing group financial 

accounts for the first time.

• As your auditor, we have a more significant peak in our audit work and a shorter period to complete the audit. Risks for auditors relate to delivery of all audits within 
the same compressed timetable. Slippage at one client could potentially put delivery of others at risk.

To mitigate this risk, we will require:

• Good quality draft financial statements and supporting working papers by the agreed deadline;

• The accounts and working papers to have been subject to senior internal quality review;

• Appropriate Council staff to be available throughout the agreed audit period; and

• Complete and prompt responses to all audit questions, including Whole of Governments work.

Where additional work is required to complete your audit, due to additional risks being identified, additional work being required as a result of scope changes, or poor 
audit evidence, we will notify you of the impact on the fee and the timing of the audit. Such circumstances may result in a delay to your audit while we complete other 
work elsewhere.

To support the Council we will:

• Work with the Council to engage early to facilitate early substantive testing where appropriate;

• Provide an early review on the Council’s streamlining of the Statement of Accounts where non-material disclosure notes are removed;

• Work with the Council to embed the use of EY Client Portal and maximise the benefits, which include:

• Streamlining our audit requests through a reduction of emails and improved means of communication;

• Providing on–demand visibility into the status of audit requests and the overall audit status;

• Reducing the risk of duplicate requests; and

• Providing better security of sensitive data.

• Agree the team and timing of each element of our work with you; and

• Agree the supporting working papers that we require to complete our audit.
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Audit team

Audit team 

Audit team structure:

Debbie Hanson

Associate Partner

Cliff Powell

Senior

Pension 
Specialist

EY Actuaries
Martina Lee

Manager

Property 

Valuer

EY EstatesP
age 107
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Audit team

Use of specialists
When auditing key judgements, we are often required to rely on the input and advice provided by specialists who have qualifications and expertise not possessed by the 
core audit team. The areas where either EY or third party specialists provide input for the current year audit are:

Area Specialists

Valuation of property, plant and equipment 
and investment properties

EY Estates and Waltham Forest Council’s property valuer

Pensions disclosure
EY Pensions Advisory, PwC (Consulting Actuary to the National Audit Office) and Mercer Ltd (Waltham Forest Pension 
Fund Actuary)

In accordance with Auditing Standards, we will evaluate each specialist’s professional competence and objectivity, considering their qualifications, experience and 
available resources, together with the independence of the individuals performing the work.

Based on the significant risk we have identified in relation to the valuation of property, plant and equipment and investment properties, we expect to need to involve EY 
Estates as specialists in undertaking our audit work on these valuations. 

We also consider the work performed by the specialist in light of our knowledge of the Council’s business and processes and our assessment of audit risk in the particular 
area. For example, we would typically perform the following procedures:

• Analyse source data and make inquiries as to the procedures used by the specialist to establish whether the source data is relevant and reliable;

• Assess the reasonableness of the assumptions and methods used; 

• Consider the appropriateness of the timing of when the specialist carried out the work; and

• Assess whether the substance of the specialist’s findings are properly reflected in the financial statements.
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Audit timeline

Below is a timetable showing the key stages of the audit and the deliverables we have agreed to provide to you through the audit cycle in 2019.

From time to time matters may arise that require immediate communication with the Audit and Governance Committee and we will discuss them with the Audit and 
Governance Committee Chair as appropriate. We will also provide updates on corporate governance and regulatory matters as necessary.

Timeline

Timetable of communication and deliverables

Audit phase Timetable Audit committee timetable Deliverables

Planning:

Risk assessment and setting of scopes

December / January

January Audit and Governance Committee Audit Planning Report

Walkthrough of systems December / January / 
February

Interim audit testing February/March

March Audit and Governance Committee Interim audit update

April

May

Year end audit

Audit Completion procedures

June

July Audit and Governance Committee Audit Results Report

Audit opinions and completion certificates
August

September Audit and Governance Committee Annual Audit Letter
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Independence

The FRC Ethical Standard and ISA (UK) 260 “Communication of audit matters with those charged with governance”, requires us to communicate with you on a timely basis 
on all significant facts and matters that bear upon our integrity, objectivity and independence. The Ethical Standard, as revised in June 2016, requires that we 
communicate formally both at the planning stage and at the conclusion of the audit, as well as during the course of the audit if appropriate.  The aim of these 
communications is to ensure full and fair disclosure by us to those charged with your governance on matters in which you have an interest.

In addition, during the course of the audit, we are required to communicate with you whenever any significant judgements are made about threats to objectivity and 
independence and the appropriateness of safeguards put in place, for example, when accepting an engagement to provide non-audit services.

We also provide information on any contingent fee arrangements , the amounts of any future services that have been contracted, and details of any written proposal to 
provide non-audit services that has been submitted.

We ensure that the total amount of fees that EY and our network firms have charged to you and your affiliates for the provision of services during the reporting period, 
analysed in appropriate categories, are disclosed.

Required communications

Planning stage Final stage

► The principal threats, if any, to objectivity and 
independence identified by Ernst & Young (EY) 
including consideration of all relationships between 
the you, your affiliates and directors and us;

► The safeguards adopted and the reasons why they 
are considered to be effective, including any 
Engagement Quality review;

► The overall assessment of threats and safeguards;

► Information about the general policies and process 
within EY to maintain objectivity and independence;
and

► Where EY has determined it is appropriate to apply 
more restrictive independence rules than permitted 
under the Ethical Standard.

► In order for you to assess the integrity, objectivity and independence of the firm and each covered person, 
we are required to provide a written disclosure of relationships (including the provision of non-audit 
services) that may bear on our integrity, objectivity and independence. This is required to have regard to 
relationships with the entity, its directors and senior management, its affiliates, and its connected parties 
and the threats to integrity or objectivity, including those that could compromise independence that these 
create.  We are also required to disclose any safeguards that we have put in place and why they address 
such threats, together with any other information necessary to enable our objectivity and independence to 
be assessed;

► Details of non-audit services provided and the fees charged in relation thereto;

► Written confirmation that the firm and each covered person is  independent and, if applicable, that any 
non-EY firms used in the group audit or external experts used have confirmed their independence to us;

► Written confirmation that all covered persons are independent;

► Details of any inconsistencies between FRC Ethical Standard and your  policy for the supply of non-audit 
services by EY and any apparent breach of that policy; 

► Details of any contingent fee arrangements for non-audit services provided by us or our network firms; 
and

► An opportunity to discuss auditor independence issues.

Introduction
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Independence

We highlight the following significant facts and matters that may be reasonably considered to bear upon our objectivity and independence, including the principal threats, 
if any.  We have adopted the safeguards noted below to mitigate these threats along with the reasons why they are considered to be effective. However we will only 
perform non –audit services if the service has been pre-approved in accordance with your policy.

Self interest threats

A self interest threat arises when EY has financial or other interests in the Council.  Examples include where we receive significant fees in respect of non-audit services; 
where we need to recover long outstanding fees; or where we enter into a business relationship with you.  At the time of writing, there are no long outstanding fees. 

We believe that it is appropriate for us to undertake permissible non-audit services and we will comply with the policies that you have approved.  

None of the services are prohibited under the FRC's ES or the National Audit Office’s Auditor Guidance Note 01 and the services have been approved in accordance with 
your policy on pre-approval. The ratio of non audit fees to audits fees is not permitted to exceed 70%.

At the time of writing, there are no non-audit services being provided to the Council.

A self interest threat may also arise if members of our audit engagement team have objectives or are rewarded in relation to sales of non-audit services to you.  We 
confirm that no member of our audit engagement team, including those from other service lines, has objectives or is rewarded in relation to sales to you, in compliance 
with Ethical Standard part 4.

There are no other self interest threats at the date of this report. 

Overall Assessment

Overall, we consider that the safeguards that have been adopted appropriately mitigate the principal threats identified and we therefore confirm that EY is independent 
and the objectivity and independence of Debbie Hanson, your audit engagement partner and the audit engagement team have not been compromised.

Relationships, services and related threats and safeguards

Self review threats

Self review threats arise when the results of a non-audit service performed by EY or others within the EY network are reflected in the amounts included or disclosed in 
the financial statements.

There are no self review threats at the date of this report.

Management threats

Partners and employees of EY are prohibited from taking decisions on behalf of management of the Council.  Management threats may also arise during the provision of 
a non-audit service in relation to which management is required to make judgements or decision based on that work.

There are no management threats at the date of this report. 
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Independence

Relationships, services and related threats and safeguards
Other threats

Other threats, such as advocacy, familiarity or intimidation, may arise.

There are no other threats at the date of this report. 

EY Transparency Report 2018

Ernst & Young (EY) has policies and procedures that instil professional values as part of firm culture and ensure that the highest standards of objectivity, independence 
and integrity are maintained. 

Details of the key policies and processes in place within EY for maintaining objectivity and independence can be found in our annual Transparency Report which the firm 
is required to publish by law. The most recent version of this Report is for the year ended 1 July 2018 and can be found here: 

https://www.ey.com/uk/en/about-us/ey-uk-transparency-report-2018

Other communications
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Appendix A

Fees

Planned fee 
2018/19

Scale fee
2018/19

Final Fee
2017/18

£’s £’s £’s

Total Fee – Code work 
(see note 1 below)

128,736 128,736 167,190

Total audit fees 128,736 128,736 167,190

Public Sector Audit Appointments Ltd (PSAA) has published the fee scale for the audit of the 2018/19 accounts of opted-in principal local government and police bodies. 

This is defined as the fee required by auditors to meet statutory responsibilities under the Local Audit and Accountability Act 2014 in accordance with the requirements 
of the Code of Audit Practice and supporting guidance published by the National Audit Office, the financial reporting requirements set out in the Code of Practice on 
Local Authority Accounting published by CIPFA/LASAAC, and the professional standards applicable to auditors’ work.

A breakdown of our fees is shown in the table below.

All fees exclude VAT

The agreed fee presented is based on the following assumptions:

► Officers meeting the agreed timetable of deliverables;

► Our accounts opinion and value for money conclusion being 
unqualified;

► Appropriate quality of documentation is provided by the Council; and

► The Council has an effective control environment.

If any of the above assumptions prove to be unfounded, we will seek a 
variation to the agreed fee. This will be discussed with the Council in 
advance.

Fees for the auditor’s consideration of correspondence from the public 
and formal objections will be charged in addition to the scale fee.

Note 1

The indicative fee scale for the audit of Waltham Forest Council is £128,736. 

However, as we have identified significant risks, as set out in this audit plan, we 
expect to have to undertake additional work which will result in an additional fee.

We will also carry out additional procedures to provide an opinion on the group 
accounts and the Council’s accounts for the first time. As a result of these 
additional procedures, this will result in an additional fee.

We are not able to quantify the additional fee at this stage of our planning, but we 
will discuss this with management as our audit progresses and the scope and scale 
of our additional work can be clarified.
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Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Terms of engagement Confirmation by the Audit and Governance Committee of acceptance of terms of 
engagement as written in the engagement letter signed by both parties.

The statement of responsibilities serves as the 
formal terms of engagement between the 
PSAA’s appointed auditors and audited bodies. 

Our responsibilities Reminder of our responsibilities as set out in the engagement letter The statement of responsibilities serves as the 
formal terms of engagement between the 
PSAA’s appointed auditors and audited bodies.

Planning and audit 
approach 

Communication of the planned scope and timing of the audit, any limitations and the 
significant risks identified.

When communicating key audit matters this includes the most significant risks of material 
misstatement (whether or not due to fraud) including those that have the greatest effect on 
the overall audit strategy, the allocation of resources in the audit and directing the efforts of 
the engagement team

Audit Plan – January 2019

Significant findings from 
the audit 

• Our view about the significant qualitative aspects of accounting practices including 
accounting policies, accounting estimates and financial statement disclosures

• Significant difficulties, if any, encountered during the audit

• Significant matters, if any, arising from the audit that were discussed with management

• Written representations that we are seeking

• Expected modifications to the audit report

• Other matters if any, significant to the oversight of the financial reporting process.

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Appendix B

Required communications with the Audit and Governance Committee
We have detailed the communications that we must provide to the Audit and Governance Committee.
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Appendix B

Required communications with the Audit and Governance Committee 
(continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Independence Communication of all significant facts and matters that bear on EY’s, and all individuals 
involved in the audit, objectivity and independence

Communication of key elements of the audit engagement partner’s consideration of 
independence and objectivity such as:

• The principal threats

• Safeguards adopted and their effectiveness

• An overall assessment of threats and safeguards

• Information about the general policies and process within the firm to maintain objectivity 
and independence

Audit Plan – January 2019

Audit Results Report – July 2019

External confirmations • Management’s refusal for us to request confirmations 

• Inability to obtain relevant and reliable audit evidence from other procedures

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Consideration of laws and 
regulations 

• Audit findings regarding non-compliance where the non-compliance is material and 
believed to be intentional. This communication is subject to compliance with legislation 
on tipping off

• Enquiry of the Audit and Governance Committee into possible instances of non-
compliance with laws and regulations that may have a material effect on the financial 
statements and that the Audit and Governance Committee  may be aware of

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Internal controls • Significant deficiencies in internal controls identified during the audit Audit Results Report – July 2019
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Appendix B

Required communications with the Audit and Governance Committee 
(continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Going concern Events or conditions identified that may cast significant doubt on the entity’s ability to 
continue as a going concern, including:

• Whether the events or conditions constitute a material uncertainty

• Whether the use of the going concern assumption is appropriate in the preparation and 
presentation of the financial statements

• The adequacy of related disclosures in the financial statements

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Misstatements • Uncorrected misstatements and their effect on our audit opinion, unless prohibited by 
law or regulation 

• The effect of uncorrected misstatements related to prior periods 

• A request that any uncorrected misstatement be corrected 

• Corrected misstatements that are significant

• Material misstatements corrected by management 

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Fraud • Enquiries of the Audit and Governance Committee to determine whether they have 
knowledge of any actual, suspected or alleged fraud affecting the entity

• Any fraud that we have identified or information we have obtained that indicates that a 
fraud may exist

• A discussion of any other matters related to fraud

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Related parties • Significant matters arising during the audit in connection with the entity’s related parties 
including, when applicable:

• Non-disclosure by management 

• Inappropriate authorisation and approval of transactions 

• Disagreement over disclosures 

• Non-compliance with laws and regulations 

• Difficulty in identifying the party that ultimately controls the entity 

Audit Results Report – July 2019
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Appendix B

Required communications with the Audit and Governance Committee 
(continued)

Our Reporting to you

Required communications What is reported? When and where

Representations Written representations we are requesting from management and/or those charged with 
governance

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Material inconsistencies 
and misstatements

Material inconsistencies or misstatements of fact identified in other information which 
management has refused to revise

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Auditors report • Key audit matters that we will include in our auditor’s report

• Any circumstances identified that affect the form and content of our auditor’s report

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Fee Reporting • Breakdown of fee information when the  audit plan is agreed

• Breakdown of fee information at the completion of the audit

• Any non-audit work 

Audit Plan – January 2019

Audit Results Report – July 2019

Annual Audit Letter – September 2019
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Appendix C

Additional audit information

Our responsibilities  required 
by auditing standards

• Identifying and assessing the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud or error, design and 
perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis 
for our opinion. 

• Obtaining an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures that are appropriate in the 
circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the effectiveness of the Council’s internal control.

• Evaluating the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting estimates and related disclosures 
made by management.

• Concluding on the appropriateness of management’s use of the going concern basis of accounting. 

• Evaluating the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the disclosures, and whether the 
financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a manner that achieves fair presentation.

• Obtaining sufficient appropriate audit evidence regarding the financial information of the entities or business activities within the 
Council to express an opinion on the financial statements. Reading other information contained in the financial statements, 
including the board’s statement that the annual report is fair, balanced and understandable,  the Audit and Governance Committee
reporting appropriately addresses matters communicated by us to the Audit and Governance Committee and reporting whether it is 
materially inconsistent with our understanding and the financial statements; and

• Maintaining auditor independence.

Other required procedures during the course of the audit

In addition to the key areas of audit focus outlined in section 2, we have to perform other procedures as required by auditing, ethical and independence standards and 
other regulations. We outline the procedures below that we will undertake during the course of our audit.
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Appendix C

Additional audit information (continued)

Purpose and evaluation of materiality 

For the purposes of determining whether the accounts are free from material error, we define materiality as the magnitude of an omission or misstatement that, 
individually or in the aggregate, in light of the surrounding circumstances, could reasonably be expected to influence the economic decisions of the users of the financial 
statements. Our evaluation of it requires professional judgement and necessarily takes into account qualitative as well as quantitative considerations implicit in the 
definition. We would be happy to discuss with you your expectations regarding our detection of misstatements in the financial statements. 

Materiality determines:

• The level of work performed on individual account balances and financial statement disclosures.

The amount we consider material at the end of the audit may differ from our initial determination. At this stage, however, it is not feasible to anticipate all of the 
circumstances that may ultimately influence our judgement about materiality. At the end of the audit we will form our final opinion by reference to all matters that could 
be significant to users of the accounts, including the total effect of the audit misstatements we identify, and our evaluation of materiality at that date.
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Appendices Appendix 1 – Accounting Policies 2018/19

1. SUMMARY
1.1. The principal objective of the Council’s annual financial statements is to 

make the Council accountable to a range of local and national 
stakeholders over the stewardship of its resources.

1.2. It is therefore important that the Council’s financial statements are 
prepared in accordance with recognised accounting standards so that 
they can be relied upon by users of the accounts.

1.3. This report brings to Members’ attention the main changes to the local 
authority accounting framework in 2018/19, including their effect on the 
Council’s accounting policies and the statutory framework for preparing 
and reporting local authority financial statements.

2. RECOMMENDATION
2.1. The Committee is recommended to:

2.1.1. Note and agree the changes to the Council’s accounting 
policies that have been made as a result of changes to the local 
authority accounting framework for 2018/19.

3. BACKGROUND
3.1. The Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting (the Code) 

together with the Accounts and Audit Regulations set the accounting 
and statutory framework for local authority financial reporting.

3.2. The Accounting Policies adopted by the Council determine the 
accounting treatment that is applied to transactions during the financial 
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year and for the preparation of the Statement of Accounts at that year 
end. In following the CIPFA Code of Practice on Local Authority 
Accounting (the Code), the Council complies with the requirements of 
International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS), except where 
CIPFA has agreed with central government that departures from these 
standards are necessary and permissible in the context of local 
government accounting. The original standards are the responsibility of 
the International Accounting Standards Board (IASB), which issues 
new standards and maintains a cycle of review over existing standards.

3.3. It is considered to be best practice to review and agree the accounting 
policies each year; these are defined as the specific principles, 
conventions, rules and practices applied by the Council in preparing 
and presenting the financial statements.

3.4. CIPFA have been working on a project for the last couple of years to 
both streamline the financial statements and improve their accessibility 
to the user. To support the simplification of Local Authority Financial 
reporting they have published a Good Practice Guide (“Telling the 
Story”) for Local Authorities and Streamlining Guidance to assist CFOs 
in removing clutter and explaining the IFRS based accounts. 

4. PROPOSAL
4.1. Review of Accounting Policies

4.1.1. Officers have assessed the accounting policies that are deemed 
necessary to explain clearly and to underpin the accounting 
treatment of transactions within the Council’s Statement of 
Accounts for 2018/19. In undertaking this assessment a review 
of all accounting policies previously agreed has been undertaken 
to check their relevance, clarity, legislative compliance and to 
ensure that they are in accordance with the latest version of the 
code of practice and IFRS requirements. With regard to the 
policies proposed in respect of 2018/19, there has been a limited 
number of minor changes being proposed and adopted, which 
will have no significant impact on the Statement of Accounts.

4.1.2. Restricting disclosure in the financial statements to those 
items which are material to the Council’s financial performance 
and financial position, which influence the understanding of, and 
decisions made by, users of the financial statements. As part of 
the closedown process accounting policies and the statement of 
accounts as a whole will be reviewed to ensure that only material 
items are disclosed in the accounts. For audit purposes, the 
Council’s new auditors (EY) have set overall materiality at £9.2m 
which equates to 1% of the 2017/18 Council expenditure. Any 
differences of less than £460,000 will be considered as trivial.

4.2. Changes to the 2018/19 Code
4.2.1. The 2018/19 Code includes new Accounting Standards and 

amendments to existing Accounting Standards, these are listed 
below:

 IFRS 9 Financial Instruments
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 IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers

 Amendments to IAS 12 Income Taxes: Recognition of 
Deferred Tax Assets for Unrealised Losses 

 Amendments to IAS 7 Statement of Cash Flows: Disclosure 
Initiative 

4.2.2. Officers have assessed the requirements of these changes and 
established that there will be no material impact on the 
Statement of Accounts.

4.3. Future changes to the Code
4.3.1. The next major change will likely take place in 2020/21 with the 

introduction of IFRS 16 Leases. This replaces IAS 17 Leases for 
Lessees and removes the existing classifications of operating 
and finance leases. It will require lessees to recognise assets 
and liabilities for all leases with a term of more than 12 months 
unless the underlying asset is of low value.

5. CONSULTATION
5.1. Close liaison is maintained with the Council’s External Auditors to 

ensure that complex accounting issues and action taken in response to 
changes to the local accounting framework are agreed in advance of 
the financial statement being prepared.

6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1. Finance, Value for Money and Risk

6.1.1. There are no financial implications directly associated with 
closure of accounts, other than the impact on the audit fees of 
having good quality financial statements and supporting working 
papers which meet EY’s expectations.

6.2. Legal
6.2.1. In preparing its annual accounts, the Council must comply with 

the requirements of the CIPFA Code of Practice on Local 
Authority Accounting. Failure to comply will lead to the external 
auditors being unable to give their opinion to the effect that the 
accounts present a true and fair view of the Council’s financial 
position.

6.3. Equalities and Diversity
6.3.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

6.4. Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder
6.4.1. There are no direct implications in this report.
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6.5. Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, accommodation or 
IT issues
6.5.1. There are no direct implications in this report.

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

None
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Appendix 1 – Accounting Policies 2018/19

Page 1 of 13

1.1. General Principles
The Statement of Accounts summarises the Council’s transactions for the 2018/19 financial 
year and its position at the year-end of 31 March 2019. The Council is required to prepare an 
annual Statement of Accounts by the Accounts and Audit Regulations 2015, which require 
the accounts to be prepared in accordance with proper accounting practices. These 
practices primarily comprise the Code of Practice on Local Authority Accounting in the 
United Kingdom 2018/19, supported by International Financial Reporting Standards (IFRS). 

The accounting convention adopted in the Statement of Accounts is principally historical 
cost, modified by the revaluation of certain categories of non-current assets and financial 
instruments.

1.2. Accruals of Income and Expenditure 
Activity is accounted for in the year that it takes place, not simply when cash payments are 
made or received. In particular: 

 Revenue from contracts with service recipients, whether for services or the provision of 
goods, is recognised when (or as) the goods or services are transferred to the service 
recipient in accordance with the performance obligations in the contract. 

 Supplies are recorded as expenditure when they are consumed – where there is a gap 
between the date supplies are received and their consumption; they are carried as 
inventories on the Balance Sheet. 

 Expenses in relation to services received (including services provided by employees) are 
recorded as expenditure when the services are received rather than when payments are 
made. 

 Interest receivable on investments and payable on borrowings is accounted for 
respectively as income and expenditure on the basis of the effective interest rate for the 
relevant financial instrument rather than the cash flows fixed or determined by the 
contract. 

 Where revenue and expenditure have been recognised but cash has not been received 
or paid, a debtor or creditor for the relevant amount is recorded in the Balance Sheet. 
Where debts may not be settled, the balance of debtors is written down and a charge 
made to revenue for the income that might not be collected. 

1.3. Cash and Cash Equivalents 
Cash and cash equivalents are represented by cash in hand and deposits with financial 
institutions repayable without penalty on notice of not more than 24 hours. In the Cash Flow 
Statement, cash and cash equivalents are shown net of bank overdrafts that are repayable 
on demand and form an integral part of the Council’s cash management.

1.4. Prior Period Adjustments, Changes in Accounting Policies and Estimates and 
Errors 

Prior period adjustments may arise as a result of a change in accounting policies or to 
correct a material error. Material errors discovered in prior period figures are corrected 
retrospectively by amending opening balances and comparative amounts for the prior 
period.

Changes in accounting policies are only made when required by proper accounting practices 
or the change provides more reliable or relevant information about the effect of transactions, 
other events and conditions on the Council’s financial position or financial performance. 
Where a change is made, it is applied retrospectively (unless stated otherwise) by adjusting 
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opening balances and comparative amounts for the prior period as if the new policy had 
always been applied. 

Changes in accounting estimates are accounted for prospectively, i.e. in the current and 
future years affected by the change and do not give rise to a prior period adjustment. 

1.5. Council Tax and Non-domestic Rates 
Billing authorities act as agents, collecting council tax and non-domestic rates (NDR) on 
behalf of the major preceptors (including government for NDR) and, as principals, collecting 
council tax and NDR for themselves. Billing authorities are required by statute to maintain a 
separate fund (i.e. the Collection Fund) for the collection and distribution of amounts due in 
respect of council tax and NDR. Under the legislative framework for the Collection Fund, 
billing authorities, major preceptors and central government share proportionately the risks 
and rewards that the amount of council tax and NDR collected could be less or more than 
predicted. 

Accounting for Council Tax and NDR 
The council tax and NDR income included in the Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
Statement (CIES) is the Council’s share of accrued income for the year. However, 
regulations determine the amount of council tax and NDR that must be included in the 
Council’s General Fund. Therefore, the difference between the income included in the CIES 
and the amount required by regulation to be credited to the General Fund is taken to the 
Collection Fund Adjustment Account and included as a reconciling item in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement.

The Balance Sheet includes the Council’s share of the end of year balances in respect of 
council tax and NDR relating to arrears, impairment allowances for doubtful debts, 
overpayments and prepayments and appeals.

1.6. Charges to Revenue for Non-current Assets 
Services, support services and trading accounts are debited with the following amounts to 
record the cost of holding non-current assets during the year: 

 depreciation attributable to the assets used by the relevant service 

 revaluation and impairment losses on assets used by the service where there are no 
accumulated gains in the Revaluation Reserve against which the losses can be written 
off 

 amortisation of intangible assets attributable to the service. 

The Council is not required to raise council tax to fund depreciation, revaluation and 
impairment losses or amortisation. However, it is required to make an annual contribution 
from revenue towards the reduction in its overall borrowing requirement equal to an amount 
calculated on a prudent basis determined by the Council in accordance with statutory 
guidance (the Minimum Revenue Provision). Depreciation, revaluation and impairment 
losses and amortisation are therefore replaced by the MRP in the General Fund Balance by 
way of an adjusting transaction with the Capital Adjustment Account in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement for the difference between the two. 

1.7. Employee Benefits 
Benefits Payable During Employment 
Short-term employee benefits such as wages and salaries, paid annual leave, sick leave and 
expenses are paid on a monthly basis and reflected as expenditure in the relevant service 
line in the CIES. 
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Termination Benefits 
When the Council is demonstrably committed to the termination of the employment of an 
officer or group of officers or making an offer to encourage voluntary redundancy, these 
costs are charged on an accruals basis to the respective Service line in the Comprehensive 
Income and Expenditure Statement.

Post-employment Benefits 
Employees of the Council are members of three separate pension schemes: 

 the Teachers’ Pension Scheme, administered by Capita Teachers’ Pensions on behalf of 
the Department for Education (DfE) 

 the Local Government Pensions Scheme, administered by the London Borough of 
Waltham Forest. 

 The NHS Pension Scheme, administered by NHS Business Service Authority 

All schemes provide defined benefits to members (retirement lump sums and pensions), 
earned as employees working for the Council. 

However, the arrangements for the teachers’ scheme mean that liabilities for these benefits 
cannot ordinarily be identified specifically to the Council. The scheme is therefore accounted 
for as if it were a defined contribution scheme and no liability for future payments of benefits 
is recognised in the Balance Sheet. The Families and Homes Directorate line in the CIES is 
charged with the employer’s contributions payable to Teachers’ Pensions in the year.

The Local Government Pension Scheme 
The Local Government Pension Scheme is accounted for as a defined benefits scheme: 

 The liabilities of the London Borough of Waltham Forest Pension Fund attributable to the 
Council are included in the Balance Sheet on an actuarial basis using the projected unit 
method. 

 Liabilities are discounted to their value at current prices, using a discount rate based on 
the indicative rate of return on high quality corporate bonds. 

 The assets of the London Borough of Waltham Forest Pension Fund attributable to the 
Council are included in the Balance Sheet at their fair value: 
o quoted securities – current bid price 
o unquoted securities – professional estimate
o unitised securities – current bid price 
o property – market value. 

The change in the net pensions liability is analysed into the following components: 

 Service cost comprising: 
o current service cost – allocated in the CIES to the services for which the employees 

worked 
o past service cost – debited to the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services in 

the CIES 
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o net interest on the net defined benefit liability (asset), i.e. net interest expense for the 
Council – charged to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line of 
the CIES 

 Remeasurements comprising: 
o the return on plan assets – charged to the Pensions Reserve as Other 

Comprehensive Income and Expenditure 
o actuarial gains and losses – charged to the Pensions Reserve as Other 

Comprehensive Income and Expenditure
o Contributions paid to the London Borough of Waltham Forest Pension Fund – cash 

paid as employer’s contributions to the pension fund in settlement of liabilities; not 
accounted for as an expense. 

In relation to retirement benefits, statutory provisions require the General Fund Balance to 
be charged with the amount payable by the Council to the pension fund or directly to 
pensioners in the year, not the amount calculated according to the relevant accounting 
standards. In the Movement in Reserves Statement, this means that there are transfers to 
and from the Pensions Reserve to remove the notional debits and credits for retirement 
benefits and replace them with debits for the cash paid to the pension fund and pensioners 
and any such amounts payable but unpaid at the year-end. The negative balance that arises 
on the Pensions Reserve thereby measures the beneficial impact to the General Fund of 
being required to account for retirement benefits on the basis of cash flows rather than as 
benefits are earned by employees. 

Discretionary Benefits 
The Council also has restricted powers to make discretionary awards of retirement benefits 
in the event of early retirements. Any liabilities estimated to arise as a result of an award to 
any member of staff (including teachers) are accrued in the year of the decision to make the 
award and accounted for using the same policies as are applied to the Local Government 
Pension Scheme. 

1.8. Events After the Reporting Period 
Events after the Balance Sheet date are those events, both favourable and unfavourable, 
that occur between the end of the reporting period and the date when the Statement of 
Accounts is authorised for issue. Two types of events can be identified: 

 those that provide evidence of conditions that existed at the end of the reporting period – 
the Statement of Accounts is adjusted to reflect such events 

 those that are indicative of conditions that arose after the reporting period – the 
Statement of Accounts is not adjusted to reflect such events, but where a category of 
events would have a material effect, disclosure is made in the notes of the nature of the 
events and their estimated financial effect. 

Events taking place after the date of authorisation for issue are not reflected in the 
Statement of Accounts. 
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1.9. Financial Instruments 
Financial instruments are recognised on the Balance Sheet when the Council becomes a 
party to the contractual provisions of a financial instrument.

Financial Liabilities 
Financial liabilities are initially measured at fair value and are carried at amortised cost. For 
the Council’s borrowings this means that the amount presented in the Balance Sheet is the 
outstanding principal repayable plus accrued interest. Interest charged to the CIES is the 
amount payable for the year according to the loan agreement.

Where premiums and discounts have been charged to the CIES, regulations allow the 
impact on the General Fund Balance to be spread over future years. The Council has a 
policy of spreading the gain or loss over the term that was remaining on the loan against 
which the premium was payable or discount receivable when it was repaid. The 
reconciliation of amounts charged to the CIES to the net charge required against the 
General Fund Balance is managed by a transfer to or from the Financial Instruments 
Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement. 

Financial Assets 
Financial assets are classified based on a classification and measurement approach that 
reflects the business model for holding the financial assets and their cashflow 
characteristics. Any gains and losses that arise on the derecognition of an asset are credited 
or debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CIES. The 
Council have two main classes of financial assets, measured at: 

 amortised cost 

 fair value through profit or loss (FVPL) 

The Council’s business model is to hold investments to collect contractual cash flows. 
Financial assets are therefore classified as amortised cost, except for those whose 
contractual payments are not solely payment of principal and interest (i.e. where the cash 
flows do not take the form of a basic debt instrument). 

Financial Assets Measured at Amortised Cost 
Financial assets classed as loans and receivables are initially measured at fair value and are 
carried at amortised cost. For the Council this means that the amount presented in the 
Balance Sheet is the outstanding principal receivable plus accrued interest. Interest credited 
to the CIES is the amount receivable for the year in the loan agreement.

Financial Assets Measured at Fair Value through Profit of Loss 
Financial assets that are measured at FVPL are initially measured and carried at fair value. 
Fair value gains and losses are recognised as they arrive in the Surplus or Deficit on the 
Provision of Services. 

The fair value measurements of the financial assets are based on the following techniques: 

 instruments with quoted market prices – the market price 

 other instruments with fixed and determinable payments – discounted cash flow analysis. 

The inputs to the measurement techniques are categorised in accordance with the following 
three levels: 
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 Level 1 inputs – quoted prices (unadjusted) in active markets for identical assets that the 
Council can access at the measurement date. 

 Level 2 inputs – inputs other than quoted prices included within Level 1 that are 
observable for the asset, either directly or indirectly. 

 Level 3 inputs – unobservable inputs for the asset. 

1.10. Government Grants and Contributions 
Government grants and third party contributions are recognised when there is reasonable 
assurance that:

 the Council will comply with any conditions attached to the payments, and 

 that the grants or contributions will be received. 

Where conditions attached to grants or contributions have not been satisfied, monies 
received to date are carried in the Balance Sheet as creditors and credited to the CIES when 
the conditions are satisfied. 

Community Infrastructure Levy 
The Council has elected to charge a Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL). The levy will be 
charged on new builds (chargeable developments for the Council) with appropriate planning 
consent. The council charges for and collects the levy, which is a planning charge. The 
income from the levy will be used to fund a number of infrastructure projects (these include 
transport, flood defences and schools) to support the development of the area. 

CIL is received without outstanding conditions; it is therefore recognised at the 
commencement date of the chargeable development in the CIES in accordance with the 
accounting policy for government grants and contributions set out above. CIL charges will be 
largely used to fund capital expenditure. However, a proportion of the charges may be used 
to fund revenue expenditure. 

1.11. Heritage Assets 
Heritage assets are assets held and maintained principally for their contribution to 
knowledge and culture. The Council recognises war memorials, civic regalia and its historic 
artefacts and museum stocks in this category.

Heritage assets are recorded within the accounts at valuation arrived at by a reasonable 
basis. Insurance valuations, determined by our in-house experts with input from external 
specialist valuers if appropriate, have been used, along with estimated replacement costs for 
war memorials. The Council considers these assets to have an indefinite useful life and 
therefore depreciation is not applied.

1.12. Intangible Assets 
Expenditure on non-monetary assets that do not have physical substance but are controlled 
by the Council as a result of past events (e.g. software licences) is capitalised when it is 
expected that future economic benefits or service potential will flow from the intangible asset 
to the Council. 

Intangible assets are initially measured at cost. The depreciable amount of an intangible 
asset is amortised over its useful life to the relevant service line(s) in the CIES. An asset is 
tested for impairment whenever there is an indication that the asset might be impaired – any 
losses recognised are posted to the relevant service line(s) in the CIES. Any gain or loss 
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arising on the disposal or abandonment of an intangible asset is posted to the Other 
Operating Expenditure line in the CIES.

1.13. Interests in Companies and Other Entities 
The Council has material interests in companies and other entities that have the nature of 
subsidiaries, associates and joint ventures. The size of these companies and entities   are 
not material and therefore the Council is not required to prepare group accounts. However 
the materiality is expected to increase in future years and therefore the Council has opted to 
prepare group accounts. In the Council’s own single-entity accounts, the interests in these 
companies and other entities are recorded as financial assets at cost, less any provision for 
losses. 

1.14. Inventories and Long-term Contracts 
Inventories are included in the Balance Sheet at the lower of cost and net realisable value. 

Long-term contracts are accounted for on the basis of charging the Surplus or Deficit on the 
Provision of Services with the consideration allocated to the performance obligations 
satisfied based on the goods or services transferred to the service recipient during the 
financial year. 

1.15. Investment Property 
Investment properties are those that are held solely to earn rentals and/or for capital 
appreciation. Investment properties are measured initially at cost and subsequently at fair 
value, based on the highest or best price that can be obtained in the most advantageous 
market, in an arm’s length transaction between knowledgeable participants at the 
measurement date. Investment properties are not depreciated but are revalued annually 
according to market conditions at the year end. Gains and losses on revaluation are posted 
to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line in the CIES. The same 
treatment is applied to gains and losses on disposal.

1.16. Leases 
Leases are classified as finance leases where the terms of the lease transfer substantially all 
the risks and rewards incidental to ownership of the property, plant or equipment from the 
lessor to the lessee. All other leases are classified as operating leases. 

Where a lease covers both land and buildings, the land and buildings elements are 
considered separately for classification. 

Arrangements that do not have the legal status of a lease but convey a right to use an asset 
in return for payment are accounted for under this policy where fulfilment of the arrangement 
is dependent on the use of specific assets.

The Council as Lessee 
Finance Leases 
Property, plant and equipment held under finance leases is recognised on the Balance 
Sheet at the commencement of the lease at its fair value measured at the lease’s inception 
(or the present value of the minimum lease payments, if lower). The asset recognised is 
matched by a liability for the obligation to pay the lessor. Initial direct costs of the Council are 
added to the carrying amount of the asset. Premiums paid on entry into a lease are applied 
to writing down the lease liability. Contingent rents are charged as expenses in the periods in 
which they are incurred. 
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Lease payments are apportioned between: 

 a charge for the acquisition of the interest in the property, plant or equipment – applied to 
write down the lease liability, and 

 a finance charge (debited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line 
in the CIES). 

Property, plant and equipment recognised under finance leases is accounted for using the 
policies applied generally to such assets, subject to depreciation being charged over the 
lease term if this is shorter than the asset’s estimated useful life (where ownership of the 
asset does not transfer to the Council at the end of the lease period). 

The Council is not required to raise council tax to cover depreciation or revaluation and 
impairment losses arising on leased assets. Instead, a prudent annual contribution is made 
from revenue funds towards the deemed capital investment in accordance with statutory 
requirements. Depreciation and revaluation and impairment losses are therefore substituted 
by a revenue contribution in the General Fund Balance, by way of an adjusting transaction 
with the Capital Adjustment Account in the Movement in Reserves Statement for the 
difference between the two. 

Operating Leases 
Rentals paid under operating leases are charged to the CIES as an expense of the services 
benefitting from use of the leased property, plant or equipment. Charges are made on a 
straight-line basis over the life of the lease; even if this does not match the pattern of 
payments (e.g. there is a rent-free period at the commencement of the lease). 

The Council as Lessor 
Finance Leases 
Where the Council grants a finance lease over a property or an item of plant or equipment, 
the relevant asset is written out of the Balance Sheet as a disposal. At the commencement 
of the lease, the carrying amount of the asset in the Balance Sheet (whether property, plant 
and equipment or assets held for sale) is written off to the Other Operating Expenditure line 
in the CIES as part of the gain or loss on disposal. A gain, representing the Council’s net 
investment in the lease, is credited to the same line in the CIES also as part of the gain or 
loss on disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of 
disposal), matched by a lease (long-term debtor) asset in the Balance Sheet. 

Lease rentals receivable are apportioned between: 

 a charge for the acquisition of the interest in the property – applied to write down the 
lease debtor (together with any premiums received), and 

 finance income (credited to the Financing and Investment Income and Expenditure line 
in the CIES). 

The gain credited to the CIES on disposal is not permitted by statute to increase the General 
Fund Balance and is required to be treated as a capital receipt. Where a premium has been 
received, this is posted out of the General Fund Balance to the Capital Receipts Reserve in 
the Movement in Reserves Statement. Where the amount due in relation to the lease asset 
is to be settled by the payment of rentals in future financial years, this is posted out of the 
General Fund Balance to the Deferred Capital Receipts Reserve in the Movement in 
Reserves Statement. When the future rentals are received, the element for the capital 
receipt for the disposal of the asset is used to write down the lease debtor. At this point, the 
deferred capital receipts are transferred to the Capital Receipts Reserve. 
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The written-off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax, as the cost of non-
current assets is fully provided for under separate arrangements for capital financing. 
Amounts are therefore appropriated to the Capital Adjustment Account from the General 
Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement. 

1.17. Overheads and Support Services 
The costs of overheads and support services are charged to service segments in 
accordance with the Council’s arrangements for accountability and financial performance. 

1.18. Property, Plant and Equipment 
Assets that have physical substance and are held for use in the production or supply of 
goods or services, for rental to others, or for administrative purposes and that are expected 
to be used during more than one financial year are classified as property, plant and 
equipment.

Recognition 
Expenditure on the acquisition, creation or enhancement of property, plant and equipment is 
capitalised on an accruals basis, provided that it is probable that the future economic 
benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to the Council and the cost of 
the item can be measured reliably. Expenditure that maintains but does not add to an asset’s 
potential to deliver future economic benefits or service potential (i.e. repairs and 
maintenance) is charged as an expense when it is incurred.

Property, plant and equipment is recognised where the initial cost or value exceeds £20,000.  

Measurement 
Assets are initially measured at cost, comprising: 

 the purchase price 

 any costs attributable to bringing the asset to the location and condition necessary for it 
to be capable of operating in the manner intended by management 

 the initial estimate of the costs of dismantling and removing the item and restoring the 
site on which it is located. 

The Council does not capitalise borrowing costs incurred while assets are under 
construction. 

The cost of assets acquired other than by purchase is deemed to be its fair value, unless the 
acquisition does not have commercial substance (i.e. it will not lead to a variation in the cash 
flows of the Council). In the latter case, where an asset is acquired via an exchange, the cost 
of the acquisition is the carrying amount of the asset given up by the Council. 

Assets are then carried in the Balance Sheet using the following measurement bases: 

 infrastructure, community assets and assets under construction – depreciated historical 
cost 

 dwellings – current value, determined using the basis of existing use value for social 
housing (EUV–SH) 

 school buildings – current value, but because of their specialist nature, are measured at 
depreciated replacement cost which is used as an estimate of current value
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 surplus assets – the current value measurement base is fair value, estimated at highest 
and best use from a market participant’s perspective 

 all other assets – current value, determined as the amount that would be paid for the 
asset in its existing use (existing use value – EUV). 

Where there is no market-based evidence of current value because of the specialist nature 
of an asset, depreciated replacement cost (DRC) is used as an estimate of current value. 

Where non-property assets have short useful lives or low values (or both), depreciated 
historical cost basis is used as a proxy for current value. 

Assets included in the Balance Sheet at current value are revalued sufficiently regularly to 
ensure that their carrying amount is not materially different from their current value at the 
year-end, but as a minimum every five years. Increases in valuations are matched by credits 
to the Revaluation Reserve to recognise unrealised gains. 

The Revaluation Reserve contains revaluation gains recognised since 1 April 2007 only, the 
date of its formal implementation. Gains arising before that date have been consolidated into 
the Capital Adjustment Account. 

Impairment 
Assets are assessed at each year-end as to whether there is any indication that an asset 
may be impaired. Where indications exist and any possible differences are estimated to be 
material, the recoverable amount of the asset is estimated and, where this is less than the 
carrying amount of the asset, an impairment loss is recognised for the shortfall. 

Where impairment losses are identified, they are accounted for by: 

 where there is a balance of revaluation gains for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve, 
the carrying amount of the asset is written down against that balance (up to the amount 
of the accumulated gains) 

 where there is no balance in the Revaluation Reserve or an insufficient balance, the 
carrying amount of the asset is written down against the relevant service line(s) in the 
CIES. 

Where an impairment loss is subsequently reversed, the reversal is credited to the relevant 
service line(s) in the CIES, up to the amount of the original loss, adjusted for depreciation 
that would have been charged if the loss had not been recognised.

Depreciation 
Depreciation is provided for on all property, plant and equipment assets by the systematic 
allocation of their depreciable amounts over their useful lives. An exception is made for 
assets without a determinable finite useful life (i.e. freehold land and certain community 
assets) and assets that are not yet available for use (i.e. assets under construction). 

Deprecation is calculated on the following bases: 

 Depreciation begins when the asset becomes available for use and ceases, either when 
the asset becomes available for sale, or is derecognised

 Newly acquired or completed assets are not depreciated in the year of acquisition or 
completion
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 dwellings and other buildings – straight-line allocation over the useful life of the property 
as estimated by the valuer 

 vehicles, plant, furniture and equipment – a percentage of the value of each class of 
assets in the Balance Sheet, as advised by a suitably qualified officer 

 infrastructure – straight-line allocation over 20 years. 

Where an item of property, plant and equipment asset has major components whose cost is 
significant (lower of 20% or £400,000) in relation to the total cost (de minimus of £2m) of the 
item, the components are depreciated separately. This is will only be considered and applied 
in cases where the omission to recognise and depreciate a separate component may result 
in material differences in the accounts and is not currently applied to dwellings.

Revaluation gains are also depreciated, with an amount equal to the difference between 
current value depreciation charged on assets and the depreciation that would have been 
chargeable based on their historical cost being transferred each year from the Revaluation 
Reserve to the Capital Adjustment Account. 

Disposals and Non-current Assets Held for Sale 
When it becomes probable that the carrying amount of an asset will be recovered principally 
through a sale transaction rather than through its continuing use, it is reclassified as an asset 
held for sale. The asset is revalued immediately before reclassification and then carried at 
the lower of this amount and fair value less costs to sell. Where there is a subsequent 
decrease to fair value less costs to sell, the loss is posted to the Other Operating 
Expenditure line in the CIES. Gains in fair value are recognised only up to the amount of any 
previously recognised losses in the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of Services. 
Depreciation is not charged on assets held for sale. 

If assets no longer meet the criteria to be classified as assets held for sale, they are 
reclassified back to non-current assets and valued at the lower of their carrying amount 
before they were classified as held for sale; adjusted for depreciation, amortisation or 
revaluations that would have been recognised had they not been classified as held for sale, 
and their recoverable amount at the date of the decision not to sell. 

Assets that are to be abandoned or scrapped are not reclassified as assets held for sale. 

When an asset is disposed of or decommissioned, the carrying amount of the asset in the 
Balance Sheet (whether property, plant and equipment or assets held for sale) is written off 
to the Other Operating Expenditure line in the CIES as part of the gain or loss on disposal. 
Receipts from disposals (if any) are credited to the same line in the CIES also as part of the 
gain or loss on disposal (i.e. netted off against the carrying value of the asset at the time of 
disposal). Any revaluation gains accumulated for the asset in the Revaluation Reserve are 
transferred to the Capital Adjustment Account. 

Amounts received for a disposal in excess of £10,000 are categorised as capital receipts. A 
proportion of capital receipts relating to housing disposals is payable to the government. The 
balance of receipts remains within the Capital Receipts Reserve, and can then only be used 
for new capital investment or set aside to reduce the Council’s underlying need to borrow 
(the capital financing requirement). Receipts are appropriated to the Reserve from the 
General Fund Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement. 

The written-off value of disposals is not a charge against council tax, as the cost of non-
current assets is fully provided for under separate arrangements for capital financing. 
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Amounts are appropriated to the Capital Adjustment Account from the General Fund 
Balance in the Movement in Reserves Statement. 

1.19. Private Finance Initiatives (PFI) and Similar Contracts 
PFI and similar contracts are agreements to receive services, where the responsibility for 
making available the property, plant and equipment needed to provide the services passes 
to the PFI contractor. As the Council is deemed to control the services that are provided 
under its PFI schemes, and as ownership of the property, plant and equipment will pass to 
the Council at the end of the contracts for no additional charge, the Council carries the 
assets used under the contracts on its Balance Sheet as part of property, plant and 
equipment. 

The original recognition of these assets at fair value (based on the cost to purchase the 
property, plant and equipment) was balanced by the recognition of a liability for amounts due 
to the scheme operator to pay for the capital investment. 

Non-current assets recognised on the Balance Sheet are revalued and depreciated in the 
same way as property, plant and equipment owned by the Council. 

1.20. Provisions, Contingent Liabilities and Contingent Assets 
Provisions 
Provisions are made where an event has taken place that gives the Council a legal or 
constructive obligation that probably requires settlement by a transfer of economic benefits 
or service potential, and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation. 

Provisions are charged as an expense to the appropriate service line in the CIES when the 
Council has an obligation, and are measured at the best estimate at the Balance Sheet date 
of the expenditure required to settle the obligation, taking into account relevant risks and 
uncertainties. 

When payments are eventually made, they are charged to the provision carried in the 
Balance Sheet. Estimated settlements are reviewed at the end of each financial year – 
where it becomes less than probable that a transfer of economic benefits will now be 
required (or a lower settlement than anticipated is made), the provision is reversed and 
credited back to the relevant service. 

Where some or all of the payment required to settle a provision is expected to be recovered 
from another party (e.g. from an insurance claim), this is only recognised as income for the 
relevant service if it is virtually certain that reimbursement will be received if the Council 
settles the obligation. 

Contingent Liabilities 
A contingent liability arises where an event has taken place that gives the Council a possible 
obligation whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of 
uncertain future events not wholly within the control of the Council. Contingent liabilities also 
arise in circumstances where a provision would otherwise be made but either it is not 
probable that an outflow of resources will be required or the amount of the obligation cannot 
be measured reliably. Contingent liabilities are not recognised in the Balance Sheet but 
disclosed in a note to the accounts. 

Contingent Assets 
A contingent asset arises where an event has taken place that gives the Council a possible 
asset whose existence will only be confirmed by the occurrence or otherwise of uncertain 
future events not wholly within the control of the Council. Contingent assets are not 
recognised in the Balance Sheet but disclosed in a note to the accounts. 
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1.21. Reserves 
The Council sets aside specific amounts as reserves for future policy purposes or to cover 
contingencies. Reserves are created by transferring amounts out of the General Fund 
Balance. When expenditure to be financed from a reserve is incurred, it is charged to the 
appropriate service in that year to score against the Surplus or Deficit on the Provision of 
Services in the CIES. The reserve is then transferred back into the General Fund Balance so 
that there is no net charge against council tax for the expenditure. Certain reserves are kept 
to manage the accounting processes for non-current assets, financial instruments, local 
taxation, retirement and employee benefits and do not represent usable resources for the 
Council – these reserves are explained in the relevant notes in the accounts. 

1.22. Revenue Expenditure Funded from Capital under Statute 
Expenditure incurred during the year that may be capitalised under statutory provisions but 
that does not result in the creation of a non-current asset has been charged as expenditure 
to the relevant service in the CIES in the year. Where the Council has determined to meet 
the cost of this expenditure from existing capital resources or by borrowing, a transfer in the 
Movement in Reserves Statement from the General Fund Balance to the Capital Adjustment 
Account then reverses out the amounts charged so that there is no impact on the level of 
council tax.

1.23. Schools 
The Code confirms that the balance of control for local authority maintained schools lies with 
the local authority and also stipulates that those schools’ assets, liabilities, reserves and 
cash flows are recognised in the local authority financial statements. Therefore schools’ 
transactions, cash flows and balances are recognised in each of the financial statements of 
the Council as if they were the transactions, cash flows and balances of the Council. Schools 
that have converted into academies are outside the Council’s control and therefore not 
included in the Council’s accounts

1.24. VAT 
VAT payable is included as an expense only to the extent that it is not recoverable from Her 
Majesty’s Revenue and Customs (HMRC). VAT receivable is excluded from income. 

1.25. Internal Interest
Interest is credited to the Housing Revenue Account (HRA), together with some trust funds 
and other accounts where applicable, based upon the level of their balances. These 
amounts are calculated using the London Inter-Bank Offered Rate (LIBOR) for the General 
Fund accounts and the statutory consolidated rate for the HRA. 
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LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST

Committee/Date: Audit and Governance Committee
16 January 2019

Report Title: Update on progress of the Corporate Anti-Fraud Team 

Directorate: Finance & Governance Directorate

Contact Details Gemma Young, Assistant Director – Internal Audit & Anti-
Fraud Shared Service

Tel. 020 8496 4620

Email - Gemma.Young@walthamforest.gov.uk

Wards affected: All

Public Access  Open

Appendices Appendix A Social Housing Fraud Performance 
Appendix B Breakdown of Corporate Investigations Closed 

in 2018-19
Appendix C Details of Anti-Fraud Projects

1 SUMMARY
1.1 This report updates Members of the work carried out by the Internal Audit and 

Anti-Fraud Division’s Corporate Anti-Fraud Team (CAFT) for the period 1 April 
2018 to 14 December 2018. 

1.2 CAFT works closely with partners to prevent, detect and investigate allegations 
of fraud and corruption occurring within and/or against the authority.  An Anti-
Fraud and Corruption Response Plan has been developed to ensure that 
members and employees know what action to take should they become aware of 
or suspect fraud or corruption.

1.3 The team works on a range of high risk areas that include, but are not limited to:

 Social Housing Fraud

 Right to Buy Fraud

 Council Tax Fraud

 Corporate Fraud

 School Admissions Fraud
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2. RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 The members of the Audit and Governance Committee are recommended to 

note the contents of this report.
3. BACKGROUND
3.1 The purpose of this report is to provide the members of the Audit and 

Governance Committee with an update of the work of CAFT towards preventing, 
detecting and investigating fraud against the Council during 2018-19.

4. COUNTER FRAUD ACTIVITY 2018-19
4.1 CAFT is responsible for undertaking proactive anti-fraud work and investigating 

fraud committed against the Council by a member of the public, Council officer, 
member, supplier or contractor.  This supports the Council’s commitment to its 
anti-fraud strategy to protect public funds and to ensure that council services and 
public funds are only delivered to those people who are entitled to them and 
genuinely need them.
All investigations are conducted in line with the Council’s policies, rules, 
regulations, procedures and codes of conduct; and relevant legislation covering 
criminal and civil offences such as:- 

 Theft (Theft Acts 1968 and 1978);

 False Accounting (Theft Act 1968); 

 Bribery and Corruption (Bribery Act 2010);

 Fraud (Fraud Act 2006); 

 Housing and Tenancy Offences (Housing Act 1984 and the Prevention Of 
Social Housing Fraud Act 2013);

 Abuse of Position or Power (including Misconduct in Public Office; 
Misfeasance in Public Office; and Malfeasance in Public Office).

4.2 Social Housing Fraud
4.2.1 The remit of CAFT covers all aspects of social housing fraud, including:

 Sub-letting a property for profit;

 Providing false information in a housing application to gain a tenancy;

 Wrongful tenancy assignment and succession where the property is no 
longer occupied by the original tenant;

 Failing to use a social housing property as the principle home or 
abandoning the property (which could lead to squatting);

 Selling keys to a third party;

 Falsely Claiming a Right to Buy (RTB) discount (see 4.3 below).
4.2.2 Potentially unlawful sub-let properties come from a range of different sources, 

including housing officers or contractors, the Council’s fraud reporting telephone 
line and data matching exercises, where housing data is matched electronically 
with data held by Waltham Forest and other Councils.  Some referrals come 
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through pro-active exercises, usually in the form of residency checks undertaken 
by housing staff in conjunction with CAFT.  

4.2.3 In addition to the unlawfully sublet properties, the work undertaken for housing 
includes reviewing potentially unlawful right to buy applications, tenancy 
successions, false housing applications, and tenants that are alleged not to be 
using the property as their main residence.  Details of performance on social 
housing investigation work during 2018-19 are provided at Appendix A.

4.2.4 On 18 December 2018 Jamila Walters, who was previously successfully 
prosecuted for a false housing application and housing benefit fraud, was due in 
at Stratford Magistrates Court in relation to the possession hearing for the 
recovery of the Council tenancy.

4.2.5 Ms Walters claimed that there is an outstanding appeal on the prosecution case, 
and had not provided evidence of this.  The Judge has adjourned the case until 
the 7 January 2019 in order that Ms Walters is able to provide confirmation of the 
appeal.  A decision on the next steps of the possession case will be made at this 
next hearing.

4.3 Right To Buy (RTB) Fraud
4.3.1 Since 2015, CAFT investigators have been checking every RTB application and 

conducting enquiries around eligibility and residency, as well as verifying the 
details provided to facilitate purchase.  More recently CAFT have been working 
with housing management to ensure that the housing officers are conducting 
tenancy checks when the RTB application is made.

4.3.2 Details of performance on RTB work since during 2018-19 are supplied at 
Appendix A.

4.3.3 Nationally, the number of RTB applications over the last few years has risen 
dramatically, and proportionate measures are needed to avoid selling council 
properties to those whose funds are derived from criminal activity. 

4.3.4 CAFT have been working with the RTB team to ensure that funding for property 
purchases is from legitimate sources.  This includes the introduction of an 
additional Anti-Money Laundering form which has been sent since June 2018, 
and linking with the National Hunter Service.  This service allows for information 
exchange with the major mortgage providers helping ensure due diligence on 
suspected fraudulent applications.

4.4 Council Tax and Business Rates Fraud
4.4.1 As part of the National Fraud Initiative, data matching for council tax single 

persons discount (SPD) is run annually. 
4.4.2 Council tax data is matched against electoral roll information to identify 

household members who have reached their 18th Birthday (rising 18s) and those 
households claiming SPD who have details of more than one adult on the 
electoral register.

4.4.3 121 matches of rising 18s have been identified and 2279 matches of those who 
appear to have more than one adult residing at the property.

4.4.4 CAFT will be conducting an initial sift of the matches with a view to identifying 
those which may require further checks or investigation.
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4.5 Corporate Investigations
4.5.1 Corporate investigations cover all areas of the Council’s business and include all 

investigations originating from within the organisation or externally from 
individuals, contractors, or suppliers to the Council.

4.5.2 The majority of referrals received relate to employees and therefore all enquiries 
will have taken into consideration issues covered under the Council’s Code of 
Conduct for employees; compliance with the Council’s Constitution; compliance 
with the Council’s Financial Procedure Rules, and other associated rules and 
regulations, i.e. procurement and contract procedure rules, recruitment issues, 
etc.  

4.5.3 It is important to note that allegations received may not be proven, usually as 
there is insufficient evidence to substantiate or support the allegation, although 
occasionally processes may not be robust enough to enable the investigators to 
prove the allegation beyond a reasonable doubt.  There are also occasions 
where the allegations may be mistaken, malicious or without any substance.  

4.5.4 A breakdown of corporate cases closed in 2018-19 is included at Appendix B.
4.6 School Admissions Fraud
4.6.1 CAFT are liaising with the schools admissions team to provide training on fraud 

awareness and document verification.
4.7 Proceeds of Crime Act Confiscations
4.7.1 CAFT continues to work with partners to recover the proceeds of crime from 

those who have gained from their unlawful activities, to send out a clear 
message that crime doesn’t pay.  The Council does not currently employ an 
accredited financial investigator, but has agreements with other boroughs to 
access their accredited financial investigators at agreed fees.

4.7.2 As reported to Committee previously and above (4.2.4 and 4.2.5), the Council 
successfully prosecuted Jamila Walters for housing fraud and housing benefit 
fraud.  

4.7.3 Following the sentencing of Ms Walters, a Proceeds of Crime Act timetable has 
been set by the Court in with the first hearing scheduled for 15 January 2019.

4.8 Fraud Training
4.8.1 Through a series of bespoke fraud awareness training sessions, CAFT aims to 

help employees learn to appreciate the importance and impact of fraud risks, 
how to recognise the “red flags”, and how to respond to suspicions of fraud or 
corruption. 

4.8.2 Bespoke training is being arranged for Schools Admissions, Housing Options 
and the Brokerage and Contract Management Team in Adult Social Care before 
April 2019.

4.9 Proactive Exercises
4.9.1 In addition to the reactive and proactive core work detailed above, CAFT 

undertook a number of proactive projects which are aimed at both the prevention 
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and detection of fraud through data-matching, the introduction of new technology 
and the review of procedures, documentation and working practices.

4.9.2 An update on these proactive projects are detailed in Appendix C.
4.10 Blue Badge Fraud
4.10.1 The Council works closely with external partners to prevent, detect and 

investigate instances of Blue Badge fraud and misuse, taking appropriate 
sanction action where necessary.  

4.10.2 Between 1 April 2018 and 30 September 2018, 58 badges have been seized.  Of 
the eight seized in September one was reported as lost.  

4.11 National Fraud Initiative 2018

4.11.1 The Council participates in the mandatory biennial National Fraud Initiative (NFI) 
run by the Cabinet Office.  The Corporate Anti-Fraud Team will submit the 
required data sets for the 2018 NFI exercise in October 2018 with the output 
expected at the beginning of February 2019.   

4.12 Transparency 

4.12.1 A culture of transparency should strengthen counter-fraud controls. The Local 
Government Transparency Code makes it clear that fraud can thrive where 
decisions are not open to scrutiny and details of spending, contracts and service 
provision are hidden from view. Greater transparency, and the provisions in this 
Code, can help combat fraud.

4.12.2 As part of the Code we are required to publish details on activity to combat fraud, 
which are detailed in the table, below, for 2017-18.

4.12.3 The 2018-19 results will be published in the annual report to Committee in June 
2019.

Number of occasions that powers under the 
Prevention of Social Housing Fraud (Power to 
Require Information) (England) Regulations 
2014, or similar powers have been used

11

Total number (absolute and full time equivalent) 
of employees undertaking investigations and 
prosecutions of fraud · 

10

Total number (absolute and full time equivalent) 
of professionally accredited counter fraud 
specialists

8

Total amount spent by the authority on the 
investigation and prosecution of fraud 

£275,800

Total number of fraud cases investigated 267
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4.13 London Counter Fraud Hub (LCFH)

4.13.1 As previously reported to Committee, the London Counter Fraud Hub is a pan-
London data exchange which plans to use analytics on Local Authority data with 
records held throughout the capital to prevent fraud and identify losses for 
investigation and recovery.  Additional capabilities include a platform for 
collaboration and sharing of best practice across the city and an investigation 
service to support Local Authority capacity.

4.13.2 The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy (CIPFA) was 
appointed to provide the data analytics after procurement originated and led by 
Ealing Council with funding from a grant awarded by the former Department for 
Communities and Local Government.   The project has been adopted by London 
Councils as part of its London Ventures programme, which is overseen by the 
Capital Ambition Board. A major benefit will be the use of intelligent digital 
technology to identify lines for investigation and use a much wider range of 
sources of data to match and identify potential fraud than currently available, 
which should make the intelligence aspect of fraud more efficient.

4.13.3 Following concerns raised within London on the proposed charging model of 
Payment by Results with a fixed fee unit cost per fraud type, as conversion rates 
from detection to chargeable cases had not yet been tested, the anticipated 
costs of participation were speculative.  

4.13.4 The current proposal is for a subscription based charging model consisting of a 
joining fee to be paid in 2018-19 and an annual subscription price thereafter for a 
seven year commitment, with enrolment being completed before 2019-20.

4.13.5 At this stage, the Council is considering options for inclusion.
5. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY PRIORITIES (AND OTHER 

NATIONAL OR LOCAL POLICIES OR STRATEGIES)
5.1 The work of the Audit and Fraud Division supports the Council to achieve its  

Sustainable Community Strategy Priorities by assisting it to effectively manage 
and control its financial and other resources, and reduce crime within the 
Borough. 

6. CONSULTATION
6.1 Consultation was not required as this is a progress report and does not require a 

decision by the Council. 

7. IMPLICATIONS 
7.1 Finance and Risk 

7.1.1 Ensuring that our systems help in the most appropriate use of resources is 
a key part of the Council’s improvement strategy. The work undertaken by 
the Audit and Fraud Division can highlight financial malpractice, prevent 
fraud and inefficiency, and improve the Council’s internal control system.

7.2 Legal
7.2.1 These progress reports are a key part of building up to the statement of 

internal control, which will form part of the annual accounts under The 
Accounts and Audit Regulations (2015).
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7.3 Equalities and Diversity
7.3.1 There are no specific equality or diversity issues arising from this report. 

7.4 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and disorder)
7.4.1 There are no specific climate change or health issues arising from this 
report. 
7.4.2 The Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud Division contributes to the Council’s 

priority to reduce crime within the borough by investigating allegations of 
fraud and corruption against the Authority, both from within the organisation 
and from external third parties. 

7.5 Council Infrastructure (e.g. Human Resources, Accommodation or IT 
issues)
7.5.1 There are no specific HR, accommodation or IT issues arising from this 

report. 
 
BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government (Access to 
Information) Act 1985)
There are no background papers for this report
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Appendix A
Social Housing Fraud Update

Housing Investigations, 1 April 2018 to 17 
December 2018  Notional Value New Build Value

Investigations opened 180

Investigations closed 86

Recovery of property recommended 2   

Properties recovered *22 £1,287,000 £3,300,000

Recovery action withdrawn 0   

Recovery action outstanding 6 £351,000 £900,000

Succession refused 4

Prosecution successful 1

Total £1,638,000 £4,200,000

RTB Investigations , 1 April 2018 to 17 
December 2018  Discount 

Prevented

Investigations opened 277

Investigations closed **83

RTB prevented 45 £4,860,000

Applications with additional debt created 4 £51,310

Total £4,911,310

*Housing Management have recovered a property by possession order.
**Including recommendations/cases created prior to April 2018.
Notional Value
Central government have adopted a national average annual loss to the public purse 
(£18,000) for every social housing property that is subjected to tenancy fraud, based on a 
number of factors including the cost of keeping a family in temporary accommodation.  
This valuation is multiplied by the average length of stay a family in Waltham Forest 
spends in temporary accommodation (3.25 years) to achieve an accepted notional value 
of £58,500.
New Build Value
Central government have devised another method of valuing a social housing property 
subjected to fraud that is based on the average cost of building a new two bedroom 
social housing unit, which they estimate to be £150k. 
Additional Debt Created
During the course of a RTB investigation, evidence may be found that an applicant has 
fraudulently claimed Housing Benefit, Council Tax Benefit, Council Tax Support, 
Discretionary Housing Payments, Single Person Discounts or a combination of two or 
more of these benefits. 
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Appendix B
Breakdown of Corporate Investigations Closed between 1 April 2018 and 14 December 2018
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Abuse of Process 1 0 1 1 2 5
Employee Fraud 1 1 0 0 3 5
Forged or Falsified Documents 0 0 1 1 1 3
Employee Working Whilst off sick 1 0 0 0 0 1
Theft 0 0 1 0 0 1
Misuse of Council Property 1 0 0 0 0 1
Staff in debt to the Council 0 0 1 0 0 1
TOTALS 4 1 4 2 6 17
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Appendix C
Anti-Fraud Project updated 2018-19

Project Name Status Risk Description

iLatch Ongoing

Local residents are 
unknowingly renting or due to 
rent social housing 
properties.

Introduction of a system that allows residents to check advertised 
properties to see if they are Council or RSL properties.  The iLatch 
system (at http://www.ilatch.co.uk) has been advertised in Waltham 
Forest News and 10,000 flyers have been distributed around the 
Borough.  
54 referrals have been received, 29 of which were duplicates.  Seven 
were privately owned, seven were for registered providers and sent 
on to them for review, one is currently pending review and ten were 
Waltham Forest tenancies.  There are currently five cases under 
investigation.

School 
admissions 
2017

Complete
d

False applications lead to 
valuable school place being 
allocated to children who 
would not normally qualify

School admissions applications were compared against other 
datasets to identify potential false applications.  
The current school admissions project included the verification of 
parental responsibility.
Results have been provided to Committee previously.

Block Tenancy 
check exercises Ongoing

Tenants no longer live in their 
Council properties and have 
abandoned or sublet them

Tenancy verification exercises have been conducted on a quarterly 
basis at specific locations, to uncover illegal sublets or other fraud 
issues.
The last exercise was conducted at St Georges Court in June 2018 
and the next exercise will have taken place on 8th January 2019.
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Project Name Status Risk Description

Identify 
Document 
Verification 
Solution

Complete
False identity documentation 
being used to apply for 
Council services

Introduction of identity checking hardware and software allowing front 
line staff to make appropriate checks before services are offered.
The system can validate physical identity documents via a scanner, 
and document images can be verified to a lesser extent via an online 
check.
Currently being used by the RTB and Blue Badge teams and will be 
utilised by Housing Options shortly. 

National Fraud 
Initiative 2018-
19

Started Biennial Cabinet Office Data 
Matching 

The Council’s data has been collated and submitted to the Cabinet 
Office, with the resulting matches to be released in February 2019.

Right to Buy 
and Anti-Money 
Laundering

Ongoing

To complement the current 
verification of right to buy 
applications with additional 
checks to ensure that the 
council is not part of a 
financial transaction that 
could amount to handling the 
proceeds of crime (money 
laundering).

Additional anti-money laundering forms have been sent to Right to 
Buy applicants since June 2018.
Results will be reported to Committee in due course.

Data-Matching 
between 
tenants and 
those in care 
homes

Started

Tenants have been moved 
into care homes and 
tenancies being sublet or 
abandoned. 

Data matching of Council tenancies to those in care homes to be 
completed and the resulting identified matches reviewed. One Council 
property has been recovered after an investigation established that a 
council tenant is a full time resident at a local care home and another 
investigation is still on-going.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST

Committee/Date: Audit and Governance Committee
16 January 2019

Report Title: Progress update on delivering the Internal Audit Plan 
for 2018-19

Directorate: Finance & Governance Directorate

Contact Details Gemma Young, Assistant Director – Internal Audit & 
Anti-Fraud Shared Service 020 8496 4620
Gemma.Young@walthamforest.gov.uk

Wards affected: All

Public Access Open

Appendices Appendix A - Finalised 2018-19 Audits with Limited or 
No Assurance Opinions

Appendix B - – Unimplemented high priority 
recommendations:
 

(i)   iWorld Housing Management Application 
Review December 2018 (Second Follow Up 
Report)

(ii)   Freedom of Information
(iii)   Housing Management file management and 

data retention

1. SUMMARY
1.1. This report updates Members on the progress being made towards 

delivering internal audits in the 2018-19 Internal Audit plan. 
2. RECOMMENDATION
2.1. The members of the Audit and Governance Committee are 

recommended to note the contents of the report.

3. BACKGROUND
3.1 The Audit and Fraud Division consists of the Internal Audit and Anti-

Fraud teams. The purpose of this report is to update members on the 
work of Internal Audit for the year to date. 

3.2 The Internal Audit service is co-sourced between a small in-house team 
(compromising of an Audit Manager, a Team Leader and two Senior 
Auditors) and the North London Framework which is a joint venture 
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between the London Borough of Islington and PricewaterhouseCoopers 
LLP (PwC) Ltd.

3.3 Compilation and delivery of the internal audit plan, managing the in-
house team and the relationship with PwC is the responsibility of the 
Head of Internal Audit.

4. 2018-19 AUDIT PLAN
4.1 The Public Sector Internal Audit Standards (PSIAS) require public 

sector Internal Audit services to produce a plan of work which they 
propose to carry out during the year. The purpose of the plan is to 
ensure that the available audit resources are used effectively and are 
targeted towards the key and high-risk areas of the Council’s activities.

4.2 In compiling the internal audit plans, the Head of Internal Audit has 
taken into consideration several factors including, but not limited to:

 The risk registers and the risk categories used in compiling 
the risk registers, together with Internal Audit’s own assessment of risk 
in the operational areas;

 The adequacy of the risk management, performance 
management, and other assurance processes such as internal and 
external reviews;  

 The requirements of the external auditors and their ability to 
place reliance on the work of Internal Audit in forming their opinion on 
the Council’s Financial Statements;

 The extent and scope of audit activity in previous years, 
including the previous audit reports and recommendations made to 
strengthen controls or enhance systems;

 Discussions with senior managers;

 The requirements of regulations and legislation, and external 
factors such as grant conditions, and the views of the senior managers 
in the individual directorates.

4.3 Table 1 below shows the position for each category of audit in the 
2018-19 Internal Audit plan:
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Position of the 2018-19 audit plan as at January 2019

Review Type
Planned 
Activity

Fully 
Completed 

Reviews
Reviews 

In Progress 
Reviews

 Not Started

Fundamental 
(Key) Systems 10 3 30% 5 50% 2 20%

Operational & 
Non-fundamental 
Systems 

43 8 19% 26 60% 9 21%

School audits* 6 3 50% 2 33% 1 17%

TOTAL 59 14 24% 33 56% 12 20%

*Themed (3) and chargeable (3) audits 
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Finalised Internal Audit Reviews April – December 2018

Action 
PrioritiesNo Audit Directorate Outcome

P1 P2 P3

1 School - George 
Tomlinson - Key risk

Families and 
Homes

Reasonable 
assurance - 1 2

2 School- Henry Maynard 
– Full

Families and 
Homes Limited assurance 13 14 2

3 School-Hawkswood – 
Full

Families and 
Homes No assurance 5 14 16

4 Cash Receipting and 
Bank Reconciliations

Finance and 
Governance

Limited assurance - 6 1

5 Cedarwood House Post 
Room Investigation

Neighbourhoods 
and Commercial

Recommendations 
made and actioned

- - -

6 Grant Claim - Pot Hole 
Action Fund

Neighbourhoods 
and Commercial

Grant claim 
substantiated

- - -

7 Grants claims 1 - 
Troubled Families

Families and 
Homes

Grant claim 
substantiated

- - -

8 Right to Buy Families and 
Homes

Substantial 
assurance

- - 1

9 Adult Learning Service Neighbourhoods 
and Commercial

Reasonable 
assurance 

- 5 5

10 Housing Benefits Families and 
Homes

Reasonable 
assurance

- 1 2

11 Central Accounting Finance and 
Governance

Limited Assurance - 4 1

12 Recruitment Corporate 
Development 

Limited Assurance 2 2 -

13 Supplier Resilience Cross Cutting Limited Assurance 2 2 1

14 Residents Engagement Families and 
Homes

Substantial 
Assurance

- 1 1

Appendix A, below, shows the executive summaries for the limited and no 
assurance audits.
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Changes to the 2018-19 plan

Audit/Area Type Directorate Reason

Repairs and 
Maintenance

Operational 
& Non-

fundamental 
Systems

Families and 
Homes

Advisory review to be undertaken 
to look at the new repairs and 
maintenance contract.

Ward Funding 
Grants

Operational 
& Non-

fundamental 
Systems

Corporate 
Development

Postponed until 2018/19 Q2 to 
allow new system to embed.

Workforce 
Planning and 
Management

Operational 
& Non-

fundamental 
Systems

Corporate 
Development

Deferred to 2018/19 to allow for a 
strategic review by the Directorate.
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 Follow-up Reviews Completed in 2018-19

Priority 1 Implementation

No. Follow-up Reviews Directorate

Priority 
1s in 

Original 
Audit 
Due Fully Partially

Not 
Implemen

ted

No 
longer 

Relevant

1 Commercial property
Property & 
Asset 
Management

2 1 1 - -

2 Leavers Corporate 
Development 1 1 - - -

4
Off payroll 
engagements and 
IR35 rules

Corporate 
Development 1 1 - - -

5 Registrars Neighbourhoods 
& Commercial 3 3 - - -

6 Payroll Neighbourhoods 
& Commercial 1 - 1 - -

7 Direct Payments 
(17/18)

Families and 
Homes 2 1 1 - -

8
Contract 
Management (FM) 
(Q1 Amey)

Cross Cutting 3 - 3 - -

9 Freedom Pass 
administration

Families and 
Homes 2 2 - - -

10
Housing 
Leaseholder 
Charges

Families and 
Homes 1 1 - - -

11

Parks and Green 
Spaces – Health and 
Safety including Play 
equipment

Economic 
Growth 1 1 - - -

12 Themed School 
Health Plans

Families and 
Homes 1 1 - - -

13 Housing Benefits
Families and 

Homes 1 1 - - -

14*
ICT Mobile 
Computing including 
BYOD *

Corporate 
Development 8 6 2 - -

15* iWorld + Families & 7 2 3 2 -
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Homes

16* Freedom of 
Information +

Finance & 
Governance 2 - - 2 -

17*

Housing 
Management file 
management and 
data retention +

Families & 
Homes 6 - 3 3 -

18* Contract 
Management Matrix

Corporate 
Development 1 - 1 - -

Totals 43 21 15 7 0

*Follow ups for reports issued pre 17/18

+ See Appendix B for Follow-up Schedule

Follow-up Reviews in progress 2018-19

No. Follow-up Reviews Directorate
Priority 

1s in 
Original 

Audit

1 Care Homes Families and Homes 1

2 Homelessness Families and Homes 1

4 Customer services Neighbourhoods & Commercial 1

5 Traded Services Families and Homes 3

6 Health and Safety - Lone Workers Finance and Governance 2

7 Payroll (Full review in progress) Finance and Governance 1

8 Themed School audit – Health 
and Safety Families and Homes 3

9 IT BACS Processing Finance and Governance 10

10 IT Governance and Performance 
(16/17 – 2nd Follow up) Corporate Development 2

11 Mobile Computing incl. BYOD 
and Remote Connectivity (16/17) Corporate Development 8

Total 32
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5. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY PRIORITIES (AND 
OTHER NATIONAL OR LOCAL POLICIES OR STRATEGIES

5.1 The work of the Internal Audit and Anti-Fraud division supports the  
Council to achieve its Sustainable Community Strategy Priories by 
assisting it to effectively manage and control its financial and other 
resources, and reduce crime within the Borough. 

6. CONSULTATION
6.1 Consultation was not required as this is a progress update report and 

does not require a decision. 

7. IMPLICATIONS
7.1 Finance, Value for Money and Risk
7.1.1 Ensuring that our systems help in the most appropriate use of 

resources is a key part of the Council’s improvement strategy. 
The work undertaken by the Audit and Fraud Division can 
highlight financial malpractice, prevent fraud and inefficiency, 
and improve the Council’s internal control system.

7.2 Legal
7.2.1 These progress reports are a key part of building up to the 

statement of internal control, which will form part of the annual 
accounts under The Accounts and Audit Regulations (2015).

7.3 Equalities and Diversity
7.3.1 There are no specific equality or diversity issues arising from this 

report. 

7.4 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder

7.4.1 There are no specific climate change, health or crime and 
disorder issues arising from this report. 

7.5 Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, 
accommodation or IT issues

7.5.1 There are no specific HR, accommodation or IT issues arising 
from this report. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

None
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Appendix A

Finalised 2018-19 Audits with Limited or No Assurance Opinions

The following reviews were issued with a No Assurance opinion

1. Hawkswood Group 

The following reviews were issued with a Limited Assurance opinion
2. Henry Maynard School
3. Cash Receipting and Bank Reconciliations
4. Central Accounting
5. Recruitment
6. Supplier Resilience
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1. Hawkswood Group - Executive Summary

Introduction This report details the internal audit of controls and procedures in 
place at the Hawkswood Group. It is to be noted that testing for 
some parts of the audit was confined to Hawkswood Primary PRU 
due to the time constraints of the audit However, key financial areas 
are centrally managed hence these have been covered. The audit 
review took place in April 2018 per the schools request for a full 
audit.
The following areas were covered during the audit: 

 Governance 
 Income & Banking 
 Procurement 
 Budgets & Financial control
 Staffing 
 Assets & Security 
 Information Security 

The internal audit approach and summary of the work undertaken is 
provided in the audit Framework in Appendix B

Background Hawkswood Group consists of  four schools
- Hawkswood Primary PRU
- Burnside Secondary PRU
- Hawkswood Therapeutic School
- Alternative Provision 

The group has one executive head teacher, with each individual 
school having its own Associate Headteacher.

The group has one Management Committee who manages the four 
schools in the group.
Main aspects of administration are managed centrally by a Business 
and Finance support unit on behalf of the group. 
This includes but not limited to:

 Budget management ( Setting, monitoring, reporting on 
budgets)

 Income and banking (Income reconciliations) 
 Procurement( Managing all procurements  for both 

goods/service and contracts) 
 Staffing (Payroll reconciliations, managing new starters and 

leavers)

Strategic  
objectives

This audit supports the Council’s priority to:

 Keeping the neighbourhood clean and safe
 Helping residents enjoy a good quality of life 

Audit Objectives To ensure that the school has adequate procedures and controls in 
place in order to mitigate risks within the areas covered in the audit.  
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Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial
Audit Opinion 

Key Findings

The review of the Hawkswood group revealed the following main weaknesses with the 
schools systems and processes:
Governance 
Hawkswood Primary PRU school did not appear to have a long term development plan, with 
appropriate targets and performance indicators to aid monitoring.  Short term objectives had 
had been set but not adequately costed, to aid financial monitoring.  The plan had not been 
presented to the Management Committee.
It was difficult to identify from a review of Management Committee minutes whether 
discussions had been held but not recorded, or whether the discussions had not taken place 
or the minutes lacked appropriate detail. Minutes had not been signed off in one case, 
suggesting an inadequate review to ensure they were a correct record of what had happened 
at the meeting.
A number of Policies were missing and of those in place, a number were out of date. 
Approval for the Terms of Reference for the Finance Committee could not be found.
Quarterly financial reports did not appear to have been reviewed at Management Committee 
meetings as there was no record in the minutes.  Executive Head teacher review could also 
not be substantiated.
Governors had not been made aware of a number of obligations relating to gifts and 
hospitality.
The statement of internal control had not been presented and signed off.

Income & Banking and Budgets & Financial Control
Budget reports were not shown to have an appropriate level of detail for monitoring purposes 
and have not been reviewed and approved by governors as per the lack of information in  
minutes.  This suggests a lack of adequate oversight of the Group’s financial affairs by the 
Management Committee. 
The information provided as evidence suggested bank reconciliations were incorrect and 
incomplete, with late, and in some cases, a lack of processing transactions on the financial 
management system. Reconciliations had not been independently reviewed and approved.  
There is a lack of separation of duties which may be a consequence of the size of the team, 
however this is exacerbated by the lack of up to date appropriate policies, a lack of oversight 
and weak controls.

Procurement
There are a number of breaches of financial regulations.   Quotes and waivers have been 
used inappropriately; payments have been made to individuals without status confirmation; 
petty cash is not regularly reconciled.  There are therefore incidents of unauthorised 
expenditure, and the haphazard processes may mask untoward financial activity. 

Information Security
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The Group does not comply with the corporate data retention policy.  It was unclear whether 
they Group had their own policy or was aware of the requirements.  
There is a business continuity plan in place, but it does not cover critical hardware, software 
and data. 
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2.  Henry Maynard - Executive Summary
Introduction This report details the findings from the review of controls in place 

for Henry Maynard Primary School and Nursery, which requested a 
full internal audit covering the following areas:

 governance
 income and banking
 procurement 
 budgets and financial control
 staffing
 assets and security
 information security
 school funds

The review took place in accordance with the 2018/2019 internal 
audit plan. Fieldwork was conducted in May 2018.
The Internal Audit approach is provided in the Audit Framework in 
Appendix B.

Background Henry Maynard Primary School and Nursery caters for 825 pupils 
aged from three to 11.

Corporate 
objectives

This audit supports all of the Council’s priorities to:
 Keep Waltham Forest clean and safe
 Improve residents’ life chances

Audit Objectives To ensure that the school has adequate procedures and controls in 
place in order to mitigate risks within the areas covered in the audit. 

Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial
Audit Opinion 

Previous Audit 
Opinion

Limited

Key Findings

We noted the following areas of good practice: 
Governance: 

 The composition of the Governing Body is appropriate to the size of the school. The 
Governing Body meets on a monthly basis. Meetings are quorate and minutes 
contain details of key decisions taken, set target dates and clearly indicate 
responsibility for carrying out the actions.  Minutes are signed, dated and retained in 
school.

 The Statement of Internal Control is signed and dated by the Headteacher, the Chair 
of Governors and the Finance Link Member. It has been formally ratified by the 
Governing Body on 20th June 2017.

 The school has an annual School Development Plan (SDP) in place.
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Finance: 

 Financial reports are presented to the Governing Body. These are detailed and cover 
income/expenditure and budget versus actuals. Variances are clearly explained. 

 There is adequate segregation of duties in the school’s financial processes. 

 Electronic and sundry income is processed promptly on Financial Management 
System.

 Cancelled cheques are clearly marked as such and retained by the school. A 
cancelled cheque form stating the reason for cancellation is dated, signed by the 
School Business Manager and authorised by the Headteacher. 

 The budget is submitted to the Local Authority on time.   

Data Protection: 

 Staff sign and date a declaration relating to unacceptable usage for the Internet and 
ICT Equipment. This is part of the induction day for new starters and the Inset day at 
the beginning of the year.

 The school has a valid certificate of registration with the Information Commissioner.

Security: 

 Payroll and personnel files are kept safely.

 Computers passwords are changed every three months.  

 User accounts are terminated promptly when members of staff leave. 

 Access to data and systems is restricted to key individuals and there is adequate 
separation of duties. 

 Data is backed up and tested regularly. Tapes are held securely. 

 There is adequate protection against viruses (Sophos antivirus)

Procurement:

 The school complies with the Tendering Policy and Limit as defined in the Model 
Financial Regulations and Standing Orders for Schools.

We identified the following significant issues as part of the audit:

 The Local Authority’s central register is not checked regularly to ensure that only 
eligible children receive free school meals (recommendation 1).

 School meal arrears are not chased and referred to debt collection promptly. Records 
and evidence of chasing as well as actions taken are not systematically kept 
(recommendation 2).

 The debit card of a member of staff has been used up to three weeks after her 
removal as an authorised cardholder (recommendation 3).

 Staff receive vouchers collected by parents which value can amount up to £240 
(recommendation 4). 

 The Declaration of Interests is not a standing opening item at Governing Body 
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meetings. Declarations of Interests are not fully and properly completed 
(recommendation 5).

 The school does not have a School Development plan covering the school’s long 
terms objectives over a period of three or four years (recommendation 6).

 Income from school meals is not always banked promptly (recommendation 7).

 Copies of cheques sent are not retained and the cheque run is not systematically 
signed by the Headteacher (recommendation 8).

 Orders forms are not systematically raised prior to orders being placed and invoices 
are not always paid in a timely manner (recommendation 9).

 Expenses claims made by staff are sometimes submitted or approved late and 
supported by outdated receipts (recommendation 10).

 There are no detailed and comprehensive records of monthly budget meetings with 
the Headteacher. Budget monitoring reports are not submitted when these take place 
(recommendation 11).

 The 16/17 outturn statement and a virement from reserves have not been formally 
approved by the Governing Body (recommendation 12).

 Personnel documents are not systematically properly completed and retained in 
staff’s files (recommendation 13). 

 Confirmation of Disclosure and Barring Service checks is not sent to the Local 
Authority (recommendation 14).

 Records of queries, issues identified and actions taken to address them are not kept 
on the payroll reports. These are not signed and dated by the officer carrying out the 
checks and the Headteacher (recommendation 15).

 The school fund account is not audited annually (recommendation 16).  

In addition to the main findings, we also identified the following issues: 

 There is no Finance Committee. This is a breach of section 2.1 of the Model 
Financial Regulations and Standing Orders for Schools (recommendation 17).

 The Emergency Evacuation Plan is not included in the Business Continuity Plan. It 
is not dated and it has not been approved by the Governing Body 
(recommendation 18).  
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3. Cash and Bank - Executive Summary

Introduction This report details the findings from the review of procedures and 
controls in place for the Cash Receipting and Bank Reconciliations 
function. The internal audit took place in accordance with the 
2018/19 internal audit plan. Fieldwork was conducted in July and 
August 2018. The internal audit approach and guide to assurance 
and priority levels is provided in Appendix B.

Background The Cashiers Service at Waltham Forest Town Hall receives, 
processes and prepares cash for banking.  From 1st April 2015 the 
Council decided to remove cash and cheque payment options at 
Council premises as there was a drive for digital payments. The 
Council will continue to erode cash and cheque payments subject to 
new digital processes coming online. 

Corporate 
objectives

This audit supports the following Council’s priorities to:
 Keep Waltham Forest clean and safe.
 Ensure a decent roof over residents’ heads
 Improve residents’ life chances

Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial
Audit Opinion 

Previous Audit 
Opinion

Direction of Travel

Key Findings

We noted the following areas of good practice: 

 The Cashiers Office function has two designated Financial Control Officers that are 
responsible for receiving, processing and preparing income for banking. 

 Two debit and credit card machines are on the counter at the Cashiers Office window 
for members of the public to make payments. This has reduced the amount of 
physical cash and cheques being received. The service area is currently setting up a 
telephone payment system which the service endeavour to have live toward the latter 
part of 2018.    

 A grade five Burton safe has been fitted in the Cashiers Office with an insurance 
value of up to £100,000; effective from 1st April 2018 to 31 March 2019. The room 
where the safe is situated and the Cashiers Office window is fitted with CCTV.

 Cash is kept in the safe in the Cashiers Office until it is collected by BDI Securities UK 
Ltd (BDI) and banked. The key to the safe is kept within the Cashiers Office, which 
has a coded door that is locked overnight. The safe requires both a key and a 
combination to acquire access. Only the two Financial Control Officers and the 
Resident Financial Service Manager have access to the room and safe.

 Sealed bags are brought to the Cashiers Office and scanned by BDI in front of the 
Financial Control Officer and a receipt is printed. The receipt is ticked off by the 
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receiving officer and signed to confirm accuracy. BDI and the Cashiers Office both 
keep a copy of the till rolls.

 Postal remittances are processed on a Tuesday and Thursday and these are logged 
onto CivicaICON in a timely manner.  

We identified the following issues as part of the audit:

 Internal Audit was unable to identify from the reports who has signed these off. There 
was one instance were the cash balancing report had not been signed by the officer 
conducting end of day balancing. (Recommendation 1)

 In some instances BDI (secure collection contractor) collection receipts did not 
reconcile with the record held by the Cashiers Office. In addition to this there were 
two instances where Internal Audit was unable to determine if income had been 
collected in a timely manner. Testing also revealed that in some instance income was 
not collected on time to be banked in a timely manner. (Recommendation 2)

 Cash bags dating back to 4th June 2018 had not been recorded on CivicaICON in a 
timely manner and had not been banked for 2 months. (Recommendation 3) 

 Delays were found in the processing of chargebacks which affected the retrieval of 
monies owed to various departments. (Recommendation 4)   

 Reviews of monthly reconciliations had not been carried out in a timely manner as 
these had not been passed onto the reviewing officer in a timely manner. 
(Recommendation 5) 

 There were multiple issues with the retention of paperwork and there was no audit 
trail for some transactions carried out by the Cashiers Office. Paperwork was found to 
be incomplete or there were inconsistencies with the information on it. 
(Recommendation 6) 

 The Cashiers Office last updated their policies and procedures in 2014/15. Internal 
Audit identified that corporate accountancy do not have any procedures in place for 
processing chargebacks and the ones for carrying out reconciliation tasks date back 
to 2012. (Recommendation 7)   
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4. Central Accounting - Executive Summary

Introduction This report details the findings from the review of controls in place for 
Central Accounting.
The review took place in accordance with the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan. 
Fieldwork was conducted between August and November 2018. 
The Internal Audit approach is provided in the Audit Framework in 
Appendix B.

Background The London Borough of Waltham Forest (the Council) splits its accounting 
function into a number of Finance teams that shadow the Services.
The Central Accounting team is responsible for ensuring that Council-wide 
budgets are in place and that actuals are monitored against these. 
Other activities include (but are not limited to): ensuring that appropriate 
virements are made when needed and that the year-end close down 
process takes place in line with agreed timelines.
The purpose of this audit was to review a number of key activities 
performed by the Central Accounting team and to assess the design and 
operating effectiveness of associated controls with these processes.

Strategic 
objectives

The Central Accounting process supports the all of the Council strategic 
objectives.

Audit 
Objectives

To ensure that:
 Costs of support functions (for example: IT and HR) are re-charged to 

operational departments at an agreed value that accurately reflects their 
cost to the department.

 Actions proposed to correct variances are actually implemented.
 Material variances are reported to senior management via Management 

Board and to Members through monthly Cabinet reports.
 Variances from budgets are identified and addressed as appropriate.
 Virement limits are set at an appropriate level, are properly adhered to 

and are approved in accordance with delegated authority.
 Control accounts are independently reviewed and reconciled on a timely 

basis
 All feeder systems which involve downloads to the General Ledger are 

checked to ensure they are complete and accurate.
 A monthly timetable exists and is adhered to, to ensure that data from 

all feeder systems is processed.
 The budgets are reviewed frequently to ensure that budgets reflect the 

actual cost pressures on the Council.
 Journals are input to the ledger in a complete, accurate and timely 

fashion following appropriate authorisation.
 The system is adequate to produce accurate, timely and correctly 

presented.
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Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial

Audit Opinion 

Previous Audit 
Opinion No previous review of this area.
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Key Findings

On the whole, the Central Accounting function appears to have the key controls in place that 
Internal Audit would expect to see across the areas identified as ‘in scope for this audit. 
However, a consistent theme across the findings noted is a lack of audit trail to confirm 
review of key transactions to ensure that they are appropriate, for example: review of 
journals, accruals/provisions and reconciliations.
Internal Audit noted the following areas of good practice during our review: 

 Recharges are agreed annually by budget holders and the method of calculation is 
supported by process notes;

 Budgetary performance is reviewed monthly for material variances;
 Reconciliations to the general ledger from feeder systems are performed on a regular 

basis and are designed to be prepared and reviewed by two separate individuals;
 Interface reports are produced and reviewed daily to ensure complete and accurate 

transfer from feeder systems;
 Close down guidance is issued every year.
Internal Audit identified the following issues as part of the audit:

 Journals are not reviewed and approved before posting and there is no requirement to 
attach supporting evidence to validate the reason for the journal. (Recommendation 1).

 Roles and responsibilities for accruals and provisions is not documented. In addition 3/25 
accruals and provisions tested did not have evidence of approval and 10/25 did not have 
supporting documentation. (Recommendation 2).

 Suspense accounts are not cleared until year end and no evidence is retained to confirm 
action taken. (Recommendation 3).

 Although reconciliations should be prepared and reviewed by two people, 5/25 of our 
sample did not have this evidence. (Recommendation 4).

 The process for re-budgeting is not defined in a policy or procedure. (Recommendation 
5).

We have also raised an Advisory finding concerning payments on account (see 
Recommendation 6).
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5. Recruitment - Executive Summary

Introduction This report details the findings from the review of controls in place for the 
Recruitment Process.
The review took place in accordance with the 2018/19 Internal Audit Plan. 
Fieldwork was conducted in September and October 2018. 
The Internal Audit approach is provided in the Audit Framework in Appendix B.

Background The London Borough of Waltham Forest (the Council) is a major employer with 
c. 2,668 staff employed in 2017/18. 
Recruitment within the council is decentralised with individual managers 
responsible for running their own recruitment processes and complying with 
both the council’s policies and UK law. They determine where agencies are 
used and are responsible for funding them. The HR team only get involved 
where there is an issue with recruitment; or where help is needed to fill a 
vacancy. 
Recruitment is not only carried out to fulfil current needs. Recruiters should be 
aware of, and refer to future plans, that have implications for organisational 
resourcing. This is particularly important in some services that struggle to recruit 
key staff. 
It is important that recruiters are fully aware of equal opportunities legislation 
and understand how discrimination can occur both directly and indirectly in the 
recruitment process. A diverse workforce which reflects customer groups within 
the local community is to be encouraged. 
The purpose of this audit is to consider the design and effectiveness of 
processes and controls for the Council’s Recruitment process.

Strategic 
objectives

The Recruitment process supports all of the Council’s priorities: 
 Keep Waltham Forest clean and safe.
 Ensure a decent roof over residents’ heads.
 Improve residents’ life chances.

Audit 
Objectives

To ensure that:
 Recruitment is driven by business need (current and future) and there is 

sufficient budget for any additional resources.
 Advertisements promote appropriate opportunities to potential internal and 

external recruits, and are non-discriminatory and cost effective.  
 Shortlisting/interviewing is conducted in an unbiased and transparent 

manner to inform accountability for the decisions taken.
 New employees are verified and references and application forms are 

validated to ensure that they have the skills, experience and integrity they 
claimed during application. 

 Checks are undertaken to ensure that all new employees have the legal 
right to work in the UK. 

 Checks are undertaken to identify any fraud from new staff satisfactorily e.g. 
concealed spent convictions.

 The Council has a long term strategy in place for roles that are deemed as 
‘difficult to fill’ e.g. social workers.

 Data protection risks have been identified and mitigated.
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Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial

Audit Opinion 

Previous 
Audit Opinion No previous review of this area.

Key Findings
Effective recruitment is imperative to ensure that organisations have resilient and sustainable 
work forces that meet their needs. As part of this, they need to be fully aware of equal 
opportunities legislation to ensure that there is a diverse workforce.  This should reflect 
customer groups within the local community.
The Council currently devolves recruitment to Hiring Managers within departments.  
Agencies or consultants may be used for interim posts or those that are difficult to fill. 
Internal Audit noted the following areas of good practice: 
 There are a number of defined policies and procedure notes in place that are held 

electronically on the intranet;
 Internal Audit received feedback from officers that the Council’s HR system, Hornbill, has 

streamlined the recruitment process and reduced manual input, improving efficiencies 
and reducing resource efforts;  

 Hornbill provides an audit trail of what on-boarding activities have been completed.  
Internal Audit identified the following issues as part of the audit:
 While policies and procedure notes are in place, there are a number of areas where 

these do not appear to be complete.  In many instances officers are not complying with 
these. There is no oversight mechanism in HR to review compliance. (Recommendation 
1).

 No training has been provided on recruitment processes for over three years 
(Recommendation 2).

 While Hornbill provides an audit trail of what checks have been performed, it does not 
block appointment if this is not done (Recommendation 3).

 No training has been provided on relevant data protection considerations for recruitment 
(Recommendation 4).
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6. Supplier Resilience - Executive Summary
Introduction This report details the findings from the review of controls in place 

for Supplier Resilience. 
The review of Supplier Resilience has been agreed in the 2018/2019 
Internal Audit Plan due to its inherent gross risk. The Internal Audit 
approach is provided in the Audit Framework in Appendix B.

Background The review has been included in the Internal Audit Plan due to the 
risks around key delivery partners either ceasing to trade or 
withdrawing from contracts.
Key contracts and delivery partners are not necessarily confined to 
high value contracts. Those services which can be deemed as 
specialist and are therefore difficult to replace/continue, and which 
may have a high impact on our residents, can also be seen as key.
Where arrangements around the possibility of losing a key supplier 
have not been considered and agreed, there is a significant risk that 
key services may falter or cease in the event of a current provider 
being lost.

Strategic  objectives Supplier resilience indirectly supports all of Council’s priorities:
• Keep your neighbourhood clean and safe.
• Help build a strong local economy and thriving town centres.
• Support affordable housing for everyone’s needs.
• Help all of our residents enjoy a good quality of life.

Audit Objectives To ensure that:
• There is an appropriate level of awareness around which 
contracts/delivery partners provide key specialist services across the 
council and these can be identified.
• Risks are identified, recorded and (where possible) mitigated 
around the loss of provider where this relates to a key or specialist 
service.
• For key specialist services being provided by external providers, a 
business continuity plan is in place which effectively addresses 
service delivery in the event a provider is lost.
• Arrangements to cover the loss of a key provider are adequate and 
up to date as assessed through the Business Continuity Plans.

Nil Limited Reasonable Substantial
Audit Opinion 

Previous Audit 
Opinion

No previous audits.
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Key Findings

Internal Audit noted the following areas of good practice:  

 There is a contract management framework in place, which provides guidance for 
contract managers relating to the contract procurement and management process. 

There is a business continuity risk assessment available for contract managers to 
complete, which allows the risks pertaining to service delivery to be assessed and 
recorded in a consistent manner. 

 There is a LBWF Corporate Business Continuity policy, which is in the process of 
being implemented. This aims to ensure that appropriate and proportionate measures 
are put in place to plan and respond to business disruptive events to allow for the 
continuation of critical functions. This aims to mitigate the risks around the loss/failure 
of external providers who assist with key service delivery.

The following significant issues were identified 

 The criticality of the council’s suppliers is not formally assessed and recorded. There 
is a lack of central oversight of suppliers, who provide or help provide critical services.  
The current procurement manual and contract procedures rules do not address this 
issue. (Recommendation 1)

 Through discussions with the Director of Supply chain, it was confirmed that although 
there is a contract management framework in place, this has not been enforced 
across the council. Subsequently, a lack of compliance was noted throughout the 
sample contracts selected in the audit for testing as per the lack of contract 
management plans completed. (Recommendation 2) 

 There is a lack of centrally available information on contracts which provide or help 
provide critical services. The Heads of Supply Chain were contacted to request a list 
of contracts.  A list off ten contracts was provided, these relate to critical services but 
were also deemed as potentially being difficult to replace in the event of a loss of 
supplier. It was noted that Business continuity risk assessments were not 
completed/retained for any of the contracts. Therefore, assurance cannot be provided 
as to whether the risks pertaining to the potential loss/failure of the suppliers have 
been adequately considered and recorded. (Recommendation 3)

 Business continuity plans were requested for the contracts:
 Five contracts did not have business continuity plans available. However, for 

one of these a method statement provided by the supplier was obtained. 
 One contract had a business continuity plan available.
 Four contracts were found to be marketplace contracts pertaining to Adults 

and Children’s care – which are delivered through numerous providers. The 
business continuity arrangements were discussed for the four marketplace 
contracts with the Assistant Director of Commissioning and the Divisional 
Director of Children &Families. Business continuity plans are not created for 
each supplier as this would not be practical due to the liquidity and volume of 
suppliers in these areas. However, both service areas monitor the 
marketplace and the council’s ability to meet the demand. 

(Recommendation 4)
 Through discussions with the Director of Supply Chain, it was established that risk 

pertaining to a loss of supplier sits with the contract managers and the heads of 
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service. The contracts managers of the listed contracts were contacted to discuss the 
issue. 
 The risk relating to service delivery and continuity for the four marketplace 

contracts relating to adult and children’s care services were found to be 
considered on JCAD. It was to note that the areas were broadly considered 
due to the volume and variation of the individual services provided. 

For the remaining six contracts, it could not be evidenced that the risk relating to loss 
of supplier had been formally documented/considered.   Further detail has been 
provided under the detailed finding. (Recommendation 5)
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Appendix B
London Borough of Waltham Forest

Second Follow Up Report
iWorld Housing Management Application Review

December 2018 

Recommendations 
Followed up

Implemented Partially 
Implemented

Not 
Implemented

No Longer 
Applicable

Seven Two Three Two N/A
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (1): Contract Management - Contract with the Supplier Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change - Housing         
Deadline: 19/5/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

No up to date contract could be 
located which referenced the current 
supplier.

Management should take steps to review the position 
regarding the contract for the application and 
associated support.  This agreement should also 
cover remote access and detailed Data Protection 
compliance requirements.

Original Management Response
The Northgate contract was originally 
agreed with LBWF and Northgate, with 
Ascham Homes given permissions to 
liaise directly with Northgate which 
resulted in just the support contract 
being renewed annually. Now that 
Housing is back in-house with LBWF a 
meeting has been arranged between 
Northgate and LBWF contract 
manager to review the existing contract 
and bring it up to date with the current 
products in use by LBWF Housing.
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
The supplier (Northgate) has provided 
a letter (dated 6/2/18) to confirm the 
Council stating their “on-going” 
agreement to the use of the iWorld 
Application.  This action missed the 
original deadline identified.  The 
matters regarding addressing remote 
access and Data Protection 
Compliance have not been addressed.
The Council will when this agreement 
expires April / May 2018 be looking to 
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put in place a fixed term contract (five 
years).  This approach will, however, 
need to be discussed with procurement 
colleagues as the cost may exceed 
financial thresholds.

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
We have renewed for 1 year and as part of the new support contract we are looking at a revised 
costing from Northgate for a cloud based solution and also in the process of completing a 
procurement exercise looking at a number of suppliers. i.e Civic.Capita, SDM housing. This exercise 
is due to be completed by December 2018 in preparation for the new financial year.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
The follow up review has highlighted no contract / agreement has been put in place for the year 
extension.  Further discussions have highlighted that no detailed work has been completed to 
formalise remote access by the supplier for Housing specifically and detailed Data Protection 
compliance requirements have yet to be addressed.  The Head of IT and Business Change - 
Housing is still working with the procurement section to progress this matter further.

Not Implemented

Further Recommendations: 
N/A

Revised Deadline :
N/A
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (2): Application Security Administration - Non-named ID’s with High Level Access 
Privileges

Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing and 
Business Application Technical Analyst 
- ICT                                                                                                                                                           
Deadline: 26/5/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

 A default application ID named 
“Hou” exists – this ID provides the 
highest level access available.  
Knowledge of the password 
includes staff from Housing Quality 
Team (SA’s), the Application 
Support Team and the external 
supplier (Northgate).  This therefore 
undermines individual accountability 
when used.  The password is not 
subject to change and discussions 
highlighted it has not been changed 
since implementation.   Potentially, 
knowledge of the password extends 
to former employees or any other 
external consultants.  This issue 
was raised in an email to both the 
Head of IT and Business Change, 
Families and Homes Directorate 
and Application Team Manager, 
Corporate ICT on 26/1/17.
In addition to this a further ID 
Hou1exists – Password changed 
1/2/17 – It is unclear who changed 

The Hou1 ID should be disabled if the reasons for 
it cannot be identified. 
There is therefore a need to investigate 
implementing a password change to both Hou 
and Hou1 ID’s.  Subsequent changes to 
password(s) should be undertaken in a controlled 
manner to ensure no adverse effect on system 
availability or other processes occurs.
The use of all high level privileged ID’s should be 
reported on via the management / audit logging 
process.
The management of non-named / service 
accounts should be documented and password 
changes should be completed on a periodical 
basis in a controlled manner.

Original Management Response 
Further investigation is currently 
underway to review the impact of 
changing the Hou & Hou1 ID’s user 
password and restricted access. As 
there is a possibility that on the original 
setup of Northgate the Hou & Hou1 
ID’s account is linked to a number of 
systems run configurations i.e. batch 
runs from SAP into Northgate.
A weekly log of Hou & Hou1 ID 
accessing the system will be monitored 
and changes required using the above 
ID’s will be logged on the Service Desk 
tool.
Discussions are also underway with 
ICT to review system access to 3rd 
parties and ensuring that all system 
password changes falls into line with 
the ICT corporate policy for passwords 
resets.
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this and why.  The iWorld Systems 
Administrator is investigating this 
issue. 
There are a number of other non-
named ID’s (Client; CWHBENFITS; 
FDW; GWTEST; HBENEFITS; 
HBENEFITS2; HBENEFITS3; and 
TEST which are active.  Some of 
these have full access.  The 
reasons for them being available 
are not documented.  One further ID 
(HC3MR) is used for workflow 
purposes but is not fully 
documented.

Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
The use of the Hou ID has been 
discussed with the supplier and they 
recommend that the password should 
not be changed as it is linked to 
application jobs already in place.
Audit Findings Following First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
This is noted, however, the password 
for this ID with the highest level access 
has never been changed.  This 
remains a key weakness.  In addition 
to this the weekly check has yet to be 
implemented although the report was 
available for use.  Development work 
finalised March 2018.
The management response to the 
follow up indicated that the Hou1 
account has been disabled, however, 
checks showed this was re-activated 
after the review was completed in 2017 
although now again disabled.  
Management have indicated that steps 
are being taken to remove the ID from 
the application.  Discussions are on-
going with the supplier.
Discussions with Housing Directorate 
iWorld application support staff have 
highlighted no work has been 
completed about use of non-named 
accounts / service accounts.
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Additional Recommendation(s) Made 
linked to First Follow Up
1. Action needs to be taken to ensure 

the use of all high level privileged 
ID’s is reviewed using the 
management / audit report 
developed.  It should be completed 
on a regular basis and evidenced 
accordingly with action(s) taken as 
necessary.

Date Identified for Action: 1/6/18
2. Use of the Hou ID should be logged 

by the user with dates and reasons.  
Management, or their nominated 
deputy, should cross check that 
activity to the report on the use of 
the Hou ID.  Any anomalies should 
be checked accordingly and 
evidenced.

Date Identified for Action: 1/6/18
3. The removal of non-named Hou 

equivalent ID’s should be 
permanently removed from the 
application to prevent them being 
enable and used further.  However, 
before doing so it is important that 
application security administrators / 
managers, in conjunction with the 
supplier, ensure this will not have 
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any adverse effect on the operation 
of the application.

Date Identified for Action: 1/6/18

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
Our supplier Northgate advised that the account is critical for support therefore Waltham Forest 
changed the password and restricted access just to core IT Staff.  All changes to the system via 
HOU will be under change control.  Furthermore all other non-named high access accounts have 
been disabled and greater controls have been place on support staff accounts with high level 
privileges.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
Password Change HOU ID - The Head of IT and Business Change – Housing has verbally 
confirmed the password for the HOU ID has now been changed.  
Non named / service accounts - Documenting the non-named / service accounts has yet to be 
completed as well as regular password changes.  A document was received 22/11/18.
Follow Up One Additional Recommendation (1) – Review of high level privileged ID use – 
Discussions confirmed that this has yet to be completed.  The Head of IT and Business Change – 
Housing has now identified a report to review activity using high level privileged ID use.
Follow Up One Additional Recommendation (2) – Logging use of HOU ID use – Restrictions were 
put in place on 11/10/18 regarding access to this ID.  Logging use of the HOU ID will be controlled 
via change control / call records.  No use of the HOU ID has been requested since the restrictions 
were established on 11/10/18.  
Follow Up One Additional Recommendation (3) – Non-named HOU equivalent ID’s should be 
permanently removed from the application – The supplier has confirmed verbally the removal of 
these ID’s could impact on data integrity and records.  Testing highlighted none of these non-named 
HOU equivalent ID’s are active.

Partly implemented

Further Recommendations (Second Follow Up) : 
1.  Non named / service accounts – Password changes should be completed on a periodical 

basis in a controlled manner where applicable.

Revised Deadline :
31/1/19 
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2. Review of high level privileged ID use and reporting – This should be completed at least 
monthly for the HOU ID and cross checked to change control records / service calls recorded. 
Other use of equivalent HOU ID’s should be sample checked accordingly.  Evidence of such 
reviews should be kept.

3. Non-named HOU equivalent ID’s – Housing management should establish a check to ensure 
none of these accounts have been reactivated. Evidence of such reviews should be kept.

31/12/18

31/12/18
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (3): Application Security Administration - Supplier Access Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing                                                                                                                                                             
Deadline: 26/5/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

The review has highlighted issues 
regarding supplier access:
 Access is via a VPN connection 

which is available 24/7.  
 Supplier staff use the “Hou” ID.
 Access is not being tracked / 

recorded or reviewed by either 
the Corporate Application Team 
or Northgate Housing Quality 
Team.

 There is no information about 
which supplier employees have 
access.

 There is no agreement with the 
supplier for remote access. The 
reasons for them being available 
are not documented.  

Steps should be taken to put in place an 
appropriate management and monitoring 
framework for supplier specific activity.  This 
should be documented accordingly.  

Original Management Response 
Already in discussion with Northgate 
and ICT to review Northgate’s access 
rights to the system: 
Creation of individual accounts for 
support staff - Northgate
Access controlled via LBWF ICT 
service desk
Change controlled for any system 
changes by third parties
Restricting access to Northgate system 
for core hours unless agreed via 
change control
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
Actions have been taken in January 
2018 to progress the recommendation.  
As yet this has not been formally 
resolved.  The latter includes agreeing, 
and documenting, roles of 
responsibilities for the key 
stakeholders i.e. Housing staff, 
Corporate ICT and the external 
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supplier.

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
Creation of individual accounts for support staff – Northgate - has now been completed.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
The change record created 11/10/18 intends to establish individual ID’s for supplier (Northgate) 
users.  This has yet to be finalised.  In addition to this no process has been established to review 
access / activity.  The Head of IT and Business Change – Housing highlighted going forward this will 
be reviewed as part of monthly account meetings.

Partly implemented

Further Recommendations: 
Individual ID’s for supplier (Northgate) users – These should be established as soon as possible and 
available ID’s and activity will form part of future monthly account meetings.  The process will be 
documented accordingly.

Revised Deadline :
1/2/19
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (4): Application Logical Security - Security Settings and Configuration Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing                                                                                                                                                             
Deadline: 9/6/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

Testing highlighted the following 
issues with security configuration 
with the iWorld Housing 
Management application and 
approved policies.  These are:
 Users, defined within the 

First_Default, are not forced to 
change passwords and the 
format is weak i.e. not case 
sensitive and only requires four 
characters.  This group includes 
one System Administrator and 
the ID’s “Hou” and “Hou1 – see 
2 above. 

 Forced password change is set 
to 90 days for the ALL-USERS 
group.  Policy states 60 days.

 Password length not set as per 
policy (Six - ALL-USERS and 
Four - First_Default).  Policy 
states nine characters.

 Re-use of the same password is 
not prevented for the users in 
First_Default group.

 ALL-USERS are disabled after 

Steps should be taken to ensure logical 
application security configuration is set in line with 
agreed policy and expected good practice.

At least annually, or following an upgrade or other 
significant change to the application, security 
settings should be checked to ensure correct / as 
expected.  Such reviews should be evidenced 
accordingly.

 

Original Management Response 
Overall process for password reset is 
currently in the process of being 
implemented bringing all Northgate 
passwords resets in line with the 
corporate ICT password policy. This 
will address all issues highlighted in 
this report, and will be documented 
and recorded under change control.
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
The full implementation of this 
recommendation has been delayed 
following the discovery of a software 
bug in version 6.15 which was to be 
implemented in November 2017.  A 
new version V6.16.1 will be 
implemented in May 2018 which 
should see all actions implemented.
The second recommendation will be 
actioned after the implementation of 
V6.16.1 and thereafter.
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three attempts – policy states 
five.  Control not applied to 
First_Default group.

 The following functionality has 
not been activated / set: 
 Adding a higher level of 

encryption to passwords.
 Settings for locking accounts 

after a number of invalid 
attempts and providing users 
with grace logins when 
passwords expire.

 Preventing users from using 
certain words in passwords.

Finally discussions highlighted 
security settings are not routinely 
checked to ensure correct / as 
expected.
Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
Completed – All users are now using self-service for password reset and user passwords is now in 
line with corporate ICT policy.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
Testing has confirmed password configuration has been set.  In addition to this we have highlighted 
the need to ensure regular checks are made to ensure no unauthorised / accidental changes are 
made to the agreed settings.

Implemented

Further Recommendations: 
A formal review of the application security settings, including password configuration, should be 
completed on a regular basis i.e. monthly to ensure no unauthorised / accidental changes are made 
to the agreed settings.  Reviews should be evidenced accordingly.

Revised Deadline :
31/12/18
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (5): Change Management - Managing Changes and Testing Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing and 
Application Team Manager – 
Corporate ICT                                                                                                                                                            
Deadline: 16/6/2017 – Use of ICT 
Change Management process 
(Immediate)

Finding Recommendation Management Response

Full change management 
processes are not recorded for all 
activity completed by the Housing 
Quality Team.  In addition to this 
only four changes have been 
recorded for corporate ICT activity 
since 2012.  The review has 
highlighted the annual rent rise 
process includes work completed by 
the ICT Application Support team 
and these are not documented.

In addition to the above a review of 
testing highlighted:
 There is no document testing 

strategy.
 Lack of formality regarding the 

production of test plans / scripts.
 Three test environments exist 

(Houtest / Houtrain / Houall) 
however, “live” user ID’s are still 

Directorate of Families and Homes
Change Management
A process to manage application changes and 
other development work e.g. Business Objects / 
Toad for Oracle software use should be agreed 
and implemented.  It should dovetail as 
necessary with the Corporate ICT processes as 
necessary
Testing
A specific application testing strategy should be 
agreed and documented.  This should make clear 
the roles and responsibilities of all parties 
involved.
Urgent steps should be taken to ensure only 
those users who require access to test 
environments can do so.  Changes to displays i.e. 
colour changes should also be considered.
Testing should be formalised with records of 
actions taken i.e. indicating test, expected and 
actual result and actions taken if necessary.  This 
should complement any agreed corporate 

Original Management Response 
A new testing strategy documentation 
is to be created for each business area 
which will clearly define roles and 
responsibilities for business\ICT and 
Northgate support 
Initial meeting has taken place with ICT 
change management team, a number 
of system changes are recorded on 
support works. However there is an 
action to create a Housing Change 
management and configuration 
process which will fall into line with 
Corporate ICT change management. 
Change management meeting will be 
held with Corporate ICT to ensure that 
all changes to the Northgate system is 
managed and implemented 
successfully.
There is currently some business UAT 
documents in place with is currently 
being reviewed and will be updated to 
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available.  No process to 
change the display i.e. different 
colours to the “live” 
environment.  There are 
potential Data Protection 
compliance issues as a result. 

 The installation of revised / 
updated software into the “live” 
environment, via the ICT 
Application Support Team DBA, 
is not formalised. 

 Directorate users are unaware 
of any process to reconcile data 
before and after significant 
changes / updates are applied 
to the “live” environment.  The 
Corporate ICT DBA does not 
undertake any formal checks 
either.  

approach.  
Sign offs from all relevant stakeholders 
(managers) should be received / evidenced prior 
to implementing changes in the “live” 
environment.
A reconciliation process should be completed to 
ensure state of control before and after changes 
to any “live” application.
Corporate ICT 
ICT management should ensure all changes to 
the “live” environment are being recorded as 
expected.

incorporate business sign-off for UAT 
environment and sign off that a change 
has been implemented successfully 
within the LIVE environment.
Steps will be taken to ensure all 
changes are recorded as per the ICT 
Change Management process agreed.
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
Discussions have highlighted that 
recent work has been completed within 
Housing to implement a change 
management process – this includes 
establishing a change Board within the 
service area.  This was completed in 
January 2018.  It has yet to be formally 
discussed with staff from ICT.  
However, it has been raised with 
Housing staff of the need to comply 
with the agreed corporate approach.  It 
is though noted that some changes, 
which may not involve ICT e.g. screen 
displays, report developments, will be 
undertaken by the Housing Quality 
Management Team – they support the 
iWorld application within the 
Directorate, and these will need to be 
formally controlled.
Audit Findings Following First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
It is noted progress has been made to 
document test scripts for different 
users within the Directorate.  However, 
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these have yet to be used.
Additional Recommendation(s) Made 
linked to First Follow Up
The Head of Housing Quality will need 
to ensure the internal approach for 
changes undertaken by the Housing 
Quality Management Team is agreed / 
documented and this identifies the 
types of changes requiring formal 
approval or which is deemed business 
as usual work.
Date Identified for Action: 1/6/18

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
All changes are logged and managed adhering to the corporate change control process and 
managed through the corporate ITSM (Information Technology Service Management) system 
Hornbill. This will ensure that there is a formal record of any changes planned, tested, agreed and 
sign-off by stake holders.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
The change control process has been established although the first meeting of the Housing Change 
Board did not occur until 14/10/18 which is later than original identified by Housing Management 
(January 2018) in their response to the first follow up.
Follow Up One Additional Recommendation – Identify changes requiring formal approval or 
business as usual – Northgate Housing IT Change Management Policy v1 identifies “Change Types” 
– Complete.
Test scripts completed for implementation of V6.16.1. have not been reviewed.

Implemented

Further Recommendations: 
N/A

Revised Deadline :
N/A
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (6): Technical and User Documentation - Configuration Documentation Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing                                                                                                                                                             
Deadline: 16/6/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

Issues identified were:
 Configuration documentation 

maintained by the ICT 
Application Support Team, 
contains details of key ID’s and 
passwords.  

 Other technical / configuration 
documentation i.e. any work 
completed by the Housing 
Quality Team does not exist e.g. 
for security administration, or is 
out of date where available (ICT 
Application Support Team).

 All available documents did not 
include management / version 
control information.

Directorate of Families and Homes
Full application configuration, management and 
operations documentation should be drafted to 
cover all areas of activity.  Such documentation 
should be kept up to date with any changes 
made.
Corporate ICT 
Security information should be removed from ICT 
documentation.

All documentation should contain the necessary 
management and version control information i.e. 
date produced, author, version and date next 
review required.

Original Management Response 
This is linked with the change 
management process and existing 
documents are currently under review 
and will be updated to reflect 
Northgate.
RACI model for ICT and Housing 
Quality to be created
All security information with the ICT 
documentation will be removed.
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
Work has yet to be finalised regarding 
documentation.  A revised deadline of 
May 2018 has now been identified to 
coincide with the upgrade planned.
Audit Findings Following First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
Follow up testing has confirmed that 
ICT documentation does not 
consistently contain version control 
information and security information is 
still included in documentation 
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available.

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
The system security information has been removed from the technical support documentation.  User 
and Technical support documentation is under review and as part of the change process there will 
be ongoing updates to ensure accuracy.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
System security information was removed from the technical support documentation on 15/11/18. 
Discussions confirmed that the ICT Application Support team maintain infrastructure documentation.  
However, further checks with the Applications Team Manager confirmed that no checklist of required 
documentation / information to be held is available.
Testing has though confirmed any changes to the iWorld application completed by the Housing 
Quality Team – such as settings parameters within the system – are not formally recorded.  This 
matter has been raised with the Head of IT and Business Change – Housing.

Partly implemented

Further Recommendations: 
1. The Applications Team Manager should draw up a list of required documentation / 

information to be held as a minimum for each application supported by his team.
2. Documenting any “local” changes to the application configuration i.e. parameters should be 

documented fully.

Revised Deadline :
31/1/19

28/2/19
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (7): Business Continuity Arrangements - Availability of Plan Responsible Officer: Head of IT and                                                                                       
Business Change – Housing                                                                                                                                                             
Deadline: 16/6/2017

Finding Recommendation Management Response

The available directorate application 
business continuity plan is out of 
date (May 2015).  Last updated 
when Housing services provide via 
Ascham Homes.  

The available Business Continuity Plan should be 
updated. It should dovetail with any corporate ICT 
arrangements in place.  The plan should be 
tested and reviewed on a regular pre-determined 
basis.  The emphasis of such a plan should be to 
recover the critical business functions in the 
shortest period of time.

Original Management Response 
Agreed – Business continuity plan to 
be updated and agreed with the 
business and ICT. Head of IT and 
Business Change -                         – 
Housing to agree with ICT how we can 
conduct a test to ensure that we can 
ensure that there are no issues with 
recovering services for the business.
Management Response to First Follow 
Up (Issued May 18)
Work has yet to be finalised regarding 
Business Continuity arrangements.  
Documentation supplied as part of the 
follow up does not include key 
information as expected for a business 
continuity plan.  The document 
provided does not include any 
approvals or version control 
information and it is therefore unclear 
when it was last updated.
Work is still required to be completed 
with ICT on how to test the application 
recovery for business continuity 
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purposes.  A revised target date for 
completing a recovery test has been 
identified as October 2018.

Follow Up Result 

Management Response to Second Follow Up (November 18)
ICT have completed a number of tests where we have successfully restored a backup from the live 
environment into a test environment.  A Business Continuity plan that covers Housing and ICT 
support for the i-World has been updated addressing the issues outlined.
Audit Findings Following Second Follow Up (November 18)
Housing IT_Business Continuity Plan v2 provided – This was signed off by Head of IT and Business 
Change – Housing only.  There has been no sign off from other members of the Housing service.  
The Applications Team Manager confirmed he had seen the document but not signed if off.  Our 
review of this plan highlighted a lack of full information and not a full business continuity plan.  This 
matter was raised with the Head of IT and Business Change – Housing and the Applications Team 
Manager.  Subsequent to this the Head of IT and Business Change – Housing supplied the 
Directorate’s “Housing Services Business Continuity PlanFinal Jan2018v2” – dated 18.12.2017 as 
per the version control information but signed off in 13th September 2017.  However, upon on review 
this document does not make any specific reference to the iWorld Application and as such does not 
support business continuity arrangements. 
Further discussions did indicate that some testing had been completed by the Application Support 
Team relating to data base restoration but not a full restore of the application servers.  No evidence 
to support details of the restore and results have been documented.  The Applications Team 
Manager is fully aware of the need to test the Disaster Recovery for the iWorld Application and plans 
to schedule this in 2019.  

Not Implemented

Further Recommendations: 
Any future business continuity / disaster recovery testing results should be documented with any 
action(s) required being tracked and evidenced accordingly by all key stakeholders.

Revised Deadline :
1/1/19
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Implemented – the recommendation that had previously been raised as a priority one has been reviewed and was considered 
implemented.

Partly implemented – aspects of the priority one recommendation had been implemented however not considered implemented 
in full.

Not implemented – there had been insufficient or no progress made in implementing this priority one recommendation.
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London Borough of Waltham Forest

Follow Up Report

Freedom of Information and Subject Access Requests

 December 2018

Recommendations 
Followed up

Implemented Partially 
Implemented

Not 
Implemented

No Longer 
Applicable

2 - - 2 -
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (1): Processing of Requests – Responding to RfR, SAR and ICO Responsible Officer: Head of Business Support
Deadline: December 2017

Internal audit has identified a number of 
breaches of regulatory deadlines and internal 
procedures in the handling of SARS, 
Requests for Review and ICO letters.  These 
are detailed in Appendix 1.  The Council will 
be potentially liable to a fine for each breach 
recorded.
Internal audit has noted that, unlike for FOIs, 
the Information Officer does not send a 
reminder prior to the deadline and does not 
chase service areas when the deadline has 
passed for RfR, SAR and ICO requests. The 
Information Officer is rarely informed of the 
outcome or copied into the response by 
service areas. When feedback is given, it is 
mostly oral.  
The above findings indicate that members of 
staff responding to requests may not be fully 
aware of procedures and grasp how 
paramount it is that required timescales are 
met order to respond within the prescribed 
deadlines.  

Once procedures have been reviewed and 
updated, staff should be trained on the 
governance aspects of RfRs, SARs and ICO to 
ensure they understand the impact of 
processing on time.
Business Hub staff should send remainders and 
chase responses as a back-up.

Agreed. It should be noted that breaches 
in FOIs have reduced substantially since 
this field work was carried out. Senior 
colleagues will be asked to remind key 
officers in their Directorates of the 
importance, of meeting statutory deadlines 
on not just FOIs but all the other related 
requests. As below a training programme 
will also be offered. 
The Head of Business Support will seek 
support from Management Board to 
ensure that the relevant staff attend 
training sessions.

Follow Up Result 
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Not 
Implemented

Further Recommendations:                                                                                                                      Revised Deadline : 

N/A
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (2): Processing of Requests – Centralisation of SAR and ICO requests Responsible Officer: Head of Business Support
Deadline: December 2017 

Since October 2016, six SAR requests have 
been found to be emailed to and processed 
directly by Revenue and Benefits.
Additionally, an ICO request has been found 
to be initially processed by a service area 
who did not inform the Information Officer. 
The latter was subsequently informed by the 
officer to whom the request was forwarded.   
This suggests members of staff are 
unaware of the: 
1. requirements for processing and 

deadlines
2. the centralisation of records and 

tracking

The system for processing SARs and ICO 
requests should mirror the process for 
FOIs. All requests should be received 
initially by the Information Officer and 
logged, distributed and tracked. 
Nominated Officers in each department 
should act as a central processing point 
for requests.  The Information Officer 
should coordinate all requests through 
the nominated officer.  
SARs from children and families should 
be bought into the Business Hub model.

Agreed. Heather Flinders and Louise 
Duffield to further discuss bringing 
SARS from Children and Families into 
a centralised model. 
Reminders to be issued to all other 
service areas and intranet pages to be 
made clearer.

Follow Up Result 
Auditee’s response – 

Not 
Implemented

Further Recommendations:                                                                                                                      Revised Deadline : 
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N/A

Implemented – the recommendation that had previously been raised as a priority one has been reviewed and was considered implemented.

Partly implemented – aspects of the priority one recommendation had been implemented however not considered implemented in full.

Not implemented – there had been insufficient or no progress made in implementing this priority one recommendation.
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London Borough of Waltham Forest

Follow Up Report

Housing File Management

 December 2018

Recommendations 
Followed up

Implemented Partially 
Implemented

Not 
Implemented

No Longer 
Applicable

6 1 2 3 -
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Contract Management

Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response
Rec No (1):Contract with Iron Mountain Responsible Officer: 1. Louise Duffield, Head of Business Support

2. Modester Anucha, Assistant director Housing Solutions

Deadline: Various. See below.

We obtained the contract for document storage between 
the Council and Iron Mountain (UK) Limited which 
commenced on 27 June 2013. 
The contract is for four years with an option for the Council 
to extend for a further three one year terms. The Council 
can exercise this option to extend by giving Iron Mountain 
notice of intention to renew no less than three months 
prior to the date which the contract would otherwise 
expire.
We therefore requested evidence to confirm the contract 
was extended, as this was due to expire on 27 June 2017 
and the option to exercise should have been undertaken 
in March 2017. We received an e-mail between the 
Business Support Manager and the Head of IT and 
Business Change (who is the Contact for the Iron 
Mountain contract) and identified this had not been done 
as the Council were unaware of the length of the contract.  
We were therefore unable to provide assurance that the 
contract, which at the time of the audit was due to expire 
on 27 June 2017, has been extended.

The Council should ensure that the contract 
with Iron Mountain is extended providing that 
it is considered to be providing the 
appropriate level of service/ VfM, if not the 
service should be market tested. 
The Council should investigate the cost-
benefit of implementing an electronic 
document management system to store all 
housing solution documents in an electronic 
format.

Negotiations are underway for a 
new 5 year contract which will 
bring together all the scanning 
and archiving activity across the 
Council under one framework 
contract to deliver greater 
economies of scale and 
coordinated management. The 
contract will be managed 
centrally by Business Support. – 
31 September 2017

Housing solutions is in the 
process of developing an 
electronic document 
management solution. The 
project is well advanced and is 
on track to go live before the 
end of the year. 31 January 
2018

Follow Up Result 14 December 2018
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Business Support:

The Head of Business Support confirmed the proposal for the new contract was received in principle agreement 
from the Audit and Governance committee and thus an EU compliant procurement process through the existing 
frameworks commenced. This sought to test value for money across framework providers and enabled a 
competitive pricing agreement to be formally reached with Iron Mountain. The new, extended contract now has 
approval and is in the process of being formally sealed.  

Housing Solutions:

Due to technical issues the EDRMS was due to go live in September 2018, however through the implementation 
of the  Jigsaw IT system,  files for new cases picked up from April 2018 are electronically stored. 

Internal Audit has been unable to confirm the status of the data migration of the physical files pre April 2018 onto 
Jigsaw.

Partially Implemented

Further Recommendations: Revised Deadline : April 2019 

1- Contract with Iron Mountain to be Sealed 

2- Action plan to be created around the migration of physical files onto Jigsaw.
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (2): Invoice reconciliation Responsible Officer: Sean Carroll, Business Support Manager

Deadline: 31 November 2017
We identified that there are standard regular billing activities 
applicable to the Council through the Iron Mountain Contract. 
These are split into Core activities and Transport Services. The 
contract states that it costs £1.46 to collect a box and 67p to 
retrieve a box or file. There are then costs relating to the 
transportation of the files/boxes. These are: 
 Next day: £17.50 
 Same day: £35.00 
 2 Hour Rush: £75.00. 

Furthermore, there are handling charges of £0.31p per 
box/package. 
A statement relating to payments made to Iron Mountain from 
April 2016 to July 2017 confirmed total payments of £30,955. 
However we were unable to confirm that the costs of the service 
charged by Iron Mountain are reconciled to the actual number of 
core and transport activities undertaken to ensure that the 
amounts charged are correct and in line with the agreed prices. 

Reconciliations between the service 
charges by Iron Mountain and actual 
usage of the service should be 
undertaken on all invoices received 
from Iron Mountain before being paid. 

Agreed. As a part of the 
centralised management of the 
contract a reconciliation process 
will be put in place. Additionally, 
we intend to bring the request 
for storage and retrieval of files 
on to the self-service portal 
which will enable easier 
reconciliation.

Follow Up Result 3 January 2019

Through discussions with the Business Support Manager it was ascertained that reconciliations between the service charges 
by Iron Mountain and actual usage of the service are not currently undertaken on all invoices received from Iron Mountain 
before being paid. 

Business Support initially confirmed that was planned to be undertaken from September 2018, however evidence of this was 
not provided.

Not 
implemented
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Further Recommendations: Revised Deadline : 
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Retrieval of Housing Files

Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (3): Maintaining a complete audit trail for requests  Responsible Officer: Sean Carroll, Business Support Manager

Deadline: 31 November 2017
A request for retrieving housing files stored by Iron Mountain 
can be made by any Housing Solutions Officer. The Officers 
can request the retrieval of housing files by sending an e-mail 
to the generic inbox for requests at 
'housing.files@walthamforest.gov.uk’ which is monitored by 
Business Support. 
When requesting the retrieval of a housing file, the Housing 
officer should include the file reference number and/or client 
name. 
We selected a sample of 50 requests for files for testing since 
April 2016 (10% from a total population size of 483 requests) 
to confirm that requests were made by a Housing Solutions 
Officer and that confirmation from Iron mountain that the file 
found and delivery details. However, adequate records (email 
requests etc.) had not been maintained between April 2016 
and January 2017 and records could not be located. The 
process moved to Business Support Team in January 2017 
from which we were able to test 20 requests processed since 
January 2017 from a total population size of 190 requests to 
conduct testing on. 
The results of our testing identified: 

 Eight instances where the original e-mail request for the 
housing file was retained and made available for audit 

 12 instances where we were unable to confirm who the 
original request was made by, as the requests could not 

A complete and accurate audit trail 
should be maintained for all requests 
for files to retrieve from Iron Mountain. 
This includes the e-mail request, 
receipt from Iron Mountain and the e-
mail to the requestor confirming the 
order and delivery date. 

Agreed – We are currently 
scoping the use of our new 
self-service portal for making 
the files request and 
confirmation of the order and 
delivery. The use of the portal 
will allow an adequate audit 
trail.
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be located.

Once a file has been ordered, Business Support will receive 
an e-mail from Iron Mountain confirming the file has been 
found and the date of delivery. Subsequently, the requestor 
will receive an e-mail from the Business Support Officer 
advising the requestor of the delivery date.
The results of our testing of 20 requests identified:
Seven instances where an e-mail receipt from Iron Mountain 
and the subsequent e-mail sent from Business Support to the 
requestor was retained on file.
13 instances where we were unable to confirm an adequate 
audit trail was maintained.
Follow Up Result 7 August 2018

Through discussions with the Business Support manager it was ascertained that a tracking spreadsheet is maintained 
which records details of all ordered files, therefore an adequate audit trail is available.

This records the requester, file number, date file arrived and date the file is collected from business support. 

The spreadsheet was obtained to confirm details Through inspection of the spreadsheet it was noted that a total of 176 file 
order requests were received for the period December 2017 – July 2018. 

A sample of 17 requests were selected, all of which were successfully evidenced to confirm the email from the requestor 
and email to the requestor advising of delivery. 

Implemented
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (4): Report of files retrieved  Responsible Officer: Sean Carroll, Business Support Manager

Deadline: 31 December 2017

The Business Support Team maintain a spreadsheet of all 
boxes stored at Iron Mountain. This includes the reference 
numbers of the files within each box. Iron Mountain also 
maintain a central record of all boxes and files in storage.
Relevant users from Business Support can access the 
Iron Mountain records via Iron Mountain Connect, an 
online portal designed to allow users to search and 
request files from storage. Business Support Officers have 
individual log-in credentials in order to access the 
database.
Through discussion with the Business Support Officer, the 
Business Support Team Leader, examination of the Log 
Book, and through our testing, we identified that there are 
instances where closed files that are requested by 
Housing officers cannot be located and retrieved.
Examination of the log book (in place since May 2017) 
identified out of the 69 requests received 24 files could not 
be found.
Furthermore the Corporate Anti-Fraud Team has in past 
identified issues related to housing files which could not 
be located. We requested 10 files that the Corporate Anti-
Fraud Team had previously requested and were not 
found. The Business Support Officer looked for the files on 
the Iron Mountain system and was unable to locate seven 
of these 10. The remaining three files were recorded as 
being stored at Iron Mountain however upon requesting 

A) The Council should undertake on 
a regular basis (i.e. quarterly) a review of all 
files retrieved from Iron Mountain which 
have not been returned back to storage.

B) An e-mail should then be sent to 
those staff who requested the file to confirm 
if they still have possession of it and to 
enquire on whether they still require the file.

C) The records the Council hold and 
the records at Iron Mountain should be 
checked to ensure the correct location is 
stated.

D) Management should also run a 
report on a regular basis of all files that are 
recorded as being in multiple 
locations/boxes. Where the report identifies 
instances of duplicates, these should be 
investigated to ensure the accurate location 
of the file is recorded.

Agreed – Once the development 
of using the Self-service portal is 
complete better management of 
the files will be addressed as 
timescales can be built in to 
generate reminders to chase the 
files not returned. However if we 
move over to EMS this will 
eliminate the current issues.P
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these none were subsequently able to be located to be 
passed to the Anti-Fraud Team.
Files that are requested are closed cases, and all closed 
cases/files should be sent to Iron Mountain for storage. 
However the missing/lost files (i.e. ones that have been 
requested but not been able to be retrieved) are either:

 Recorded as being in storage at Iron Mountain, 
sometimes in multiple boxes, but when Iron Mountain 
check the box/boxes, the file is not there;

 Recorded as being back with the Council based a 
previous request and the file has not been returned; or

 Not recorded as being at Iron Mountain.

Follow Up Result  December 2018

Through discussions with the Business Support Manager, it was confirmed that the new digital process for requesting files 
has been developed and tested with the Council’s self-service portal. This will enable electronic tracking of all housing 
files. The digital process will be enhanced based on user feedback once live to provide greater automation of processes 
around reminders. However evidence of this operating has not been provided.  It was noted that the initial management 
response stated that the switch to the Electronic Management System would address the issues/recommendations.

A) Regular/Quarterly reviews around files which have been retrieved from Iron Mountain and have not been sent back 
are not currently being conducted.

B) Further to the point A, as reviews are not being conducted; those files which have been retrieved from Iron 
Mountain and not returned are not currently highlighted and chased.

C) Evidence that reconciliation has been conducted in order to verify the accuracy of the Councils file management 
records and Iron Mountain's records was not provided.

D) Evidence to confirm that a report is run identifying files which have been recorded as being in multiple 

Not 
Implemented
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locations/boxes was not provided.

Further Recommendations: Revised Deadline : April 2019

The initial issues raised in the finding should be addressed and recommendations implemented. 
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (5):Maintaining a log book Responsible Officer: Sean Carroll, Business Support Manager

Deadline: 31 December 2017

The Business Support Team have since May 2017 maintained a 
log book, listing all files requested and the requestor. When the 
files are delivered to Business Support by Iron Mountain, they 
are brought to the requestor by Business Support, who will ask 
the requestor to sign the log book, confirming delivery and to 
maintain a trail of where the file is.
From our sample of 20 requests, we identified:

 Six instances where we were able to verify the file had been 
signed for as received in the Log book;

 10 instances where we were unable to verify that the 
requestor had received the file as the log book was either not 
signed or did not contain the request; and

 Two instances where the file was not found and two 
instances the file had not been delivered from Iron Mountain 
to be passed to the requestor at the time of testing.

Through further discussion with the Business Support Officer 
and Business Support Team Leader, we identified that the Log 
Book was a new way of recording requests and deliveries as of 
May 2017. Further examination of the log book in addition to our 
sample identified a number of instances where the log book was 
not signed. We were therefore unable to confirm the files had 
been delivered to the requestor.
In addition, the log book did not contain the dates of either the 
request or the delivery and thus the audit trail was incomplete.

The log book should be completed and 
updated for all file requests, recording 
the:
 Date of request;

 File/case number;

 Client name;

 Requestor name; and

 Date delivered and signature of 
employee upon delivery.

Agreed – Once the requesting 
system for the files have been 
transferred over to the new self-
service portal there will be a 
clear audit trail. In the interim 
the log book should be updated 
and file boxes need to be made 
inaccessible to staff to prevent 
staff taking files without signing 
that they have these files.
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Follow Up Result 16 May 2018
Through discussions with the Business Support Manager it was confirmed that From November 2017, an excel 
spreadsheet has been maintained by Business Support which tracks the Date of request, File/case number, Client name, 
Requestor name and Date delivered. Through discussions with the Business Support Manager, the signature of the 
requester on upon delivery it not formally retained, instead the initial email requesting the file order is retained.

As the signature of receiving officer is not recorded/retained, there is a risk that the files may be collected/delivered to an 
individual other than the requesting officer. This may hinder tracking of the files.

Partially 
implemented

Further Recommendations:  Revised Deadline :April 2019  

Signature of requestors should be retained to ensure that files have been collected by the appropriate person. 
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Audit Title, Issue and Date Recommendation Management Response

Rec No (6): Responsible Officer: Sean Carroll, Business Support Manager

Deadline: 31 December 2017

Through discussion with the Assistant Director of Housing 
Solutions and the Business Support Team Leader, we were 
unable to identify when the last destruction of records was 
undertaken, if this had ever been done or who is 
responsible for identifying these records requiring 
destruction.

Furthermore, the destruction dates are not recorded on the 
files or boxes when records are sent to archive.

The responsibility for destruction of records 
should be clearly and appropriately 
assigned. Destruction should be undertaken 
at appropriate intervals, such as annually.
The secure method of destruction of records 
should be carried out in line with the Council 
Record Retention Schedule and complete 
and adequate records should be maintained 
and retained. This includes a list of all 
records destroyed and the subsequent 
destruction certificates so the Council can 
demonstrate these have been appropriately 
undertaken. Management Response 
Responsible Officer

Housing Solutions colleagues 
will consider the corporate file 
retention guidance and provide 
a framework for housing 
document retention. The 
implementation of an EMS will 
enable a review of current 
documentation.
Agreed – Upon request by the 
service area Business Support 
will arrange the request to 
destroy the records.

Follow Up Result December 2018

Evidence of the operation of the EDRMS going live and operating could not be obtained.

Through discussions with the Business Support Manager, it was confirmed that the responsibility of destruction of records 
has not yet been assigned neither have any destruction activities been undertaken.

Not 
Implemented
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Further Recommendations: Initial recommendation to be implemented.  Revised Deadline : April 2019

Implemented – the recommendation that had previously been raised as a priority one has been reviewed and was considered implemented.

Partly implemented – aspects of the priority one recommendation had been implemented however not considered implemented in full.

Not implemented – there had been insufficient or no progress made in implementing this priority one recommendation.
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Appendices Appendix A – Whistleblowing Policy

1. SUMMARY

1.1 This report seeks members’ approval of the current Whistleblowing 
Policy which has recently been reviewed by the Council’s Monitoring 
Officer and is considered fit for purpose subject to some minor 
amendments.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS

2.1 The members of the Audit and Governance Committee are 
recommended to consider and approve the Whistleblowing Policy as 
amended

3. BACKGROUND

3.1. The Council is committed to the highest possible standards of openness, 
probity and accountability. In line with that commitment we expect 
employees, and others that we deal with, who have serious concerns 
about any aspect of the Council's work to come forward and voice those 
concerns using the Whistleblowing Policy. It is recognised that most 
cases will have to proceed on a confidential basis.

3.2. The policy applies to all employees and those contractors working for the 
Council on its premises, for example, agency staff, consultants, and 
external contractors. The policy enables employees to raise serious 
concerns within the Council rather than overlooking a problem or 
'blowing the whistle' outside.
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3.3. The policy should be regularly reviewed to ensure it continues to be fit 
for purpose. A detailed review of the policy was undertaken by the 
Council’s Monitoring Officer and it is considered that no substantive 
changes need be made to the current policy other than it is brought back 
annually to the committee for review to provide an assurance that it 
remains fit for purpose

4. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY PRIORITIES (AND OTHER 
NATIONAL OR LOCAL POLICIES OR STRATEGIES)

4.1 Not applicable

5. CONSULTATION

5.1 The policy has been considered and agreed by Governance Board.

6. IMPLICATIONS 

6.1 Finance and Risk 

6.1.1 There are no specific finance or risk issues arising from this 
report. 

6.2 Legal

6.2.1 The policy compliments and is compliant with Public Interest 
Disclosure Act (PIDA) 1998 and the Enterprise and Regulatory 
Reform Act (ERRA) 2013.

6.3 Equalities and Diversity

6.3.1 There are no specific equality or diversity issues arising from 
this report. 

6.4  Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder)

6.4.1 There are no specific sustainability issues arising from this 
report. 

.
6.5 Council Infrastructure (e.g. Human Resources, Accommodation or 

IT issues)

6.5.1 There are no specific Human Resources, accommodation or IT 
issues arising from this report. 
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BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

Previous Annual Governance Statements.
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 Employees are often the first to realise that there may be something seriously 
wrong within the Council. However, they may not express their concerns 
because they feel that speaking up would be disloyal to their colleagues or to the 
Council. They may also fear harassment or victimisation. In these circumstances 
it may be easier to ignore the concern rather than report what may just be a 
suspicion of malpractice.

1.2 The Council is committed to the highest possible standards of openness, probity 
and accountability. In line with that commitment we expect employees, and 
others that we deal with, who have serious concerns about any aspect of the 
Council's work to come forward and voice those concerns. It is recognised that 
most cases will have to proceed on a confidential basis.

1.3 The policy document makes it clear that you can do so without fear of 
victimisation, subsequent discrimination or disadvantage. This whistle-blowing 
policy is intended to encourage and enable employees to raise serious concerns 
within the Council rather than overlooking a problem or 'blowing the whistle' 
outside.

1.4 The policy applies to all employees and those contractors working for the Council 
on its premises, for example, agency staff, consultants, and external contractors.

1.5 This policy is in addition to the Council's complaints procedures and other 
statutory reporting procedures, in particular the Public Interest Disclosure Act 
(PIDA) 1998 and the Enterprise and Regulatory Reform Act (ERRA) 2013. 

2 WHAT IS WHISTLEBLOWING?

2.1 Whistleblowing is where a worker reports suspected wrongdoing at work.  
Officially this is called making a ‘qualifying disclosure’ in the public interest.  A 
worker can report things that fall within the scope of paragraph 3.2 below.

3 AIMS AND SCOPE OF THIS POLICY

3.1 This policy aims to:

 encourage workers to feel confident in raising serious concerns and to 
question and act upon concerns about practice;

 provide avenues for workers to raise those concerns and receive feedback 
on any action taken;

 ensure that workers receive a response to their concerns and that they are 
aware of how to pursue them if you are not satisfied;

 reassure workers that they will be protected from possible reprisals or 
victimisation if they have a reasonable belief that they have made any 
disclosure in good faith.
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3.2 There are existing procedures in place to enable workers to lodge a grievance 
relating to their own employment. The whistle-blowing policy is intended to cover 
major concerns that fall outside the scope of other procedures. The types of 
disclosure that are covered by PIDA are:

(a) that a criminal offence has been committed, is being committed or is likely 
to be committed, 

(b) that a person has failed, is failing or is likely to fail to comply with any legal 
obligation to which he is subject; 

(c) that a miscarriage of justice has occurred, is occurring or is likely to occur; 

(d) that the health or safety of any individual has been, is being or is likely to be 
endangered; 

(e) that the environment has been, is being or is likely to be damaged, or 

(f) that information tending to show any matter falling within any one of the 
preceding paragraphs has been, is being or is likely to be deliberately 
concealed.

3.3 This policy does not replace the Council’s complaints procedure or the grievance 
procedure.

4 SAFEGUARDS

4.1 Harassment or Victimisation

4.1.1 The Council is committed to good practice and high standards and wants to be 
supportive of workers.

4.1.2 The Council recognises that the decision to report a concern can be a difficult 
one to make. If what the worker is saying is true, they should have nothing to fear 
because they will be doing their duty to their employer and those for whom they 
are providing a service.

4.1.2 The Council will not tolerate any harassment or victimisation (including informal 
pressures) from a worker’s colleagues, peers, managers or from external 
sources, and will take appropriate action to protect workers when they raise a 
concern in good faith.

4.1.3 Any investigation into allegations of potential malpractice will not influence, or be 
influenced, by any disciplinary or redundancy procedures that already affect a 
worker.

4.2 Confidentiality 

4.2.1 All concerns will be treated in confidence and the Council will keep a worker’s 
identity confidential if they so wish. However, a worker’s ability to rely on the 
protections afforded by the whistleblowing policy will be lost if they expose 
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themself as the whistle blower, or as the source of the allegation, by making it 
known to others, either before or after making a whistle-blowing referral.

4.2.2  At the appropriate time, however, a worker may need to come forward as a 
witness.

4.3 Immunity from Disciplinary Action

4.3.1 If workers bring information about a wrongdoing to the attention of their 
employers, they are protected in certain circumstances under the PIDA.  
However the whistle-blowing policy does not provide a worker with immunity from 
disciplinary action and they cannot rely on the protection afforded by the policy if 
they have:- 

 undertaken inappropriate or unethical conduct;

 failed to comply with the Council’s policies, procedures or Standing 
Orders; legislation or statutory regulations;

 been responsible for a misuse of public office or public funds;

 committed fraud, corruption or other conduct which is an offence or a 
breach of law;

 made the disclosure without good faith or without believing it to be 
substantially true;

 made the disclosure for personal gain.

Under the ERRA, workers must also make disclosures in the reasonable belief 
that doing so was in the public interest in order to enjoy protection under PIDA.

5 ANONYMOUS ALLEGATIONS

5.1 No protection is provided by this policy or PIDA to a worker who makes 
anonymous allegations. Concerns expressed anonymously will be considered at 
the discretion of the Council. 

6 HOW TO RAISE A CONCERN

6.1 As a first step, a worker should normally raise concerns with their immediate 
manager or their superior.  This depends, however, on the seriousness and 
sensitivity of the issues involved and who is suspected of the malpractice. For 
example, if a worker believes that management is involved they should make 
their disclosure to the Director of Governance and Law on 020 8496 4848.

Alternatively, if you are unable to make the disclosure to the Director of 
Governance you can make the disclosure to either of the following officers:-

 The Chief Executive – on 020 8496 4201
 The Director of Finance and Governance – on 028 496 4260
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6.2 Concerns must be raised in writing and should include the following information:

 the background and history of the concern (giving relevant dates);

 the reason why the worker is particularly concerned about the situation.

6.3 The earlier a worker expresses their concern the easier it is to take action.

6.4 Although workers are not expected to prove beyond doubt the truth of an 
allegation, they will need to demonstrate to the Director of Governance and Law 
that there are reasonable grounds for their concerns.

6.5 A worker can obtain advice/guidance on how to pursue matters of concern by 
telephoning the Council’s HR Service. 

6.6 If ultimately a worker feels they have to take the matter externally, they may 
contact Public Concern at Work on 020 7404 6609.  Public Concern at Work are 
a registered charity whose services are free and strictly confidential.

7 HOW THE COUNCIL WILL RESPOND

7.1 Upon receiving your allegation, the Director of Governance and Law will consider 
its content, the issues and risks identified, the seriousness of the worker’s 
concern and which officer or department of the Council is best placed to take 
action or investigate the matter. 

7.2 In order to protect individuals and those accused of misdeeds or possible 
malpractice, initial enquiries will be made to decide whether an investigation is 
appropriate and, if so, what form it should take. The overriding principle which 
the Council will have in mind is the public interest. Concerns or allegations which 
fall within the scope of specific procedures (for example, grievance; fairness at 
work; formal complaints; child protection; or discrimination issues) will normally 
be referred for consideration under those procedures.

7.3 Some concerns may be resolved by agreed action without the need for a detailed 
investigation. If urgent action is required, this will be taken before any 
investigation is conducted.

7.4 In some instances it may be more appropriate to refer the matter to an external 
body to deal with, such as the police, Her Majesty’s Revenue and Customs 
(HMRC) or the Home Office.

7.5 Within twenty working days of a concern being raised, the Director of 
Governance and Law will contact the worker to:

 acknowledge that the concern has been received;

 indicate how the Council proposes to deal with the matter;

 give an estimate of how long it is likely to take to provide a final response;
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 tell the worker whether any initial enquiries have been made and whether 
further investigations will take place, or if not why; and

 supply the worker with information on staff support mechanisms.

7.6 The amount of contact between the Director of Governance and Law or the 
officers considering the issues and the worker will depend on the nature of the 
matters raised, the potential difficulties involved and the clarity of the information 
provided. If necessary, the Council will seek further information from the worker.

7.7 The Council will take steps to minimise any difficulties which a worker may 
experience as a result of raising a concern. For instance arranging meetings 
away from the work place or where a worker is required to give evidence in 
criminal or disciplinary proceedings, the Council will arrange for the worker to 
receive advice about the procedure.

7.8 The Council accepts that a worker may need to be assured that the matter has 
been properly addressed.  The Council will therefore inform the worker of the 
outcome of any investigation, subject to legal constraints.

8 THE RESPONSIBLE OFFICER

8.1 The Director of Governance and Law has overall responsibility for the 
Whistleblowing Policy.

9 HOW THE MATTER CAN BE TAKEN FURTHER

9.1 This policy is intended to provide a worker with an avenue within the Council to 
raise concerns, and hopes that the worker will be satisfied with any action taken. 
However if they are not, and they feel it is right to take the matter outside the 
Council, the following are possible contact points:

 Protect (formerly Public Concern at Work) -  a registered charity whose 
services are free and strictly confidential  Telephone 020 7404 6609,

 our external auditors EY – Tel 020 7951 3690 ; Debbie Hanson | 
Associate Partner | Government & Public Sector, UK&I Assurance

 your trade union;

 your local Citizens Advice Bureau;

 relevant professional bodies or regulatory organisations;

 a relevant voluntary organisation;

 the police.

9.2 If a worker does take the matter outside the Council, they should ensure that 
they do not disclose confidential information.
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LONDON BOROUGH OF WALTHAM FOREST

Committee/Date: Audit and Governance Committee
16 January 2019

Report Title: Review of polling districts and polling places 2019 

Directorate: Finance & Governance 

Contact Details Ian Buckle – Head of Electoral and Democratic Services

Tel. 020 8496 8186

Email – ian.buckle@walthamforest.gov.uk

Wards affected: All

Public Access  Open

Appendices Appendix 1 – Draft Review of Polling Districts, Polling Places 
and Polling Stations 

1 SUMMARY
1.1 Section 18 of the Representation of the People Act 1983 (as amended) requires 

that a full review of polling districts and polling places to be used at parliamentary 
elections be carried out at least every five years. A review of existing 
arrangements has been carried out and seventy polling places are being 
proposed for the London Borough of Waltham Forest, as set out in Appendix 1 to 
this report.

1.2 The review must be completed between October 2018 and January 2020. 
Following consultation on the proposals, Audit & Governance Committee will 
receive the final proposals for consideration before agreement at Full Council.

2. RECOMMENDATIONS
2.1 Audit and Governance Committee are recommended to:

2.1.1 agree the timetable for the review in part 3 of Appendix 1;
2.1.2 agree the proposed polling places and districts for consultation as set 

out in Appendix 1;
2.1.3 note the proposed list of consultees as set out in part 4 of Appendix 1;
2.1.4 note the intention to conduct a comprehensive review in advance of the 

2022 local elections (para 4.3).
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3. BACKGROUND
3.1 Under the Representation of the People Act 1983, the Council is required to 

divide its area into polling districts and to keep these districts under review. In 
doing so, the Council must give all electors such reasonable facilities for voting 
as are practicable in the circumstances.

3.2 Wards should therefore be divided into as many polling districts as are 
appropriate to give reasonable voting facilities. As far as possible, districts 
should have reasonable numbers of electors to facilitate the efficient running of 
polling stations. The establishment of polling districts is a matter for the Council 
to decide and the determination of premises to be used as polling stations is a 
matter for the Returning Officer for elections.

4. PROPOSAL
4.1 Regard has been given to the need to avoid unnecessary changes to polling 

arrangements which could cause confusion to electors and potentially have a 
detrimental effect on electoral turnout.

4.2 Specific consideration has been given to schools which are unable to remain 
open whilst hosting a polling station. Unscheduled elections can cause 
significant disruption to school terms and parents. As such, alternatives have 
been sought to minimise disruption whilst balancing the needs of the electorate 
in cases where schools remain the best available option.

4.3 There has not been a comprehensive review of polling districts and places 
outside of making minor amendments for some time. It is suggested that this 
review also address minor amendments only before undertaking a 
comprehensive review in advance of the local elections in 2022. That 
comprehensive review will account for any changes to wards as a result of the 
2019 Local Government Boundary Commission review of the council’s electoral 
arrangements.

5. SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITY STRATEGY PRIORITIES (AND OTHER 
NATIONAL OR LOCAL POLICIES OR STRATEGIES)

5.1 The polling districts and places review supports the Council to achieve its 
Sustainable Community Strategy Priorities by ensuring that residents can access 
local democracy with ease.  

6. CONSULTATION
6.1 Consultation will take place on the appendix to this report before final proposals 

are brought back to the committee.

7. IMPLICATIONS 
7.1 Finance and Risk 

7.1.1 Ensuring that our systems help in the most appropriate use of resources is 
a key part of the Council’s improvement strategy. The work undertaken by 
the Audit and Fraud Division can highlight financial malpractice, prevent 
fraud and inefficiency, and improve the Council’s internal control system.
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7.2 Legal
7.2.1 The relevant legislation is Sections 18 and 31 of the Representation of 

The people Act 1983, The Review of Polling Districts and Polling Places 
Regulations 2006 and the Electoral Registration and Administration Act 
2013. Guidance on the conduct of reviews is published by the Electoral 
Commission.

7.3 Equalities and Diversity
7.3.1 Polling places have been selected to be accessible to the communities 

they serve and to comply with the Equality Act 2010.
7.4 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and disorder)

7.4.1 There are no specific sustainability issues arising from this report.
7.5   Council Infrastructure (e.g. Human Resources, Accommodation or IT 

issues)
7.5.1 There are no specific HR, accommodation or IT issues arising from this 

report. 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government (Access to 
Information) Act 1985)
There are no background papers for this report. 
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1. Introduction  

 

1.1 Every local authority (LA) in England and Wales is required to undertake a 

statutory review of parliamentary polling districts and places within their area 

every five years. The last such review in the London Borough of Waltham 

Forest (LBWF) was undertaken in January 2015, meaning that a further 

review is now due.   

1.2 LAs are required to consult widely before reaching a decision on preferred 

electoral arrangements. In addition, the Returning Officer (RO)1 for each 

constituency is required to submit proposals on their preferred arrangements. 

This report is intended to meet this requirement.   

1.3 What follows are proposals for the twenty wards that constitute LBWF and 

the three parliamentary constituencies for which it is responsible: Chingford 

and Woodford Green (CWG), Leyton and Wanstead (L&W) and 

Walthamstow. These wards are geographically divided into three or four 

polling districts, depending on size. There are currently seventy polling 

places in the borough, comprising 57 double and thirteen single polling 

station(s). 

1.4 There are also two wards in both CWG2 and L&W3 that are within the London 

Borough of Redbridge (LBR), and the LBWF RO will need to be involved in 

the review of those. This will be carried out by LBR in line with statutory 

requirements for their authority review. There are currently twelve polling 

places in these wards, comprising ten double, one single and one triple 

polling station(s). 

 

 

 

                                                           
1
 The term Returning Officer is used throughout, for ease of reference. In LBWF, this is the Council’s 

Chief Executive, Martin Esom 
2
 Church End and Monkhams wards  

3
 Snaresbrook and Wanstead wards  
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2. Background  

 

2.1 Section 18 of the Representation of the People Act 1983 (RPA1983) (as 

amended by section 16 of the Electoral Administration Act 2006) lays out the 

requirements for the division of electoral areas into polling districts and 

places, and for the regular review of such arrangements. Reviews are 

required to meet all of steps set out in Schedule A1 of RPA1983. 

2.2 Section 17 of the Electoral Registration and Administration Act 2013 

introduced a change to the timing of these compulsory reviews. The first 

such review was required to be completed between the 1st of October 2013 

and the 31st of January 2015 inclusive; subsequent reviews must be started 

and completed within the sixteen month period that starts on the 1st of 

October every fifth year after the 1st of October 2013. This means, therefore, 

that it is necessary to conduct a review within the period from the 1st of 

October 2018 to the 31st of January 2020.  

2.3 Appendix 1 provides relevant extracts from the guidance on roles and 

responsibilities and definitions of key terms that has been put together by the 

Electoral Commission (EC) to support these reviews. 

2.4 In summary, LAs must seek to ensure:  

 2.4.1 that all electors in the borough have such reasonable facilities for 

voting as are practicable; and  

 2.4.2 that, so far as is reasonable and practicable, polling places are 

accessible to all electors, including those with disabilities.  

2.5 In order to comply with EC guidance, the number of electors allocated to 

each polling station should not exceed 2,500. A number of polling places in 

LBWF are, therefore, double polling stations, as detailed above.  
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2.6 In addition to the statutory reviews conducted to date, the availability, 

suitability and accessibility of polling places has been an integral part of the 

planning for each election. Any proposed changes identified through need or 

suitability have been discussed with the ward Councillors concerned before 

final agreement. Although some of these changes have been temporary due 

to short term unavailability of a venue, for example, some have become 

longer term options. All changes have been made under the delegated 

powers given to the Director of Governance and Law to do so, as agreed in 

the 2015 polling place review, and in agreement with the RO. 

2.7 This report details:  

 2.7.1 those polling places that were agreed in the 2015 polling place 

review (and which are, therefore, technically still the official location 

for their area);  

 2.7.2 any changes that have subsequently been agreed for elections held 

in the intervening period; and  

 2.7.3 proposals for polling places for the next five years, taking into 

account both any changes made previously and any that are now 

deemed to be appropriate for consideration. 

2.8 It is acknowledged that a number of schools would prefer not to be used as a 

polling place. Whilst sympathetic to this, schools are often the most suitable, 

and sometimes even the only appropriate, building within a polling district. 

The RO also has the legal right to use school buildings for polling. Wherever 

possible, this review has attempted to identify suitable alternative locations 

within a polling district and, in particular, to avoid the use of secondary 

schools unless absolutely necessary, to minimise interruption to examination 

timetables. We also work closely with those schools identified as polling 

places to support them to keep the majority of their buildings open on polling 

day where possible, and if that is their wish.  
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2.9 Important things to note include:   

 2.9.1 that the timetable for these reviews was set out in legislation to 

coincide with the Fixed Term Parliament Act 2011. The intention 

was for these reviews to be completed by the January preceding a 

May Parliamentary election. The snap election in 2017, however, 

means that these are no longer coterminous;  

 2.9.2 that LBWF is currently undergoing a Local Government Boundary 

Commission for England (LGBCE) review. This is a major (and 

statutory) evaluation, looking at the number of wards in the 

authority, their boundaries and names. Final proposals resulting 

from this review will not be laid before Parliament until November 

2019. Once this process has been completed, a full and thorough 

polling place review, including the redrawing of polling districts 

within the new ward structure, will be required before the proposals 

are implemented for the local government elections in May 2022; 

and  

 2.9.3 that, as we are no longer required to administer European 

Parliamentary elections, the only scheduled polls for the life of this 

review are, therefore, the Greater London Authority elections in 

May 2020.  

2.10 As a result of the LGBCE review currently being undertaken, it is possible 

that a per centage of the electorate will be required to vote at a different 

polling station and / or in a different ward from 2022. As noted, polling places 

will need to be reviewed following that review and, given that multiple 

changes of polling venue has the potential to cause significant voter 

confusion, we would be keen to minimise changes made in advance of 2022. 

We are, therefore, undertaking a light touch review at this stage, complying 

with the requirements of the five yearly polling place review cycle but solely 

addressing any major disparities in electorate or unsuitable polling stations. 

We will then conducted a more thorough review after the new ward structure 

is established, including taking into account such factors as electorate figures 
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and forecasts, property development forecasts and awareness raising with 

residents and stakeholders.  

2.11 With that in mind, proposals for each of the twenty LBWF wards are set out 

below. All figures given are as at the 1st of December 2018, following 

publication of the revised electoral register.  
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3. Indicative Timetable  

 

Date Action Meeting 

By 31st December 

2018 

Formulation of RO’s initial report, 

detailing the scope of the review, current 

arrangements and any proposals for 

change 

 

16th January 2019 Process agreed and initial proposals 

signed off 

Audit & Governance 

Committee 

By 31st January 

2019 

Review documentation published, 

including key dates and consultation 

arrangements  

 

1st – 28th February 

2019 

Consultation period  

By 31st March 

2019 

Publication of all consultation responses   

By 31st May 2019 Formulation of RO’s final report, 

including consideration of any 

responses made and any subsequent 

revised proposals where appropriate 

 

27th June 20194 Final proposals signed off  Audit & Governance 

Committee  

18th July 20195 Final proposals ratified  Full Council  

By 31st July 2019 Final proposals published  

 

 

                                                           
4
 Provisional date – to be confirmed in May 2019 

5
 Provisional date – to be confirmed in May 2019 
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Date Action Meeting 

16th August 20196 IF POLLING DISTRICTS AMENDED: 

Notice of intention to republish the 

electoral register published 

 

1st September 

2019 

IF POLLING DISTRICTS AMENDED: 

Electoral register republished  

 

1st September 

2019 

Implementation of agreed polling 

districts, places and stations for any 

elections held from this point forward 

until any subsequent review is 

conducted 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                           
6
 This is required to be published fourteen calendar days prior to the republication of the electoral 

register; however, as this falls on a Sunday (18
th
 August 2019), this has been brought forward to the 

nearest preceding working day. This is not, however, anticipated to be a factor, as no proposals to 

change polling districts are currently being made 
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4. List Of Consultees  

 

Individual / Body / 

Organisation  

Name(s) / Contact Details  Consultation Process  

LBWF residents LBWF Elections & Voting   Publication of notice of review plus related 

documentation on the Council’s website, at 

Waltham Forest Town Hall and at 

Walthamstow Library  

LBWF Councillors  See Your Councillors (LBWF) – contact through 

corporate e-mail addresses  

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website  

Agents for candidates and 

political parties who have 

stood in elections in LBWF 

since 2015 

Information held by Electoral Services  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

LBR RO  Andy Donald (Chief Executive) – 

andy.donald@redbridge.gov.uk  

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 
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Individual / Body / 

Organisation  

Name(s) / Contact Details  Consultation Process  

LBR residents in affected 

wards 

LBR Elections & Voting  Publication of notice of review on the LBR 

website and at LBR Town Hall, with link to the 

relevant documentation on the LBWF website  

LBR Councillors in affected 

wards  

See Your Councillors By Ward (LBR) – contact 

through corporate e-mail addresses 

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Greater London Assembly 

(GLA) Member for North East 

London (including LBWF) 

Jennette Arnold, OBE AM – 

jennette.arnold@london.gov.uk  

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

GLA Member for Havering and 

Redbridge (including LBR) 

Keith Prince, AM – keith.prince@london.gov.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Member of Parliament (MP) 

for Chingford and Woodford 

Green  

Rt. Hon. Iain Duncan Smith, MP – 

iain.duncansmith.mp@parliament.uk  

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

MP for Leyton and Wanstead  John Cryer – john.cryer.mp@parliament.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 
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Individual / Body / 

Organisation  

Name(s) / Contact Details  Consultation Process  

MP for Walthamstow Stella Creasy, MP – 

stella@workingforwalthamstow.org.uk  

Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Premises confirmed as official 

polling places in the 2015 

review  

Information held by Electoral Services Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Premises used as alternative 

polling places since 2015 or 

being proposed as new polling 

places through this review 

Information held by Electoral Services Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Age UK Waltham Forest info@ageukwalthamforest.org.uk Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Community Waltham Forest hello@communitywalthamforest.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Crest Waltham Forest Peterhouse Centre, 122 Forest Rise, 

Walthamstow, London E17 3PW 

Notification via post c/w details of the link to 

the notification on the Council’s website 
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Individual / Body / 

Organisation  

Name(s) / Contact Details  Consultation Process  

Learning Disability Experience 

(LDX) Waltham Forest7  

info@ldx.org.uk Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Liveability Waltham Forest liveabilitywf@gmail.com  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Mauritian Islamic Welfare 

Association 

yusuf.hansa@noorulislam.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Nigerian Community In 

Waltham Forest  

info@nigeriancommunitwf.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Poles In Need CIC info@pinuk.online Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Reaching Out East  info@reachingouteast.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

 

                                                           
7
 Formerly Waltham Forest Mencap  
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Individual / Body / 

Organisation  

Name(s) / Contact Details  Consultation Process  

Refuge Waltham Forest walthamforestfs@refuge.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Scope Waltham Forest walthamforest@scope.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Senior Citizen Asian Group m_aslam_@hotmail.com  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Solace Women’s Aid Waltham 

Forest 

walthamforestidsvaservice@solacewomensaid.org  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Tamil Community Centre & 

Othulaippu 

thilaka@ctcentre.co.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Waltham Forest Asian Seniors 

Club 

khudeja.wfasc@gmail.com  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 

Waltham Forest Disability 

Resource Centre 

info@wfdrc.org.uk  Notification via e-mail c/w link to the 

notification on the Council’s website 
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5. Proposed Polling Places  

 

The following tables detail the official polling arrangements for each ward (as agreed 

at the 2015 review) alongside current electorate data for each polling place. The text 

accompanying each details any changes to polling arrangements put in place for any 

election subsequent to the 2015 review, and the recommendations of the RO in 

relation to each ward for the purposes of this review.   

A summary of changes is provided at appendix 1 and maps showing current and 

proposed polling arrangements are provided at appendix 2, for ease of reference.  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Cann Hall Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place  No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

AA Cann Hall Methodist Church, 

298 Cann Hall Road, E11 3NN 

2 2,633 2,292 

AB Jenny Hammond Primary 

School, Elsham Road, E11 3JH 

2 3,519 3,058 

AC  Acacia Nursery School, Cecil 

Road, E11 3HF 

2 2,861 2,493 

 

AA, AB 

Both polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in these 

districts.   

AC 

Acacia Nursery School has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

However, in the fuller review that will be conducted following the conclusion of the 

LGBCE process described abvoe, alternatives to this site should be considered, as it 

is significantly more expensive to hire than other polling stations in the Borough due 

to compensation required for loss of business resulting from the necessity to close 

the nursery for the day.  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Leyton Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

BA Riverley Primary School, 40 

Park Road, E10 7BZ 

1 2,052 1,755 

BB Grange Park United Reform 

Church, 41 Grange Park Road, 

E10 5EP  

2 2,339 1,976 

BC  The Score Centre, 100 Oliver 

Road, E10 5JY 

2 3,126 2,730 

BD George Mitchell School 

(Primary Site), Burchell Road, 

E10 5AZ  

2 2,536 2,126 

 

BA, BB, BC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  

BD  

George Mitchell School (Primary Site) was used as the polling place for this district 

for all elections between 2015 and 2017, with no problems identified. During 

refurbishments to the school in 2018, the alternative venue of the Seddon Centre (33 

Clyde Place, E10 5AS) was used. It is not proposed that any change be made to the 

polling place in this district, with the school site maintained; however, the Seddon 

Centre is a suitable alternative, should this be required again.  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Leytonstone Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

CA Leytonstone Library Plus, 6 

Church Lane, E11 1HG  

2 3,869 3,406 

CB St. John’s Ambulance Hall, 66 

Queen’s Road, E11 1BB  

2 2,588 2,279 

CC  Connaught School for Girls, 39 

Connaught Road, E11 4AB  

2 2,371 2,119 

 

CA 

During refurbishments to Leytonstone Library Plus in 2015, the alternative venue of 

St. John the Baptist’s Church (High Road, E11 1HH) was used. The library has 

subsequently been used for all elections since 2016, with no problems identified. It is 

not proposed that any change be made to the polling place in this district, with the 

library site maintained; however, the church site is a suitable alternative, should this 

be required again.  

This polling district has the largest electorate in the Borough. Although, being a 

double station, this still fits well within the EC’s guidance regarding maximum 

numbers, it is acknowledged that numbers are high, particularly in one of the two 

polling stations concerned. An additional Poll Clerk is employed at this location at 

each election, in order to mitigate against this slight imbalance.  

CB 

St. John’s Ambulance Hall was used for all elections in 2015 and 2016; however, 

neither the venue nor its access arrangements were fit for purpose, and there is 

significant confusion for electors resulting from the venue having two entrances, on 

two different roads. In 2017 and 2018, the alternative venue of Leytonstone United 

Free Church (55 Wallwood Road, E11 1AY) was used, with no problems identified. It 
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is, therefore, proposed that the church be confirmed as the official polling place for 

this district going forward.  

CC  

Connaught School for Girls has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

It is acknowledged that the preferred polling station within this polling place is the 

Annex Building, which has a slightly different address (Madeira Road, E11 4AG). 

Although this review cannot specify which areas within a polling place should be 

designated as the polling station, the RO has a duty to ensure that all polling stations 

identified for each election are fit for purpose. We will continue to work with the 

school to ensure that, wherever possible, the Annex Building is designated for 

polling. We will also continue to ensure that poll card information and signage at the 

venue is adequate, and clearly identifies which area of the school has been set aside 

(and, therefore, which entrance to the site should be used).  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Cathall Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

DA The EpiCentre, 41 West Street, 

E11 4LJ 

2 1,993 1,737 

DB Leytonstone Learning Link, 23 – 

25 North Birkbeck Road, E11 

4JF  

2 2,049 1,855 

DC  Downsell Primary School, 

Downsell Road, E15 2BS  

1 1,837 1,590 

DD Ellingham Employment Service, 

5 Ellingham Road, E15 2AU  

1 2,089 1,841 

 

DA, DB, DC, DD 

All four polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Grove Green Ward , 

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

EA Leyton Trinity Methodist 

Church, 280 High Road, E10 

5PW 

2 2,648 2,277 

EB Dawlish Primary School, Jesse 

Road, E10 6NN 

2 3,468 3,104 

EC  Newport School, Newport 

Road, E10 6PJ  

2 3,591 3,169 

 

EA, EB, EC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  
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Leyton & Wanstead Constituency – Forest Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

FA The Cornerstone Church and 

Community Centre, 149 

Canterbury Road, E10 6EH  

2 2,869 2,421 

FB Belmont Park School, 101 

Leyton Green Road, E10 6DB 

2 2,960 2,415 

FC  Gwyn Jones Primary School, 

219 Hainault Road, E11 1EU  

2 2,804 2,366 

 

FA, FB, FC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Hale End & Highams Park Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

GA Thorpe Hall Primary School, 

123 Hale End Road, E17 4DP  

2 2,329 2,057 

GB Brookfield House School, 1a 

Alders Avenue, IG8 9PY 

1 1,705 1,438 

GC  Selwyn Primary School, Selwyn 

Avenue, E4 9NE 

2 2,800 2,423 

GD Highams Park United Reform 

Church, 40 Malvern Avenue, E4 

9NP  

1 1,979 1,702 

 

GA 

Thorpe Hall Primary School has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

GB 

Although Brookfield House School was used for the elections in 2015, its immediate 

neighbour (and previous polling place), Oakhill Primary School (Alders Avenue, IG8 

9PY), has been used for all elections since 2016, in order to avoid the closure of the 

specialist facility at Brookfield House. No problems with Oakhill have been identified 

and it is, therefore, proposed that this be confirmed as the official polling place for 

this district going forward. 

GC 

Selwyn Primary School was used for the elections in 2015 and 2016. However, in 

order to avoid the closure of the school, Highams Park Baptist Church (Cavendish 

Road, E4 9NG) was identified as the polling place for the elections in 2017 and 
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2018, with no problems identified. It is, therefore, proposed that the Baptist Church 

be confirmed as the official polling place for this district going forward. 

GD  

Highams Park United Reform Church has been used for every election since 2015, 

with no problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place 

in this district.  
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Endlebury Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

HA True Life (formerly Chingford  

Mount) Baptist Church, 1 

Leadale Avenue, E4 8AT 

2 3,143 2,666 

HB Kings Road Baptist Church, 16 

Kings Road, E4 7EY 

2 2,534 2,203 

HC  Ridgeway Evangelical Church, 

36  The Ridgeway, E4 6PU 

2 2,734 2,370 

 

HA 

The True Life Baptist Church was used for elections between 2015 and 2017. 

However, in 2018, the decision was made to move this polling station to All Saints’ 

Church, known locally as the Old Church, 100 yards away. This arrangement worked 

well, and it is, therefore, proposed that the Old Church be made the permanent 

polling station for this district.  

HB, HC 

Both polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in these 

districts.   
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Hatch Lane Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

IA Handsworth Nursery Unit, 

Handsworth Avenue, E4 9PJ 

2 2,704 2,349 

IB Longshaw Primary School, 22 

Longshaw Road, E4 6LH 

2 2,486 2,139 

IC  Whitehall Primary School, 90 

Normanton Park, E4 6ES  

2 1,998 1,740 

ID St. Andrew’s Church, 56 

Chingford Lane, IG8 9QP  

1 1,288 1,129 

 

IA 

Handsworth Nursery Unit has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified.  

Concerns were raised by a Ward Councillor during the 2015 review consultation 

regarding accessibility. These were investigated as part of that review, and all 

possible alternatives looked into. Those alternatives have been considered again as 

part of this review and, unfortunately, remain unsuitable as alternative venues. Hale 

End Library (Castle Avenue, E4 9QD) and the Jubilee Sports Ground (131 The 

Avenue, E4 9RZ) are too small to accommodate the double polling station necessary 

in this district, and the latter is also a fair distance from the road, making access 

difficult. All Saints’ Church (Church Avenue, E4 9QD) has regular bookings on 

Thursdays that they have previously advised they would be unwilling to cancel.  

Finally, Highams Park School (Handsworth Avenue, E4 9PJ) is both equally at the 

far end of the polling district as the Nursery, and would result in disruption to 

secondary school pupils at examination time.  

Given the above, it is considered that the Nursery remains the best and a suitable 

option, and no changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this district. 
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IB, IC, ID  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.   
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Chingford Green Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

JA Scout Group Hall, Whitehall 

Gardens, E4 6EP 

2 2,055 1,717 

JB Yardley Primary School, 

Hawkwood Crescent, E4 7PH  

2 3,071 2,617 

JC  North Chingford Methodist 

Church, 49 Station Road, E4 

7BU 

2 2,995 2,581 

 

JA, JB, JC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.   
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Larkswood Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

KA South Chingford (formerly Rush 

Croft) Foundation School, 

Rushcroft Road, E4 8SG  

1 1,984 1,691 

KB South Chingford Methodist 

Church, 5 New Road, E4 9EU  

2 2,514 2,135 

KC  St. Edmund’s Church, 

Larkswood Road, E4 9DS  

2 2,670 2,258 

KD St. Anne’s Church, 200 

Larkshall Road, E4 6NP  

1 1,678 1,452 

 

KA, KB  

Both polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in these 

districts.   

KC  

St. Edmund’s Church was used for the elections in 2015, following which we were 

advised that they no longer wished to be used as a polling station. In 2016 and 2017, 

following agreement from the Ward Councillors concerned, South Chingford 

Congregational Church (161 Chingford Mount Road, E4 8LT) was used, despite 

being 100 yards outside the ward boundary, in Valley Ward. Although this venue was 

a suitable alternative, guidance and good practice dictate that polling places should 

be within their ward area unless there are no suitable venues available. 

Consequently, in 2018, this polling place was relocated to Ainslie Wood Primary 

School (140 Ainslie Wood Road, E4 9DD). The school is more centrally located in 

terms of residential properties within the polling district, and arrangements in 2018 

worked well. For these reasons, and in order to avoid further confusion for electors in 
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the district (who have had three different polling places since 2018), it is proposed 

that Ainslie Wood Primary School be made the permanent polling station for this 

district. 

KD  

St. Anne’s Church has been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this district.  
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Chingford & Woodford Green Constituency – Valley Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

LA Age UK Waltham Forest 

Resource Hub North (formerly 

South Chingford Library), 58 

Hall Lane, E4 8EU  

2 2,756 2,351 

LB Chase Lane Primary School, 

York Road, E4 8LA  

2 2,831 2,376 

LC  Paradox Community Centre, 3 

Ching Way, E4 8YD  

2 2,941 2,606 

 

LA 

Since the 2015 review, this building (which was empty at that time) has become the 

responsibility of Age UK Waltham Forest. It has continued to be used as a polling 

place, and remains suitable as such. No changes are, therefore, proposed to the 

polling place in this district.  

LB  

Chase Lane Primary School was used for elections between 2015 and 2017, 

following which a local agreement was made between the education service and the 

school that an alternative venue would be identified for future elections. In 2018, 

therefore, the Royal British Legion Club (67 Hall Lane, E4 8HW) was used.  

Although this venue is suitable, it is quite small for a double station, and there is little 

natural light. Chase Lane School is both closer to the residential centre of the polling 

district (and to those properties in the west of the district – see below), and is not 

directly opposite another polling station in another district within the ward as the 

Legion site is (being opposite the Age UK site), which would reduce the potential for 

confusion for electors. Going forward, therefore, we would recommend that this 

polling place revert back to the school site, and this will be proposed in the review 
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that takes place following the conclusion of the LGBCE review described above. 

However, as an interim measure, we suggest that the Legion be agreed as the 

polling place for this district, as a short term measure.  

One Ward Councillor has previously requested consideration of a polling place being 

identified nearer to the west side of this district, across Hall Lane. This has been 

looked into, but is not deemed viable. Although there are residential properties at this 

side of the district (in Mandeville Court, Hollywood Road and Lower Hall Lane), they 

are low in number (approximately 200 properties, with approximately 400 electors), 

and the majority of the electors in the area live in the vicinity of the Chase Lane 

Primary School and Royal British Legion sites. There is no venue nearer to this area 

that would be suitable as a polling place for the area as a whole. There is also no 

small venue that could accommodate one polling station and, even were this to be 

identified, the costs of hire and employing polling staff would make this prohibitive in 

relation to the number of electors who would potentially benefit.  

LC  

Although the Paradox Centre was officially designated the polling place for this 

district in the 2015 review, Chingford Hall Primary Academy, (4 Burnside Avenue, E4 

8YJ) has actually been used for all elections since 2015, the two being in the same 

cluster of buildings. There have been no problems with the school site and it is 

proposed, therefore, that this be confirmed as the permanent polling station for this 

district going forward.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – Wood Street Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

MA Peterhouse Centre, 122 Forest 

Rise, E17 3PW  

2 2,638 2,303 

MB Henry Maynard Junior School, 

Addison Road, E17 9LT  

1 1,838 1,643 

MC  Wood Street Library, Forest 

Road, E17 4AA  

2 2,797 2,574 

MD Shern Hall Methodist Church, 

173 Shernhall Street, E17 9HX 

2 2,096 1,880 

 

MA, MB  

Both polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in these 

districts.   

MC 

Wood Street Library has been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. However, this is due to close in late 2019 and should, therefore, not be 

considered as a suitable polling place going forward.  

A new library site will be opening at Marlowe Road, also in late 2019. This is within 

the polling district and is, in fact, better located in relation to the residential properties 

in the district. In the review that will be necessary following the completion of the 

LGBCE review discussed above, the recommendation will be made that this new site 

be confirmed as the polling place for this district.  

However, as an interim measure, for the purposes of this short term review, and in 

order to mitigate against the risk of any election being called and neither library 

building being available due to demolition or renovation works respectively, the 
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polling place in this district should be confirmed as Woodside Primary Academy 

(Forest Site) (Wood Street, E17 3JX) at this time. This could be revisited at the point 

of any election being called, and a local decision made to relocate to either library 

site if appropriate; however, this decision would provide reassurance that a suitable 

location has been identified.  

MD  

Shern Hall Methodist Church has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – High Street Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

NA St. Michael & All Angels 

Church, Northcote Road, E17 

6PQ 

2 2,321 2,043 

NB Stoneydown Park Primary 

School (Infants’ Site), Pretoria 

Road, E17 6JY  

2 2,796 2,454 

NC  Douglas Eyre Sports Centre, 

148 Coppermill Lane, E17 7HE  

2 2,863 2,574 

ND Harmony Hall, 10 Truro Road, 

E17 7BY 

1 2,145 1,848 

 

The electorate in this polling district is already relatively large, and is likely to 

increase further as a result of continued regeneration in the Blackhorse Road area. 

Whilst this will need to be revisited after the outcome of the LGBCE review is known, 

this is not an issue that needs addressing immediately as part of this review.  

NA 

St. Michael and All Angels Church has been used for every election since 2015, with 

no problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in 

this district.  

NB  

Stoneydown Park Primary School was used for the elections in 2015 and 2018 as 

the polling place for this district, with no problems identified.  

In 2016 and 2017, an alternative venue was used for this district, Blackhorse Road 

Baptist Church (65 Blackhorse Road, E17 7AS). This met all requirements for a 

polling place, and should be considered as a suitable alternative to the school if this 
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is required in future. However, the change was only made to accommodate changes 

necessary elsewhere, in a different ward, that saw Stoneydown used as the polling 

place in that other ward as a short term measure (see OA below). The school was 

subsequently reinstated as the polling place in the correct district as soon as this 

was possible.  

No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this district.  

NC  

Due to competing booking priorities, the Douglas Eyre Sports Centre has regularly 

been unavailable for use as a polling place. In 2015, Coppermill Primary School 

(Edward Road, E17 6LU) was used and, although it was possible to use the Sports 

Centre for the Greater London Authority Elections in May 2016, they were not 

available when the European Referendum poll was called at short notice. At that 

point, the alternative venue of The Mill (7 – 11 Coppermill Lane, E17 7HA) was 

identified, and has been used for all elections since then, with no problems identified. 

It is located in close proximity to the vast majority of the residential properties in the 

district, and is a well-utilised community venue.  

It is proposed, therefore, that The Mill be made the permanent polling station for this 

district. 

ND  

Harmony Hall has been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this district.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – William Morris Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

OA Willowfield Humanities College, 

38 Clifton Avenue, E17 6HL  

1 2,022 1,794 

OB Priory Court Community Centre, 

11 Priory Court, E17 5NB  

1 2,009 1,781 

OC  The Lloyd Park Centre, Winns 

Avenue, E17 5JW  

2 2,089 1,886 

OD William Morris Community 

Centre, 6 - 8 Greenleaf Road, 

E17 6QQ  

2 3,011 2,588 

 

The electorate in this polling district is already relatively large, and is likely to 

increase further as a result of continued regeneration in the Blackhorse Road and 

central Walthamstow areas. Whilst this will need to be revisited after the outcome of 

the LGBCE review is known, this is not an issue that needs addressing immediately 

as part of this review.  

OA  

Willowfield Humanities College was used for the elections in 2015. However, it was 

subsequently relocated to a new site at 209 Blackhorse Road, which is out of ward 

(in High Street Ward). As noted (see NB above), Stoneydown Park Primary School 

was temporarily identified as the polling place for this district for the elections in 2016 

and May 2017, before it was reinstated as the polling place in its own ward.  

For the ward by-election in June 2017, held (by default) at short notice, the decision 

was made not to close the school for a second time in such a short period, and an 

alternative, new build, venue, Gnome House (7 Blackhorse Lane, E17 6DS), was 

identified. Although this was mostly suitable as a polling place, there were some 

concerns regarding access. For the local elections in 2018, therefore, Big Creative 
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Academy, based on the site of the original Willowfield Primary Academy at Clifton 

Avenue, was identified. This location was deemed to be suitable for polling, with 

good access, and no problems have been reported.  

It is proposed, therefore, that Big Creative Academy be made the permanent polling 

station for this district. Despite the several changes noted above, this effectively 

results in no change to the polling place in this district from the review in 2015, and 

should bring continuity back for the electors.  

OB 

Priory Court Community Centre has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

OC 

Although it is 100 yards outside the ward boundary (in Chapel End Ward), the Lloyd 

Park Centre has been used, with the agreement of Ward Councillors, for every 

election since 2015, with no problems identified. Being at the centre of the area, it is 

easily accessible for residents across the district, and is a good facility for both 

residents and staff.  

There is an alternative venue within the district, The Winns Primary School. In order 

to both maintain continuity for residents and avoid further school closures, however, 

no changes are proposed to the polling place in this district at this time. This can be 

revisited following the outcome of the LGBCE review referred to above. The school 

site can be considered a suitable alternative to the Lloyd Park Centre pending that, 

should this be necessary. 

OD  

William Morris Community Centre has been used for every election since 2015, with 

no problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in 

this district.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – Higham Hill Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

PA William Morris School, 7 Folly 

Lane, E17 5NT  

2 3,451 3,095 

PB Whittingham Primary Academy, 

338 – 340 Higham Hill Road, 

E17 5QX 

2 2,704 2,421 

PC  Hillyfield Primary Academy (Hill 

Site), 99 – 101 Higham Hill 

Road, E17 6ED  

2 3,761 3,353 

 

The electorate in this polling district is already relatively large, and is likely to 

increase further as a result of continued regeneration in the central Walthamstow 

area. Whilst this will need to be revisited after the outcome of the LGBCE review is 

known, this is not an issue that needs addressing immediately as part of this review.  

PA, PB, PC   

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – Markhouse Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

QA Low Hall Nursery School, Low 

Hall Lane, E17 8BE  

2 2,957 2,630 

QB Mission Grove Primary School 

(South Site), 108 Edinburgh 

Road, E17 7QB  

2 3,427 3,059 

QC  Thomas Gamuel Primary 

School, 1 Colchester Road, E17 

8LG  

2 2,967 2,592 

 

The electorate in this polling district is already relatively large, and is likely to 

increase further as a result of continued regeneration in the Blackhorse Road and 

lower Walthamstow areas. Whilst this will need to be revisited after the outcome of 

the LGBCE review is known, this is not an issue that needs addressing immediately 

as part of this review.  

QA 

Low Hall Nursery School has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

QB 

Mission Grove Primary School has been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in this 

district.  

Although its proper address is 108 Edinburgh Road, it is noted that access is actually 

via Exmouth Road, and this is made clear on poll cards and other communications 

regarding polling arrangements for this polling place.  
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QC 

Thomas Gamuel Primary School has been used for every election since 2015, with 

no problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling place in 

this district.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – Hoe Street Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

RA Church Hill Nursery School, 47 

Woodbury Road, E17 9SB  

2 2,571 2,290 

RB Central Baptist Church, 101 

Orford Road, E17 9QR  

2 2,047 1,858 

RC  Emmanuel Community School, 

1c The Drive, E17 3BN  

2 2,386 2,129 

RD St. Stephen’s Church, 1 

Copeland Road, E17 9DB 

2 2,539 2,239 

 

RA, RB, RC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  

RD 

St. Stephen’s Church was used for all elections in 2015 and 2016. However, it was 

subsequently closed. Due to the short notice nature of the Parliamentary election in 

2017, local agreement was given for the Kingsway International Christian Centre 

(474 Hoe Street, E17 9AH) to be used as the polling place for this district, despite 

being slightly outside the ward boundary (in Lea Bridge Ward).  

For the 2018 elections, Goshia Hall (119 – 123 Grove Road, E17 9BU) was identified 

as a replacement polling place. This location was deemed to be suitable for polling, 

with no problems have been reported. It is also within the ward boundary, and 

located relatively centrally in relation to the residential properties in the area. It is 

proposed, therefore, that Goshia Hall be made the permanent polling station for this 

district. 
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Walthamstow Constituency – Lea Bridge Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

SA Lea Bridge Library, Lea Bridge 

Road, E10 7HU 

2 3,561 3,198 

SB Sybourn Early Years 

Excellence Centre, 2a Perth 

Road, E10 7PB  

2 3,496 3,150 

SC  All Saints’ Church, 47 

Melbourne Road, E10 7HF  

2 3,230 2,874 

 

The electorate in this polling district is already relatively large, and is likely to 

increase further as a result of continued regeneration in the Lea Bridge area. Whilst 

this will need to be revisited after the outcome of the LGBCE review is known, this is 

not an issue that needs addressing immediately as part of this review.  

SA, SB, SC  

All three polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no 

problems identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in 

these districts.  
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Walthamstow Constituency – Chapel End Ward  

Polling 

District 

Polling Place No. Of 

Stations 

Total 

Electorate 

In Person 

Electorate  

TA Waltham Forest Town Hall, 

Forest Road, E17 4JF  

2 2,653 2,291 

TB Spruce Hills Baptist Church, 

155 Brookscroft Road, E17 4JP  

2 2,946 2,630 

TC  Winchester Road Methodist 

Church, 82 Winchester Road, 

E4 9JP  

1 1,246 1,110 

TD Hillyfield Primary Academy 

(Park Site), Aveling Park Road, 

E17 4NR  

2 2,647 2,327 

 

TA   

Waltham Forest Town Hall was used for all elections in 2015 and 2016. However, 

the need to expand the space available to conduct the count speedily and efficiently 

meant that there was no longer a suitable space in this polling place to designate as 

the double polling station required.  

From 2016, following agreement from the Ward Councillors concerned, the YMCA 

(642 Forest Road, E17 3EF) has been used, despite being 100 yards outside the 

ward boundary, in Hoe Street Ward. Being directly opposite the Town Hall complex, 

this still allows access to public parking and, having been used for the previous three 

elections, is now well-established with electors.  It is proposed, therefore, that the 

YMCA be made the permanent polling station for this district. 
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TB, TC  

Both polling places have been used for every election since 2015, with no problems 

identified. No changes are proposed, therefore, to the polling places in these 

districts.   

TD  

Despite being designated the polling place for this district in the 2015 review, 

Hillyfield Primary Academy has never actually been used, due to issues with access 

at the new build site. Although it is 100 yards outside of the district (in area TA), and 

with agreement from the Ward Councillors concerned, Sir George Monoux College 

(190 Chingford Road E17 5AA) has, in fact, been used for all elections between 

2015 and 2018, with the one exception of the snap Parliamentary General Election in 

2017 when, due to the short notice and the timing so close to the examination 

period, the venue was unavailable. No problems have been identified, it has good 

access, and its use does not interfere with the examination timetable as there is an 

annex building that can be set aside for polling stations.  

Also with the agreement of Ward Councillors, the neighbouring venue of St. John’s 

Church (18 Brookscroft Road, E17 4LH) was used as a replacement polling place for 

the election in 2017, with no problems identified. However, this is also outside of 

district, in area TB. It has less easy access, and was less popular with both Ward 

Councillors and residents.  

The only other potential venue in the district, the Lloyd Park Centre, is cut off from all 

residential properties in the district by Lloyd Park, and is also a much more suitable 

polling place for district OC, as noted above. For these reasons, its use in this district 

has been discounted.  

It is proposed that Sir George Monoux College be made the permanent polling 

station for this district. However, St. John’s Church is a suitable alternative, should 

this be required again. 
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Appendix 1: Summary Of Recommendations 

 

No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

LEYTON & WANSTEAD 

1 Cann Hall  AA Cann Hall Methodist Church, 298 Cann Hall Road, E11 3NN x 

2 Cann Hall  AB Jenny Hammond Primary School, Elsham Road, E11 3JH x 

3 Cann Hall AC Acacia Nursery School, Cecil Road, E11 3HF x 

4 Leyton BA Riverley Primary School, 40 Park Road, E10 7BZ x 

5 Leyton  BB Grange Park United Reform Church, 41 Grange Park Road, E10 

5EP  

x 

6 Leyton  BC The Score Centre, 100 Oliver Road, E10 5JY x 

7 Leyton  BD George Mitchell School (Primary Site), Burchell Road, E10 5AZ  x 

8 Leytonstone  CA  Leytonstone Library Plus, 6 Church Lane, E11 1HG  x 

9 Leytonstone  CB  Leytonstone United Free Church, 55 Wallwood Road, E11 1AY √ 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

10 Leytonstone  CC Connaught School for Girls, 39 Connaught Road, E11 4AB  x 

11 Cathall  DA  The EpiCentre, 41 West Street, E11 4LJ x 

12 Cathall  DB Leytonstone Learning Link, 23 – 25 North Birkbeck Road, E11 4JF  x 

13 Cathall  DC Downsell Primary School, Downsell Road, E15 2BS  x 

14 Cathall  DD Ellingham Employment Service, 5 Ellingham Road, E15 2AU  x 

15 Grove Green  EA  Leyton Trinity Methodist Church, 280 High Road, E10 5PW x 

16 Grove Green  EB Dawlish Primary School, Jesse Road, E10 6NN x 

17 Grove Green  EC  Newport School, Newport Road, E10 6PJ  x 

18 Forest  FA  The Cornerstone Church and Community Centre, 149 Canterbury 

Road, E10 6EH  

x 

19 Forest  FB  Belmont Park School, 101 Leyton Green Road, E10 6DB x 

20 Forest  FC Gwyn Jones Primary School, 219 Hainault Road, E11 1EU  

 

x 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

CHINGFORD AND WOODFORD GREEN  

21 Hale End & Highams Park  GA Thorpe Hall Primary School, 123 Hale End Road, E17 4DP  x 

22 Hale End & Highams Park  GB Oakhill Primary School, Alders Avenue, IG8 9PY √ 

23 Hale End & Highams Park  GC Highams Park Baptist Church, Cavendish Road, E4 9NG √ 

24 Hale End & Highams Park  GD Highams Park United Reform Church, 40 Malvern Avenue, E4 

9NP  

x 

25 Endlebury  HA All Saints’ Church (Old Church), 184 Old Church Road, E4 8BU  √ 

26 Endlebury  HB Kings Road Baptist Church, 16 Kings Road, E4 7EY x 

27 Endlebury  HC Ridgeway Evangelical Church, 36  The Ridgeway, E4 6PU x 

28 Hatch Lane  IA  Handsworth Nursery Unit, Handsworth Avenue, E4 9PJ x 

29 Hatch Lane  IB  Longshaw Primary School, 22 Longshaw Road, E4 6LH x 

30 Hatch Lane IC  Whitehall Primary School, 90 Normanton Park, E4 6ES  x 

31 Hatch Lane  ID  St. Andrew’s Church, 56 Chingford Lane, IG8 9QP  x 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

32 Chingford Green  JA  Scout Group Hall, Whitehall Gardens, E4 6EP x 

33 Chingford Green  JB  Yardley Primary School, Hawkwood Crescent, E4 7PH  x 

34 Chingford Green  JC  North Chingford Methodist Church, 49 Station Road, E4 7BU x 

35 Larkswood  KA  South Chingford Foundation School, Rushcroft Road, E4 8SG  x 

36 Larkswood  KB  South Chingford Methodist Church, 5 New Road, E4 9EU  x 

37 Larkswood  KC  Ainslie Wood Primary School, 140 Ainslie Wood Road, E4 9DD  √ 

38 Larkswood  KD  St. Anne’s Church, 200 Larkshall Road, E4 6NP  x 

39 Valley  LA  Age UK Waltham Forest Resource Hub North (formerly South 

Chingford Library), 58 Hall Lane, E4 8EU  

x 

40 Valley  LB Royal British Legion Club, 67 Hall Lane, E4 8HW   √ 

41 Valley  LC  Chingford Hall Primary Academy, 4 Burnside Avenue, E4 8YJ  

 

 

√ 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

WALTHAMSTOW  

42 Wood Street  MA  Peterhouse Centre, 122 Forest Rise, E17 3PW  x 

43 Wood Street  MB  Henry Maynard Junior School, Addison Road, E17 9LT  x 

44 Wood Street  MC  Woodside Primary Academy (Forest Site), Wood Street, E17 3JX √ 

45 Wood Street  MD  Shern Hall Methodist Church, 173 Shernhall Street, E17 9HX x 

46 High Street  NA   St. Michael & All Angels Church, Northcote Road, E17 6PQ x 

47 High Street  NB  Stoneydown Park Primary School (Infants’ Site), Pretoria Road, 

E17 6JY  

x 

48 High Street  NC The Mill, 7 – 11 Coppermill Lane, E17 7HA  √ 

49 High Street  ND  Harmony Hall, 10 Truro Road, E17 7BY x 

50 William Morris  OA  Big Creative Education, 38 Clifton Avenue, E17 6HL  x 

51 William Morris  OB  Priory Court Community Centre, 11 Priory Court, E17 5NB  x 

52 William Morris  OC  The Lloyd Park Centre, Winns Avenue, E17 5JW  x 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

53 William Morris  OD  William Morris Community Centre, 6 - 8 Greenleaf Road, E17 6QQ  x 

54 Higham Hill  PA  William Morris School, 7 Folly Lane, E17 5NT  x 

55 Higham Hill  PB  Whittingham Primary Academy, 338 – 340 Higham Hill Road, E17 

5QX 

x 

56 Higham Hill  PC Hillyfield Primary Academy (Hill Site), 99 – 101 Higham Hill Road, 

E17 6ED  

x 

57 Markhouse  QA Low Hall Nursery School, Low Hall Lane, E17 8BE  x 

58 Markhouse  QB Mission Grove Primary School (South Site), 108 Edinburgh Road, 

E17 7QB  

x 

59 Markhouse  QC Thomas Gamuel Primary School, 1 Colchester Road, E17 8LG  x 

60 Hoe Street RA  Church Hill Nursery School, 47 Woodbury Road, E17 9SB  x 

61 Hoe Street RB Central Baptist Church, 101 Orford Road, E17 9QR  x 

62 Hoe Street  RC Emmanuel Community School, 1c The Drive, E17 3BN  x 

63 Hoe Street  RD Goshia Hall, 119 – 123 Grove Road, E17 9BU  √ 
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No. Ward District Proposed Polling Place Change? 

64 Lea Bridge  SA  Lea Bridge Library, Lea Bridge Road, E10 7HU x 

65 Lea Bridge  SB  Sybourn Early Years Excellence Centre, 2a Perth Road, E10 7PB  x 

66 Lea Bridge  SC All Saints’ Church, 47 Melbourne Road, E10 7HF  x 

67 Chapel End  TA YMCA, 642 Forest Road, E17 3EF   √ 

68 Chapel End  TB Spruce Hills Baptist Church, 155 Brookscroft Road, E17 4JP  x 

69 Chapel End  TC Winchester Road Methodist Church, 82 Winchester Road, E4 9JP  x 

70 Chapel End  TD Sir George Monoux College, 190 Chingford Road, E17 5AA   √ 
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Appendix 2: Maps  

London Borough of Waltham Forest 

 

Please note that the maps below show each ward broken down into canvass area 

(used to break polling districts down into smaller areas in order to better manage 

administrative tasks such as the canvass or poll card delivery), rather than into 

polling district. However, they still provide polling district details, with AA1 and AA2 

constituting district AA; AB1 and AB2 district AB et cetera.  

New ward maps, highlighting confirmed polling places, will be produced following 

agreement in relation to these at the conclusion of this review process. 

 

Key: 

Current polling place (as per the 2015 report)  

Proposed polling place (for 2019 onwards) 

Any other location referred to  

Where the recommendation is for no change, polling stations are marked as 

proposed, for ease of reference.  
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Cann Hall Ward (Ward A) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Acacia Nursery School 

Cann Hall Methodist Church Jenny Hammond Primary School 

Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School 

Cann Hall Methodist Church 

Acacia Nursery School Acacia Nursery School 

Cann Hall Methodist Church 

Acacia Nursery School 

Jenny Hammond Primary School Cann Hall Methodist Church 

Acacia Nursery School 

Jenny Hammond Primary School Cann Hall Methodist Church 
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Leyton Ward (Ward B) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Seddon Centre 

 

Riverley Primary School 

Grange Park United 

Reform Church 

George Mitchell 

School (Primary Site) 

The Score Centre 
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Leytonstone Ward (Ward C) 

 

 

St. John The 

Baptist’s Church 

Leytonstone Library Plus 

St. John’s Ambulance Hall 

Leytonstone United 

Free Church 

Connaught School For Girls 
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Cathall Ward (Ward D) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Leytonstone Learning Link 
The EpiCentre 

Ellingham Employment Service Downsell Primary School 
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Grove Green Ward (Ward E) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Newport School 

Dawlish Primary School 

Leyton Trinity Methodist Church 
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Forest Ward (Ward F) 

 

Belmont Park School 

 

The Cornerstone Church & 

Community Centre 

Gwyn Jones Primary School 
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Hale End & Highams Park Ward (Ward G) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Brookfield House School 

Oakhill Primary School 

Highams Park Baptist 

Church 

Selwyn Primary School 

Thorpe Hall Primary School 

 School 

Highams Park United 

Reform Church 
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Endlebury Ward (Ward H) 

 

 
Kings Road Baptist Church 

Ridgeway Evangelical Church 

All Saints Church (Old Church) True Life (formerly Chingford 

Mount) Baptist Church 
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Hatch Lane Ward (Ward I) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Longshaw Primary School 

 
Whitehall Primary School 

St. Andrew’s Church 

Highams Park School Hale End Library 

All Saints’ Church 

Jubilee Sports Ground 

Handsworth 

Nursery Unit 
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Chingford Green Ward (Ward J) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Yardley Primary School 

North Chingford Methodist Church 

Scout Group Hall 
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Larkswood Ward (Ward K) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

South Chingford 

Methodist Church St. Anne’s Church 

St. Edmund’s Church 

South Chingford 

Congregational Church 

Ainslie Wood Primary School 

South Chingford (formerly Rush 

Croft) Foundation School 
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Valley Ward (Ward L) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Royal British Legion Club 

Chase Lane Primary School  

Chingford Hall 

Primary Academy 

Paradox Community Centre 

Age UK Waltham 

Forest Resource Hub 

(formerly South 

Chingford Library 
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Wood Street Ward (Ward M) 

 

 
Wood Street Library 

Woodside Primary Academy 

Peterhouse Centre 

Henry Maynard Junior School 

Shern Hall Methodist Church 
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High Street Ward (Ward N) 

 
Stoneydown Park Primary 

School (Infants Site) 

Blackhorse Road Baptist 

Church 

Harmony Hall 

St. Michael & All Angels 

Church 

Douglas Eyre Sports Centre 

The Mill 
Coppermill Primary School 
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William Morris Ward (Ward O) 

 

Gnome House 

Willowfield 

Humanities College 

Big Creative Academy 

Stoneydown Park Primary 

School (Infants Site) 

Priory Court 

Community Centre 

The Lloyd Park Centre 

The Winns 

Primary School 

William Morris 

Community Centre 
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Higham Hill Ward (Ward P) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Whittingham Primary 

Academy 

Hillyfield Primary Academy 

(Hill Site) 

William Morris School 
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Markhouse Ward (Ward Q) 

 

Low Hall Nursery School 

Thomas Gamuel Primary School 

Mission Grove Primary School 

(South Site) 
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Hoe Street Ward (Ward R) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Emmanuel Community School 

Central Baptist Church 

Church Hill 

Nursery School 

St. Stephens’s Church Goshia Hall 

Kingsway International 

Christian Centre 
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Lea Bridge Ward (Ward S) 

 

 Lea Bridge Library 

Sybourn Early Years Excellence Centre 

All Saints’ Church  
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Chapel End Ward (Ward T) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Sir George Monoux College 

St. John’s Church 

Hillyfield Primary 

Academy (Park Site) 

Waltham Forest 

Town Hall 

Spruce Hills Baptist Church 

 

Winchester Road 

Methodist Church 

YMCA 

The Lloyd Park Centre 
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Appendix 3: Electoral Commission Guidance – Roles, Responsibilities & 

Definitions Of Key Terms 

 

Roles and responsibilities and definition of terms 

Roles and responsibilities 

The local authority 
 
1.1 The statutory responsibility for reviewing UK Parliamentary polling districts and places 
rests with each relevant local authority in Great Britain for so much of any constituency as is 
situated in its area.  A relevant local authority is, in England, the council of a district or 
London borough, in Scotland, a local authority, and, in Wales, the council of a county or 
county borough. 

1.2 Depending on the structure of the local authority, it may not be the full council which 
makes the decisions on any changes to polling districts or polling places. Some local 
authorities may have delegated that function, in which case the decision on polling districts 
and polling places becomes the responsibility of a committee or sub-committee. This will be 
set out in the council’s constitution.  

The Electoral Registration Officer 
 
1.3 Where a local authority makes any alterations to the polling districts within its area, 
the ERO must amend the register of electors accordingly – either on a notice of alteration or 
by publishing a revised register. The changes to the register take effect on the date that the 
ERO publishes a separate notice stating that the alterations have been made, which should 
be done to coincide with the publication of a notice of alteration/publication of a revised 
register. 

The (Acting) Returning Officer 
 
1.4 The (Acting) Returning Officer must comment during any review of UK Parliamentary 
polling districts and polling places on both existing polling stations and the polling stations 
that would likely be used if any new proposal for polling places were accepted.  

1.5 The election rules require the (Acting) Returning Officer to decide how many polling 
stations are required for each polling place and they must allocate electors to the polling 
stations in such manner as they think most convenient.   
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The Electoral Commission 
 
1.6 While legislation provides no role for the Commission in the review process, it does 
provide for a role after the conclusion of the review. 

1.7 Once the local authority has published the results of its review, specified interested 
parties may make representations to the Commission to reconsider any polling districts and 
polling places. We may direct the authority to make any alterations to the polling places 
that we think necessary and, if the alterations are not made within two months, we may 
make the alterations ourselves. 

Definition of terms 

UK Parliamentary constituencies 
 
1.8 The Parliamentary Constituencies Act 1986 states:  

‘There shall for the purpose of parliamentary elections be the county and borough constituencies (or 

in Scotland the county and burgh constituencies), each returning a single member, which are 

described in Orders in Council made under this Act. […] In this Act and, except where the context 

otherwise requires, in any Act passed after the Representation of the People Act 1948, 

“constituency” means an area having separate representation in the House of Commons.’ 

1.9 UK Parliamentary constituency boundaries cannot be changed by the review. 

Polling district 
 
1.10 A polling district is a geographical area created by the sub-division of a UK 
Parliamentary constituency for the purposes of a UK Parliamentary election. 

1.11 In England, each parish is to be a separate polling district and, in Wales, each 
community should be a separate polling district, unless there are special circumstances. This 
means that a parish or community must not be in a polling district which has a part of either 
a different parish or community within it, or any un-parished part of the local authority area 
within it, unless special circumstances apply. Those special circumstances could arise if, for 
example, the parish/community has only a small number of electors and it is not practicable 
for the parish/community to be its own polling district. 

1.12 In Scotland, each electoral ward must be divided into two or more polling districts 
unless there are special circumstances.  Given the size of wards in Scotland, it is difficult to 
envisage what those special circumstances might be in practice. 

1.13 When a parish or community is not a separate polling district or a Scottish electoral 
ward is not split into two or more polling districts, the special circumstances and the 
recommendation resulting from these should be clearly set in the review document for the 
council or relevant committee to consider. 
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Polling place 
 
1.14 A polling place is the building or area in which polling stations will be selected by the 
(Acting) Returning Officer. A polling place within a polling district must be designated so that 
polling stations are within easy reach of all electors from across the polling district. 

1.15 We are aware that some authorities designate the entire polling district as the polling 
place. However, Section 18B(4)(e) of the RPA 1983 states that ‘the polling place must be 
small enough to indicate to electors in different parts of the district how they will be able to 
reach the polling station’.  We therefore consider that polling places should always be 
defined more specifically than simply the polling district - for example, by designating the 
name of the polling place (normally a particular building or area and its environs).  

Polling station 
1.16 A polling station is the room or area within the polling place where voting takes place. 
Unlike polling districts and polling places which are fixed by the local authority, polling 
stations are chosen by the relevant Returning Officer for the election. 
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Appendix 4: Useful Links 

 

Legislation  

Representation Of The People Act 1983 

Electoral Administration Act 2006  

Fixed Term Parliament Act 2011  

Electoral Registration And Administration Act 2013  

Guidance  

Reviews Of Polling Districts, Polling Places And Polling Stations (Electoral 

Commission)  

Documents  

LBWF Polling Place Review 2015  
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Directorate: Finance & Governance

Contact Details John Williams, Democratic Services 
020 8496 4344 
john.williams@walthamforest.gov.uk

Wards affected: None specifically 

Public Access Open 

Appendices Appendix 1:    Proposed new Terms of Reference 
for the Planning Committee

1. SUMMARY
1.1 The Terms of Reference for the Planning Committee have been revised to 

introduce slightly amended thresholds for planning applications to be 
determined by Planning Committee.

2. RECOMMENDATION
2.1 The Committee is recommended to:

2.1.1 Approve the proposed amendments to the Terms of Reference 
for the Planning Committee at Appendix 1 and recommend them 
to Full Council for agreement.

3. BACKGROUND
3.1. The Terms of Reference for the Planning Committee were last 

reviewed two years ago and agreed by Council on 13 July 2017.  The 
previous Terms of Reference were drafted widely and were quite 
vague, which resulted in valuable committee time being taken up with 
developments that could more appropriately be dealt with by officers 
under delegated powers.  The review addressed the situation where all 
applications where the Council was the developer were decided at 
Member level, no matter how small the development might be (for 
example, flagpoles).

3.2. Since that time it has become apparent that a relatively large number of 
minor applications are still going to the Planning Committee, as 
required by the current Terms of Reference in situations where the 
Council is not the developer but would be involved in a financial liability.  
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A significant proportion of these have been associated with 
preparations for Waltham Forest to be the first London Borough of 
Culture in 2019.  More applications of this nature may be expected now 
that Borough of Culture activities are fully underway.

4. PROPOSAL
4.1 Following consultation with the Chair and Vice-Chair  of the Planning 

Committee, and the Member-Officer Constitution Working Group (which 
includes the Group Whips), the following amendment to the section of 
the Terms of Reference dealing with Council developments – in italics - 
is proposed:

Thresholds for determination by Planning Committee
Council Developments
 Where the Council is the developer and the application 
involves development that includes the erection of any building 
or a material change of use;

 Where the Council is not the developer but would be involved 
in a financial liability, and the application involves development 
that includes the erection of any building or a material change of 
use;

5. CONSULTATION
5.1 No specific community consultation is required in relation to this 

proposal, though consultation has taken place with the Chair and Vice 
Chair of the Planning Committee and the Constitution Working Group.

6. IMPLICATIONS
6.1 Finance, Value for Money and Risk

6.1.1 There are no specific financial implications in relation to this 
proposal, although efficiency savings will arise from reducing the 
amount of Member and officer time spent on minor applications 
at committee level. 

6.2      Legal
6.2.1 The amendments to the Terms of References of the Planning 

Committee will require consideration and agreement by Full 
Council as the terms of reference form part of the Constitution.

6.3 Equalities and Diversity
6.3.1   No direct implications.

6.4 Sustainability (including climate change, health, crime and 
disorder
6.4.1   No direct implications identified.
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6.5 Council Infrastructure (e.g. human resources, accommodation or 
IT issues
6.5.1   No direct implications identified

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (as defined by Local Government 
(Access to Information) Act 1985)

None
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Part 7- Terms of Reference- Planning Committee
Updated February 2019

APPENDIX 1 

PLANNING COMMITTEE

Membership
5 members to be appointed by Full Council.

Delegated Powers

The Planning Committee shall have the following powers:

1. Save as set out in 2 below, where an application in respect of:

 Planning (excluding applications for Lawful Development 

Certificates which will be determined by officers under delegated 

powers unless the application was submitted by a Councillor or 

an officer of the Council or on their behalf – see below),

 Advertising,

 Conservation areas,

 Listed buildings,

 Tree and hedgerow protection,

 Hazardous substances,

 Enforcement,

 Any other functions contained in the Town and Country Planning 

Act 1990, Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) 

Act 1990 or the Planning (Hazardous Substances) Act 1990 and 

related legislation, 

satisfies one or more of the following criteria, it shall be referred to the 

Planning Committee:

 Where it is requested by a member of the ward in which 

the development is located or a neighbouring ward that 

the Planning Committee consider a planning application 

and the Head of  Development Management and Building 
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Control in consultation with the Chair of the Planning 

Committee agrees that the application should be 

determined by the Planning Committee taking into 

consideration the ward member’s or neighbouring ward 

member’s reasons for making the request;

 Where the following types of development are  involved:

 development of 150 residential units or more,

 development over 30 metres in height,

 inappropriate development on Green Belt or 

Metropolitan Open Land, or

 development (other than development which only 

comprises the provision of residential units) 

involving the erection of a building or buildings with 

a total floorspace of more than 15,000 square 

metres;

 Where the Council is the developer and the application 

involves development that includes the erection of any 

building or a material change of use;

 

 Where the Council is not the developer but would be 

involved in a financial liability and  includes the erection of 

any building or a material change of use;

 Where an application is recommended for approval with 

five or more objections from local residents and the Head 

of  Development Management and Building Control in 

consultation with the Chair of the Planning Committee is 

of the view that there is significant interest from local 

residents; 
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 Where an application is made where a Councillor or an 

officer is the agent;



 Where any application is submitted by or on behalf of a 

Councillor or by or on behalf of any officer of the Council 

(or their spouse/partner) including applications for Lawful 

Development Certificates; or

 Where the Head of Development Management and 

Building Control in consultation with the Chair of the 

Planning Committee considers that an application should 

be referred to the Planning Committee for consideration.

2. The Planning Committee has no delegated power to approve 

Development Plan Documents or joint arrangements under section 28-

31 of the Planning and Compulsory Purchase Act 2004.  Full Council 

must exercise these powers.

3. To make recommendations to Cabinet in relation to the allocation of 

Historic Building Grants that are above the financial threshold for Key 

Decisions.

4. To authorise the allocation of Historic Building Grants that are below 

the financial threshold for Key Decisions but above £1000.00

5. Notwithstanding the above, prior notification applications shall not be 

referred to the Planning Committee where insufficient time is available 

to enable committee consideration prior to the determination deadline. 

Where there is an urgent need for a decision to be taken outside the 

normal cycle of meetings, every practical effort shall be made to 

arrange an extraordinary meeting of the Planning Committee. 

However, if there is insufficient time for this to be done, authority to 

consider such applications is delegated to the Head of Development 

Management and Building Control, in consultation with the Chair of the 

Planning Committee, and the Vice Chair.
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Delegation to Officers

6. The Director of Regeneration and Growth is authorised to undertake all 

other functions in relation to the above matters and functions, subject 

to paragraph 2 and the Director of Governance and Law or his/her 

representative being satisfied with the evidence before the service of 

any Notices.

7. The Director of Regeneration & Growth is authorised to delegate any of 

the above functions delegated to her/him in this Constitution to other 

officers.
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